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SY N O PSIS
This thesis studies the design o f passenger and vehicle ferries 
and prepares a preliminary design for a passenger and vehicle ferry for 
the route betw een Turkey and Italy serving the ports of Izmir and Trieste.
The design allows a convenient weekly schedule for the round 
voyage on a long route over the complete year where seasonal differences 
will exist in the expected cargo. Background information on the route and 
consideration of existing ferries determined the carrying capacity and the 
cargo m ix among passengers, cars and commercial vehicles.
P articu lar a ttention is g iven to subdivision and dam aged 
stability. The calculation is carried out by both the deterministic and by 
the probabilistic methods and consideration is given to the relative value 
o f these m ethods in ensuring safety.
D ifferent arrangements o f vehicle decks are examined and the 
relative advantages o f longitudinal and transverse fram ing are explored 
by classification society and direct calculation.
The econom ic analysis is carried out using W estern European 
capital costs and Turkish operating costs. Income estimates are adjusted 
to suit the expected trading pattern.
T he safety of Ro-Ro vessels and further design studies are 
considered.
1CHAPTER ONE 
IN T R O D U C T IO N
1.1 G e n e ra l
The term ferry is applied to a regular and scheduled sea transport 
service betw een ports, usually two ports. G enerally the vessels operating 
the service will carry both passengers and freight although the freight may 
all be in  w heeled vehicles perhaps both road and rail and include many 
passenger cars. The ports are often relatively close together and the port 
installations m ay have been designed in conjunction w ith the ferries to 
speed turn around. H ow ever even transatlantic passenger services were 
referred to as ferries at the height of their importance.
There are m ajor differences in design and in operation between 
ferries that require passenger certificates and those that do not. The latter 
group m ay carry up to twelve passengers but it can concentrate on freight 
convenience, perhaps to the detriment of safety after damage. Such vessels 
are not considered in this Thesis. The form er group have examples over a 
very wide range of size. The larger ones rival the largest cruise liners and 
the sm allest may only carry few passengers and their cars. However, they 
m ust all conform  to the international and their national requirements for 
the award of passenger certificates. Such requirements impose constraints 
on design.
Dem and for passenger and vehicle ferries has grown steadily in 
response to increased w orld prosperity , longer holidays, greater car 
ow nership  and im proved road system s w hich have taken trade from
2railways. Increasing trade within the EEC has also dictated steady growth. 
H istorically, any water crossing was first bridged by a ferry but increased 
traffic u ltim ately  produces a fixed bridge or a tunnel w here they are 
feasible and the expected channel tunnel is a recent illustration. However, 
ferries are flexible transport vehicles and new services develop as older 
ones become redundant.
This thesis considers ferry services in general and in  particular 
prepares a design for a ferry linking Izm ir in Turkey with Trieste in Italy. 
Alternative arrangements of vehicle decks are considered and a comparison 
is m ade o f structural design of vehicle decks. Subdivision and damaged 
stability are exam ined by the conventional or deterministic m ethod and by 
the alternative or probabilistic  m ethod. Econom ic considerations are 
exam ined by a study of life cycle income and expenditure.
1.2 Types o f Ferry
A vessel to transport passengers and wheeled vehicles brings 
together characteristics which are found on their own in other ferry types. 
Since there is interchange of developments, it is useful to consider briefly 
some o f these separate types.
Passenger ferries come in m any sizes but are m ost numerous in 
urban transport where cities lie around bays or harbours such as Sydney 
and New York or are divided by straits such as Istanbul. The older designs 
were usually o f the double ended variety with no claim  to high speed but 
recent designs have sometimes favoured hydrofoils or hovercraft with their 
associated high speed when this is advantageous. The passenger and 
vehicle m iddle distance ferry may be in a position to incorporate some of
the features o f these m odem  types as they gain in experience and are 
refined in design.
Train ferries decline in num ber as freight m oves from rail to road 
but still exist as purely freight wagon carriers as passenger and passenger 
coach carriers and may have their rail deck also able to carry road vehicles. 
Term inals and the ferries m ust be carefully designed to cope with tide 
changes as rail gradients are m inim al. There are alm ost always of the 
straight through load and discharge type but usually are single ended for 
propulsion. Train ferries have a relatively high Length/Breadth ratio partly, 
because rail lines cannot spread out so readily w ithin the vessel and the 
cargo is thus very length dependent for stowage. Such design would suit 
demands for buoyant com partm ents in the wings of cargo decks to restrict 
loss of stability when damaged.
Freight vessels o f the Ro-Ro type tend to pioneer trades to areas 
where ports are being developed as they require m inim um  port facilities. 
Since they have few if  any transverse bulkheads on their several vehicle 
decks , they represent risk w hen dam aged but can transport some very 
awkward wheeled vehicles such as earth moving plant . They may be used 
for container transport with the container placed on special small wheeled 
trollies or stowed by fork-lift trucks but the cellular container ships are 
m ore economic .
Car carriers are a separate class of vessel largely associated with 
the export o f cars made in the Far East. W hen associated with collapsible 
car decks they may be useful on the return journey but generally return 
w ith little cargo. Their cargo handling equipment such as loading ramps, 
portab le  car decks and inside access ram ps are also to be found in
4passenger Ro-Ro ferries.
The present generation of Ro-Ro passenger ferry is the result of 
careful study o f the trends o f demand in it's three m ain cargoes namely 
passengers, passenger cars and com m ercial vehicles. The com m ercial 
vehicle section is often proved to grow more rapidly than forecast and this 
causes dem ands for vehicle space and deadm ass that can m ake ferries 
readily obsolete. In a perfect world the port terminals would also be within 
the design package but usually  the vessel m ust accept port constraints 
which m ay mean restrictions on both beam and draft. The more intense the 
service and the shorter the sea crossing, the m ore likely is the vessel to 
have both bow and stem  doors and in sheltered waters be double ended. 
A ccom m odation standards reflect the time on passage. Passengers content 
w ith adjustable seats for short journeys of a few hours w ill dem and cabin 
accommodation when voyage times exceed about 8 hours.
1.3 P assen g e r S h ip  R ules a n d  R eg u la tio n s
M ost types o f ships m ust confirm to the m any international and 
national agreements to ensure their safety. Passenger ships have additional 
such agreem ents to follow  as passenger safety is of particular importance. 
Internationally these agreem ents are given in the International Conference 
for the Safety of Life at Sea 1974 and subsequent amendments as agreed 
through the International M aritime Organization. Nationally for the United 
Kingdom , these agreem ents are contained in "SI 535 M erchant Shipping 
(Passenger Ship C onstruction  ) R egulations 1980 " and subsequent 
amendments [Ref.25].
5In particular, rules concern ;
- Subdivision : the ability to rem ain afloat after a prescribed 
am ount of damage.
- Damage Stability : the ability to remain at a safe angle of heel 
and trim  with a m inim um  value of GM after a prescribed amount of damage.
- A m inim um  standard of fire precautions, lifesaving appliances, 
communication equipment and crew.
In the U nited Kingdom, there are six classes o f passenger ships 
but only class I and class II are significant in carrying capacity. Class I 
vessels are engaged on unrestricted international voyages and today they 
are m ainly cruise ships. Class II vessels serve short international and 
national voyages and are mainly engaged in ferry services. Their routes are 
relatively close to land and some relaxation compared to class I vessels is 
made. The rem aining classes are generally smaller vessels in a wide variety 
o f island, estuary and river services and will include undecked pleasure 
boats.
The im portant calculations for subdivision and stability in the 
SO LA S agreem ents m ust be subm itted and approved either by the 
traditional determ inistic m ethod or by the alternative probabilistic method 
adopted by IMO regulations A 265 (VEH) [Ref.27]. The alternative method 
g ives m ore scope fo r form al considera tion  o f u n u su a l bulkhead 
arrangements often useful to ferries, and gives a more realistic appraisal of 
safety.
No regulations are static and it is not long since proposals were 
considered not to trea t truck drivers travelling w ith their vehicles as
passengers. This would be a considerable convenience on long haul routes 
such as across the M editerranean but the proposal is dormant at present and 
had little appeal for the United Kingdom  authorities.
SOLAS agreem ents [Ref.28] include com prehensive protection 
against fire. An im portant influence on design is the division o f the vessel 
into fire zones by transverse bulkheads which may be up to 40 m eters apart 
and often coincide with alternate subdivision bulkheads.
The requirem ents for class I ships by SOLAS are life boats with a 
total capacity of 75% of the com plem ent and liferafts at level for 25% of 
the complement. M aximum  capacity of each life boat’m ust not'be more than 
150 persons and the capacity o f each liferaft must not be m ore than 13 
persons. IM O requires that ships m ust have such arrangements that the total 
num ber o f persons on the board m ust be capable of being evacuated with 
their full equipm ent within a period of 30 minutes. In addition radio life- 
saving equipm ent, life jackets and imm ersion suits m ust be considered as 
IM O requires.
1.4 R o-R o P assenger Ferry Routes
The passenger and vehicle ferries on short international voyages 
usually connect areas of sim ilar economic wealth although tourist services 
exist and some vessels are intended for seasonal use.
Routes can be listed by location and although ferry designs may 
cater for each route separately, m any are transferred or chartered to other 
services and thus route particulars m ay be considered as subordinate to the 
size, speed, endurance and cargo m ix of the design.
7N orthern European services can be subdivided into those for 
Baltic, N orth Sea, English Channel and Irish Sea locations. M editerranean 
services are generally from  Spain and France to North Africa and from Italy 
to Greece and Turkey while Mediterranean Islands all have a ferry service 
to their mainland. Black Sea services connect Anatolia with Europe.
In  the A m ericas services are m ainly on the C anadian coasts, 
Caribbean Islands and the River Plate. The relatively scarcity o f such ferry 
services in  A sia and A ustralia  is an indication o f d ifferent levels of 
economic development between neighbours.
1.5 Trends in D esign and Econom ics
Ferry design evolves in response to demand but m ust always offer 
a service at a price that customers can afford and be com petitive with rival 
means o f transport. Freight vehicles m ay need to use ferries but passengers 
m ay use air transport and hire cars at their destinations. W eather conditions 
m ay help or hinder ferry services as fog is a serious disadvantage to air 
travel as is rough w eather to sea travel.
The dem and for low er prices has resulted in the usual search for 
econom ies of scale where a service can be m et by fewer but larger vessels. 
The length o f the route and the loading and discharge facilities have great 
influence on size and speed. However as ferries are labour intensive, scale 
econom ies rem ain attractive. Growth in and change of demand often result 
in prem ature obsolescence o f the vessels in any one route but generally 
vessels can  be sold  fo r use on other routes at d ifferen t stages of 
development.
The balance o f revenue and costs are show n in F ig .(1.1) and
8Fig .(1.2) [Ref.53,decem ber 1981]. Such illustrations alter as oil and other 
prices a lter but the com ponents of the revenue are very im portant. A 
successful ferry operation m ust secure a large income from the spending of 
p assen g ers  w hen on board  in  shops, restau ran ts and bars. The 
accom m odation arrangem ent is done with this in m ind ensuring ample 
provision o f facilities for spending and their convenient location. Because 
o f the requirements for good passenger accommodation and facilities and a 
great deal of special equipm ent ferry capital costs are high. How ever if 
c rew  cost can be reduced  by low  cost m anning the savings are 
considerable.
91 0 0 * -h
5 0 * -
CAPITAL REC.
INSURANCE
ADMINISTRATION
MAI NT. &  REPAIR  
CREW
PROVISIONS & HOTEL 
HARBOUR 
BUNKERS
Fig. 1.1 The distribution o f ferry's operating cost(Ref.53, 1981)
1 0 0 * 4 -
5 0 * -
SHOPS
  RESTAURANT & BARS
  LORRIES & TRAILERS
  PASSENGERS
PRIVATE CARS
Fig. 1.2 The distribution o f ferry's income(Ref.53, 1981 )
1.6 T urkish C onsiderations
The political and geographical situation o f Turkey means that a 
ferry is a necessary solution to transport problem s. As it is shown in Fig. 
(1 .3) T urkey  is surrounded  by three generally  calm  seas nam ely 
M editerranean, Aegean and Black and contains a fourth sea that of Marmara
10
w hich is an in ternational waterway. T urkey alw ays w ill be a bridge 
betw een Europe and Asia but political considerations m ean that road links 
through Greece and Bulgaria can be difficult. In these circumstances ferry 
services w hich connect Turkey to Italy and Rom ania have advantages. 
M uch heavy traffic to the M iddle East is routed through Turkey but steady 
dem and for transport from the large num ber of Turkish workers in Europe 
is also im portant. Such ferry links avoid political frictions and lengthy 
journeys over crowded and dangerous roads.
One m ain existing service that connects Turkey with Europe is 
from  Trabzon to Constanta in Romania. This is a B lack sea service and 
m uch used as a route to the M iddle East. A nother m ain service is from 
Trieste or Venice to Izmir. This is a M editerranean service and is likely to 
be the choice for traffic whose destination is Turkey. This service has 
perhaps m ost imm ediate growth prospects as Turkey begins negotiations to 
enter the E.E.C. and where Turkish agricultural products already travel in 
som e quantity . Even now  there are not visa requirem ents for Turkish 
citizens in Italy and freedom  of m ovem ent w ill increase w ith E.E.C 
m em bership.lt is the service between Trieste and Izm ir that is chosen for 
this thesis.
11
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CHAPTER TW O 
G E N E R A L  D E SIG N  C O N S ID E R A T IO N S
2.1 In tro d u c t io n
The design of any ship begins with a careful study of the demand 
for the vessel at that time and how the dem and m ay be expected to vary 
over the service life. It is probably impossible to predict precisely demand 
over the potential life of the ship but at the end of useful service life it may 
be sold to other trades.
Often a clear picture o f commercial dem and is difficult to obtain 
and in any case design m ust be related to existing ships. Generally dramatic 
changes in size and speed from  existing vessel are unusual and represent 
greater risks. In this case consideration m ust be given to existing vessels 
serving the route Izm ir - Trieste but as the service is comparatively recent 
then more change m ay be expected in design. These changes must come in 
part from  a study of inform ation from  a w ide range of passenger and 
vehicle ferries which together can from a useful data base.
2.2 F e r ry  D esign
2.2.1 G en era l
Particulars of existing ferries form an im portant data base for the 
designer. They are especially important as guidelines for the choice of main 
dim ensions, w hich once chosen, should ensure the fundam ental goals of 
the design. In addition, the choice of total num ber passenger, the number 
with cabins, the lane length, width and height for comm ercial vehicles and 
the service speed are m atters for comm ercial analysis and decision. The 
naval architect matches these requirements with a suitable vessel, subject to
13
technical constraints, which can be built and operated as econom ically as 
possible .
2.2.2 E xisting  Ferries
Table 2.1 shows a representative selection of ferries listed by 
year o f com pletion with particulars taken from  the technical press. Data 
include the ferries between 1974 and 1986 and m ost them were selected 
from  Baltic, N orth Sea and cross channel ferries. The rem ainder are from 
Irish sea, M editerranean Sea, Am erica coasts and just a few ferries from  
Japan coasts. D uring the collection o f this data it was thought that the 
ferries chosen over the last 15 years o f tim e span w ould be enough in 
quantity and represent the trend in m odem  ferry designs over this period.
For the initial design, geom etrical param eters based on the data 
selected  are established to specify the in itial dim ensions of the ship. 
T herefore param eters Length(L)/Bearn(B) and B /draft(d) are shown on 
separate graphs [Fig.2.1 and Fig.2.2] w hich illustrate changes in these 
ratios. The m ean lines go through points w ith a good deal of scatter. This 
scatter is a rem ainder that whatever trends exist all ferries are related to 
their particular service conditions.
Careful investigation of the data collected suggests a general trend 
for change in ferry designs so that until 1978 the ferries had fine hull 
form s (i.e. h igh  L/B), sm all passenger capacity  but different class 
accom m odation facilities with big differences in standards whereas after 
1980, they becom e larger in size having low L/B and high superstmcture 
w ith h igh  standards o f accom m odation facilities in all classes. The 
en terta inm ent facilities are at the sam e standard as those o f luxury
14
passenger cruise ships. The designs betw een 1978 and 1980 carry both 
characteristics from  the above grouping.
Therefore at the stage of producing graphs, data were separated to 
two parts as ferries before 1980 and after 1980. This will help the designer 
see the differences in  designs over the recent years and lead to improved 
m odem , popular and simply better designs.
2.2.3 Subdivision  and Stability
T he requirem ents o f SOLAS have an im portant influence on 
design. The m ain car deck is almost always the bulkhead deck and the rules 
control the subdivision below the bulkhead deck ill conjunction with the 
freeboard . In  general, the designer chooses m in im um  spacings o f 
bulkheads giving m inim um  freeboard and thus keeps the m ost useful space 
w hich is the m ain vehicle deck and above as large as possible. This design 
optim ization allow ed by the deterministic calculation for subdivision and 
dam aged stability  m ay be considered detrim ental to tm e safety and this 
m atter will be considered later.
2.2.4 V ehicle Decks
The m ain  vehicle deck being also the bulkhead deck may be 
supplem ented by a further deck above and perhaps by an inboard vehicle 
deck below . The wings of the two principal vehicle decks may be fitted 
w ith hoistab le decks to suit the carriage of cars rather than trailers as 
dem and dictates but clearance height and axle load are always important.
15
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2.2.5 M achinery and Casing
Econom ic propelling and other m achinery is central to efficiency. 
A  typical arrangem ent involves father and son m edium  speed diesel prime 
m overs delivering pow er to a gearbox.Through clutches. The gearbox 
output w ill be to the propeller shaft.Generators m ay be driven through step 
up gear from  the small engines and auxilary generators m ay also be fitted. 
R eversing is often by controllable pitch propellers and tw in screws are 
usually required to absorb the power and to insure against break down. A 
single grade o f fuel m ay be used. Such a package allows econom y of 
operation for the total power requirement at all speeds. M achinery uptakes 
and casings have an im portant influence on the vehicle decks and the 
appearance of the vessel. Casings may be along the centre line with central 
funnels or fully outboard with twin funnels. Partially outboard casings can 
suit central funnels but in all cases, they break up in a particular way the 
lanes o f the vehicle decks. Outboard casings which are extended fore and 
aft as w atertight com partm ents may represent a good way to maintain 
stability damaged but m ay reduce the total lane length.
2.2.6 H ull
C ar vehicle decks may have both bow and stem  doors but only 
ferries on short hauls are tm ly double ended. If  only stem  doors are fitted 
then the vehicle deck breadth must be adequate for turning or turntables are 
needed o r vehicles reverse off. Such an arrangem ent is usually only 
acceptable when turn round is leisurely. Ferries usually have low values of 
block coefficient and intermediate to high values o f Froude Num ber but an 
increasing proportion o f freight traffic means a rising demand for deadmass 
and thus fuller forms. Fig.2.3 [Ref.4] Com paring hull forms o f 1970’s and 
1980's indicates the dem and for more vehicle deck space w ider loading 
apertures and more displacement.
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Fig.2.3a The general hull form of 1970's ferries[Ref.4]
Fig.2.3b The general hull form of 1980's f e r r ie s  [Ref. 4]
2.2.7 A ccom m odation
Som e accomm odation for passengers and crew may be below the 
bulkhead deck but in a ferry this is a cramped space with obvious risks in a 
fire or accident.
Consequently, it is the space above the vehicle decks that is used 
for accom m odation. If  all passengers are to be berthed, great care is given 
to  cab in  design  and the resulting choice repeated in bulk giving a
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particularly  box like appearance to the superstructure . Public room  spaces 
are very  im portant as they contribute so m uch to the incom e o f the 
operator. The total requirement for accommodation becomes more and more 
dem anding adding further decks and more rectangular ends and generally 
m aking  the ship look top heavy. Perm anent ballast m ay be needed to 
alleviate true top heaviness but when deadm ass is critical, the econom ic 
penalty m ay be serious.
2 .2 .8  Port C onsiderations
A good ferry design should be considered in conjunction with 
port facilities fo r it, indeed adjusted to suit it. However, m ost ferries must 
accep t ex isting  ports. This is likely  to m ean a restric tion  on draft 
som etim es a restriction on beam  and sometimes on length and occasionally 
on all these param eters. U ltim ately this m eans a lim itation on size and 
carrying capacity  but a beam  lim itation w ith its danger of inadequate 
stability is perhaps the m ost serious.
2.2.9 Safety and Com fort
This includes the passenger accommodation and reflects the length 
of the voyage. Journeys up to 8 hours may be accepted on reclining seats 
bu t as the tim e increases each passenger finally  requires a berth . 
Entertainm ent requirem ents also increase w ith journey time. Ship m otion 
can be unpleasant and stabilizers and stability m ust consider this feature. 
Vehicles m ust always be able to be lashed in position.
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CHAPTER THREE
DESIGN PROPOSALS FOR A FERRY FOR 
THE ROUTE IZMIR - TRIESTE
3.1 G eneral
D esign decisions m ust be taken as a sequence although it is an 
iterative procedure w ith feed back loops. The sequence in this case is set 
dow n as follows.
3.2 Speed
A ll vessels have an upper lim it to speed set by the econom ics of 
their trade and the physics of ship resistance which includes size and is 
expressed as a lim it to Froude number. There is no lower lim it to speed in 
physical term s but there is economic disadvantage if the speed is so low 
that it becom es im possible to earn sufficient profit to cover the capital 
investm ent.
In practical terms the itinerary of a ferry is a m ajor influence on 
speed  although  w ith in  the bounds m entioned. R egu lar sailings at 
convenient times are essential. In this longish route a convenient service 
interval is one sailing a week in each direction with a rest and a repair day 
at Izm ir. The rest day m ay be used in a auxiliary service during the high 
season. The load factor for passengers and cargo will be seasonal so that 
less tim e is needed for turn round in the low season than in  the high 
season. This indicates some value in two speeds one for the low season and 
one for the high season.
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The journey distance is about 1200 nautical m iles and it may be 
reasonable to add one hour to each journey  for manoeuvring. Four hours 
should be sufficient for low season turn round time and eight hours for the 
high season. Bunkering will be done at Izmir.
The m inim um  low season speed is thus ;
V S m i n  =Distance /  (one week - one day - 2 hours - 8 hours ) 
=1200 x 2 /  (24 x 6 -10 ) =18 knots.
The m inim um  high season speed is ;
V shigh  = 1200 x 2/(24 x 6 - 2 - 16 ) =19 knots.
H ow ever for auxiliary cruises a m axim um  speed beyond 19.0 
knots could be an advantage and 21.0 knots may be reasonable. This gives 
the follow ing low  and high season schedules with voyage times of 68 hours 
and o f 61 hours.
Low season: W ed. Thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun. M on. Tues.
Leave Izm ir 16.00
Arrive Trieste 12.00
Leave Trieste 16.00
Arrive Izmi 14.00
H igh season: W ed. Thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun, M on. Tues.
Leave Izm ir 18.00
Arrive Trieste 07.00
Leave Trieste 18.00
Arrive Izmir 07.00
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3.3 C ap ac ity  a n d  D eadm ass
The demands of the particular service fixes rough ratios among 
the num ber o f passengers, the num ber of cars and the num ber of freight 
vehicles but the latter has the m ain influence on deadmass. The journey 
tim e dem ands berths for all passengers and the dem and for car space is 
likely to be linked to passenger num bers with freight demand more stable, 
w ithou t access to detailed cargo statistics a study of existing ferries 
indicated that a suitable capacity would be 800 passengers, 200 cars and 60 
tra ilers each  tra iler being 40 feet in length. The deadm ass in these 
circum stances being ( 800 /  7 + 200 + 60 x 30 ) about 2100 tonnes. 
H ow ever if  the tractors are considered together w ith trailers the total 
num ber o f trailer+ truck  w ill be less than 60 bu t total m ass o f one 
trailer+ truck  w ill increase Therefore this does not m ake any significant 
difference in m ass. Also since ticket fares are increased a certain amount 
for each additional m eter there will be no disadvantage of considering the 
truck+trailer.
3.4 P o r t  R e s tr ic tio n s
Izm ir and Trieste have no particular restrictions on length and 
beam  but draft should not exceed about 6.5 m . The tidal range is small.
3.5 E x is tin g  V essels
The service is m aintained at present by Ankara and Samsun both 
designed for use by Russia in another service but bought new for their 
present service. The particulars are ;
Lbp = 120.70 m.
B = 19.41 m.
d = 5.42 m.
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^ u p p er = 12.25 m.
Power = 12527 kW
Passenger= 460 berths , 523 deck passengers.
3.6 D ata  Base
The vessels listed in table 2.1 are used. They have been divided 
into vessels built betw een 1974 - 1979 and betw een 1980 - 1985 for 
p lo tting  graphs but the vast m ajority  represent services w ith shorter 
voyages.
3.7 P re lim in a ry  D esign
3.7.1 G e n e ra l
Conventionally prelim inary design is the determ ination o f the 
m ain dim ensions and group m asses to satisfy the design requirem ents. 
A lterations remain cheap at this stage but the outcome should not require 
any fundam ental changes as the design is developed into working drawings 
and preparing  steel w here a lterations are very expensive. The m ain 
dim ensions are length, beam, depth, draft and block coefficient.
3.7.2 L e n g th
This the least well defined dim ension although it reflects the basic 
size needed to m eet the cargo requirem ents. The shortest length can be 
expected to give the least capital cost but if it produces an unacceptably 
high Froude N um ber running costs w ill be excessive. There m ay be upper 
lim its to length im posed by port facilities but longer vessels m ay be more 
seakindly. A starting point for size is to consider the length as a function 
of passenger numbers. These can be expressed as berthed passengers plus a 
ten th  o f the unberthed passengers as used for the calcu lation  o f net 
tonnage. Existing ferry data gives graphs as shown in Fig.3.1 and F ig .3.2.
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For 800 berthed passengers the length is between 130 and 140 meters. As 
seen in  F ig .3.3 and F ig .3.4 values o f Froude N um ber against length 
indicate an upper lim it of about 0.3 . If  130 m. is chosen as the value of 
Lfcp then for 18 and for 21 knots respectively the Froude Num bers are 
0.259 and 0.302 respectively.
3 .7 .3  B lock C o effic ien t
The m inim um  value required w ill be set by requirem ents for 
deadm ass while the upper is governed by V/(L)0*5. Deadmass requirements 
reflecting growth in freight traffic dictate rather high values com pared to 
older ships which are shown in Fig.3.5 . Ref. 18 indicates an upper lim it 
o f 0.65 for a V /(L)0-5 of 0.81 although Fig. 3.6 shows low er values have 
been m ore usually chosen. A value about 0.63 may be suitable.
3.7.4 B eam
The m inimum value o f beam  is directly related to adequate initial 
stability  but draft restrictions m ay raise it beyond this m inim um  for a 
required displacem ent. Port restrictions can limit beam but serious limits 
w ould  require perm anent ballast to m aintain stability. The dem and for 
h igher standards o f accommodation has increased top weight and in a ferry 
all cargo is m ainly above the waterline. There has been steady decrease in 
values o f L /  B as shown in Fig.3.8 com pared to Fig.3.7 and a beam  of 
26.0 giving L/B =5 seems reasonable.
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Fig.3.3 The change in Froude Number depending on the ship length 
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Fig.3.4 The change in Froude Number depending on the ship length 
for the years between 1980-1986
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3.7.5 D raft
Draft is always restricted to some extent by ports and a low draft 
a llow s en try  to  m ore ports. A m inim um  d raft is requ ired  to suit 
d isp lacem en t and deadm ass and perhaps p ro p e lle r im m ersion  and 
seakindlyness. In this case 6.0 m. m ay be sufficient.
3.7.6 D epth
Depth has several definitions but for a passenger vessel, the most 
im portant one is that to the bulkhead deck which is usually the m ain car 
deck. W hether the calculation for subdivision and dam aged stability are 
presented in the determ inistic or probabilistic way the choice o f depth in 
relation to draft is vital and as a first step m ust be obtained from  existing 
ships as shown in Fig.3.9 and 3.10. There will be some trade off between 
the ratios o f d/D^xk an<  ^ w atertigh t bulkhead spacing bu t as m odem  
m achinery is very com pact, m odem  values o f d/D^xk allow s the very 
m inim um  of freeboard. A value o f d/D^xk ~0-72 is given in Fig.3.10 but 
some m argin of safety is needed in preliminary design study. If D f is taken 
as 8.5 then d/D^xk *s 0.706 for a draft o f 6.0 m.
Depth to the upperm ost continuous deck is an important parameter 
for steel m ass, stability and hull girder stiffeness. Generally, the depth to 
the upperm ost continuous deck is that to the bulkhead deck plus the heights 
o f vehicle decks above that level in this case with an allowance for portable 
decks 8.5+5.5=14.0 m while with an allowance for private car deck Dupper 
is 8.5+5.0+2=15.5 m.
The num ber o f decks required for 800 passengers is im portant as 
these will be above the upperm ost continuous deck although o f assorted
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lengths. Fig.3.11 gives
0.5 = 800 /  130 x 20 x num ber o f decks
the num ber of decks is = 4.7 (say 5.0) for passengers only.
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Fig.3 9 The scatter of ratio d/D over Ship length for the years between 
1974-1979
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Fig.3.10 The scatter of ratio d/D over ship length for the years 
between 1980-1986
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3.7.7 D isp lacem ent, Group M asses and Initial Stability
Follow ing the estim ation of m ain dim ensions of the ferry an 
initial displacem ent can then be calculated as
D isplacem ent (A)= Length(Lbp) * Beam  (B) * Draft (d) * Block 
C oeffic ien t(C g) * Density of water (8). For our design, this gives 13096 
tonnes. A t this stage, depending on the displacem ent calculated, group 
m asses and in itia l stab ility  can be calcu lated  from  various graphs, 
approxim ate form ulas based on the design requirem ents as show n in 
Appendix 1 and Ref. 19.
0.5
0 . 4 -
0 . 3 -
<
%Q
0 . 2 -
DWT: Deadweight of ship 
A: Displacement of Ship
0.0
15000 200000 5000 10000
A (tones)
Fig.3.12 The ratio DWT/DISP. shows steady increase as DISP. increases
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Fig .3 .12 indicates that the deadmass /  displacem ent ratio may be 
about 0.27 giving a deadm ass of 3550 tonnes and this value gives some 
idea about the lightw eight of the ship.
Some item s o f the deadmass are listed in Table 3.1. Their values 
are estim ated by using data in Ref. 19 together with design judgem ent by 
considering the voyage and the number o f passengers. The estim ations in 
detail are given in  A ppendix 1. At m axim um  speed of 21 knots an initial 
estim ation of required pow er is obtained from  Fig .3 .14 as 20133 kW. This 
gives a m achinery w eight o f 1100 tonnes, a fuel - oil weight o f 800 tonnes 
and a lubrication oil o f  50 tonnes, as explained in A ppendix I. The total 
w eight o f 800 passengers, their baggage and 150 crew is estim ated to be 
about 150 tonne s.The fresh water and other dom estic item s are estimated 
to be 200 tonnes and 300 tonnes respectively.
One o f the design purposes is to have a high vehicle capacity 
without changing the fixed dimensions. However large vehicle capacity can 
be obtained by increasing the number of decks w hich w ill increase the 
depth of ship. In addition the length of voyage is considered to be long, so 
that relatively m ore passenger decks are required as shown in Fig.3.11. In 
these cases the vertical centre of gravity o f ship increases as the depth of 
ship becom es high. This situation causes the initial stability o f ship to arise 
as a im portant problem . This forces the designer to analyse different types 
o f vehicle deck designs in term of initial stability. For this particular ship 
three different vehicle deck arrangements are considered as follows.
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Fig.3.14 shows the required power for the years during 1980-1986
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1 - Single vehicle deck design with a portable car deck at the Port 
side o f the m ain deck for which Dupper. becom e 14 m.
2 - Two vehicle deck design; one m ainly for trailers and other for 
private cars for which Duppgj. becomes 15.5 m.
3 - Tw o vehicle decks design both are suitable for stowing the 
trailers fo r w hich DUp p e r becomes 18.5 m. A ll these design types are 
show n in  F ig .3 .15.
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Following these estim ations for design 1 (see Appendix I ) group 
m asses and their centroids becom e as follows.
Item M assftonne I VCG (Metre')
Steel 4900 12.2 59780
Outfit 2600 16.0 41600
Machinery 1100 5.0 5500
Fuel 800 4.2 3360
Lub. oil 50 4.2 210
F. water 200 4.2 840
Pas+Crew 150 17.5 2625
Stores 300 6.0 1800
Life Boats 270 25.0 6750
vehicle 2600 11.5 29900
Margin 126 14.0 1764
13096 11.77 154129
Table3.1 The KG of group masses and ship for vehicle design 1
VCB o f ship was estim ated from 0.55d as 3.30 and BM  from 
B^/Cgxd as 10.5 m.
GM  was found as 1.95 m. which suggests good initial stability. 
This h igh GM  value also gives some hope for a second car deck to be 
considered.These estimations for two vehicle deck designs are given in the 
Tables 3.2 and 3.3.
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T able 3.2 show s the group m asses and th e ir centro ids for
design.2.
Item  M ass (tonne I VCGfmetre! VCG*Mft-ml
Steel 5212 13.37 69688
Outfit 2600 17.0 44200
Machinery 1100 4.5 4500
Fuel 800 4.2 3260
Lub. oil 50 4.2 420
F. water 200 4.2 840
Pas.+Crew 150 18.0 2700
Stores 300 6.0 1800
Life Boats 270 26.0 7020
Cargo( d.4) 200 14.3 2900
Cargo( d.3) 2100 10.5 22050
Margin 114 14 1704
13096 12.3 161085
Table3.2 The KG of group masses and ship for vehicle design 2
VCB = 3.30 m.
BM  =10.50 m.
GM  was found as 1.50 m. which seems satisfactory for initial
stability.
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Table 3 .3  show s the group m asses and the ir centro ids for
design.3
Item M assftonne I VCGfmetrei VCG*M(t-mi
Steel 5650 15.3 86445
Outfit 2600 20 52000
Machinery 1100 4.5 4500
Fuel 800 4.2 3360
Lub. oil 50 4.2 220
F. water 200 4.2 840
Pas.+Crew 150 21.0 3150
Stores 300 6.0 1800
Life. Boats 270 29.0 7830
Cargo( d.4) 1000 15.5 15500
Cargo( d.3) 1000 10.5 10500
13096 14.21 186160
Table3.3 The KG of group masses and ship for vehicle design 3 
KB = 3.30 m.
BM =10.50 m.
Initial GM  was estimated as -0.36 m. which is not acceptable for 
stability requirements so that third design is disregarded.
The first tw o designs give good initial stability. A lthough the 
second design is bound to give higher building cost than the first, the
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larger car capacity could be an advantage during the operating life. It seems 
that the second design is m ore suitable for this particular ship but the final 
decision  is left to be m ade after the hydrostatic and dam age stability 
calculations. But the arrangement is carried out for this second design.
3.8 H ull F o rm
Recent developm ents require fuller underw ater body form and 
alm ost rectangular superstructure. The idea of larger trailer capacity forces 
the body lines out to gain area at trailer deck level. Furtherm ore more 
passenger capacity w ith increased facilities demands larger deck area and 
ease o f cabin m anufacture requires little change o f shape. As a result of 
these demands the decks have become rectangular and the ferry has greater 
depth. H ow ever these arrangem ents bring some disadvantages beside the 
advantages. D isplacem ent becom es a significant factor and because of 
restricted draft, a fuller underw ater form seems the m ost suitable solution 
to that problem.
In the light o f these trends a fine hull form o f a 1970's ferry has 
been m odified to suit a higher value of C g  and more car deck area. The 
lines plan of Dana Regina which was built in 1974, was chosen as a basic 
lines plan. After the m odifications the data of new hull form was obtained 
as show n in Table 3.4. This data indicates a short parallel body with full 
lines at the 6 m. load draft although Dana Regina has not got a parallel 
body. The body form  plans are given in Fig.3.16
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IS >WL
S T \ \ WL-l-2 WL2 WL2 WL3 WL4 WL5 WL6 WL7 WL8 WL WL9 WL1C WL12 WL14
0 0 0.4 0.4 0.45 0.65 1.55 4.60 8.15 9.90 10.6C 11.5! 12.40 12.80
1/2 0 0.4 0.7 1.25 2.50 5.25 8.75 10.50 11.55 12.10 12.5 12.8 13.00
1 0.75 1.0 2.0 3.60 6.6( 10.2: : 11.25 11.60 12.25
1
12.65 12.8( 12.95 13.00
2 2.2! 3.7C 7.10 10.5! 11.9( 12.45 12.75 12.90 13.00 13.0( 13.00 13.00 13.00
3 8.30 10.41 i 11.90 12.6C 12.9C 13.00 13.00 13.00 13.00 g 13.0< i 13.00 13.00 13.00
4 11.7 ) 12.25 12.8! 13.00 13.00 13.00 13.00 13.00 13.00 § 13.0( 13.00 13.00 13.00
5 11.7 ) 12.70 12.8! 13.00 13.00 13.00 13.00 13.00 13.00 13.0C 13.00 13.00 13.00
6 8.5 10.2( 11.61 i 12.25 12.65 12.9C 13.00 13.00 13.00 13.0C 13.00 13.00 13.00
7 4.60 6.05 8.0 ; 9.2 I 10.1 i 10.8 i 11.5( 12.1( ' 12.60 12.7C 12.75 12.85 13.00 13.00
8 1.85 2.65 4.20 5.5 6.78 7.85 8.9 9.9( 10.8 0 11.2( ' 11.3! 11.55 12.40 13.00
9 0.7 1.10 1.75 2.25 2.70 3.30 4.15 5.14 7.15 7.90 8.05 8.45 9.9 10.20
91/2 0.45 0.70 1.20 1.55 1.65 1.45 1.75 2.75 4.35 5.05 5.25 5.75 6.70 7.80
10 0.20 0.40 0.88 1.05 0.85 0.0 0.25 0.65 1.15 1.45 1.75 2.35 3.60 5.0
Table3.4 The half breadths o f ferry at different stations and waterlines
3.9 H y d ro s ta tic  C a lc u la tio n
A fter defining the hull form of the ferry, hydrostatic calculations 
are carried out for the further steps of design. These calculations were done 
by using the W olfson Unit package programs Ref.60.
The displacem ent o f the ferry at 6 m. draft was found as 12722 
tonnes . The block coefficient was obtained as 0.626 while VCB and BMT 
values were obtained as 3.36 m. and 10.32 m. respectively. The result of 
hydrostatic calculations are given in Appendix 2.
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3.10 G e n e ra l A rra n g em en t
A relatively long voyage demands substantial passenger facilities. 
These also depend on the general econom ic level o f passengers for whom  
this ferry service is planned. Therefore, a com fortable ship is proposed 
rather than a luxury one.
First o f  all basic arrangem ents are required such as location of 
w atertigh t bu lkheads, engine casing , lifts and stairs. As a resu lt o f 
carefully carried out calculations watertight bulkheads are installed along 
the ship up  to the bulkhead deck as shown in F ig .3.18. This suits the 
subdivision and dam aged stability requirem ents. In order to increase the 
capacity o f vehicle decks the casings were installed off the center line to 
port. M achinery arrangem ent was installed around the m iddle of the ship 
because  the  dam aged  stab ility  requirem ents allow ed  long enough 
com partm ents in this region of the ferry.
A ll passenger and crew accomm odation areas have been located 
above the bulkhead deck considering the relative danger o f spaces below  
the bulkhead deck and the com fort o f people on board. Passenger cabins, 
which have a total o f 800 berth capacity, have been installed on the sixth 
and seventh decks. Cabins have been arranged as single, double and four 
berth cabins. Crew accommodation has been arranged at the deck 8 together 
w ith  som e entertainm ent facilities. G enerally cabins are located at the 
forw ard and aft ends o f the ship to  protect the passengers from  engine 
noise and com m on passage ways.
Every kind o f entertainment facility has been fitted lim ited only 
by  available space. A  large dining room , tw o lounges, disco, casino, duty
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free  shops, h a ird resse r, library , conference or c inem a saloon and 
swim m ing pool have been located on the fifth and ninth decks. Furthermore 
a sauna and gym nasium  room were installed at the second deck.A 60 trailer 
capacity  m ain vehicle  deck and 200 car capacity  car deck have been 
installed at third and fourth decks respectively.
Different type o f stores have been arranged at the second deck. At 
the both ends o f first deck, the ballast tanks have been located to correct 
trim  w hile heeling tanks exist outboard o f the m achinery spaces. The 
general profile o f the ferry is given in Fig.3.17. The decks are described in 
m ore detail as follows.
- Deck 1 ( Tank top ^
This deck  is divided into 13 com partm ents by w atertight 
bulkheads which go up to the bulkhead deck.
The m ain  m achinery was installed in tw o large spaces around 
m idships considering the stability requirements which also required heeling 
tanks at both  sides o f the engine room s fitted  w ith cross-flooding 
arrangem ents. The heeling tanks were installed to stabilize the ship in case 
o f asym m etric  loading  conditions.The vessel has tw in  four bladed 
controllable p itch propellers driven by two father and son engine sets 
w hich each supply pow er to a gearbox as shown in Fig.3.18. The forward 
com partm ent contains the larger engines, the aft one contains the smaller 
engines and the gearbox. Each com partm ent has a separate auxiliary 
generator. Shaft generators are coupled to the son engines. The fuel 
trea tm en t p lan t is in a separate com partm ent forw ard  o f the main 
m achinery. A uxiliaries and workshops occupy two spaces aft o f the 
m achinery.
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Com partm ents at the forward and aft ends are arranged as ballast 
tanks to control the draft and trim during loading and discharging. All fresh 
w ater tanks are also located at this deck. One com partm ent is arranged as a 
gym nasium  room for crew.
- Deck 2
The full height from deck 1 to deck 3 is required in the main 
m achinery and fuel spaces. A gymnasium area and sauna for passengers 
have been arranged at forward of the deck. The next compartm ent has been 
designed as a laundry space which will serve for passengers and crew.
A ll stores have been installed at the aft end o f this deck. One 
com partm ent was kept as a store for shops and cabins. Two compartments 
have been arranged as food and drink stores including cold and cool rooms. 
The Control room  for all engine systems is located ju st behind the engine 
compartm ents. These arrangements are indicated in Fig.3.19.
- Deck 3
This is the bulkhead and the main vehicle deck. It is designed to 
take the trailers and heavy vehicles. At the port side o f the centerline there 
is 3.5 m . w ide casing along the ship w hich rises to the upper m ost 
continuous deck. Inside the casing there are lifts, stairs and uptakes. The 
deck has a 4.65 m. Clear height and a total 800 m eter length of 3 m. wide 
trailer lanes where up to 61 - 12 m. trailers can be stowed. Loading and 
discharging will be done via three stem  doors that each have 4 m. wide, 5 
m. high openings. Two o f them give access only to the main deck. The 
other gives access to both main and upper car decks.
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- Deck 4
Considering the m any Turkish workers and tourists who travel by 
car, it was thought that a large capacity car deck was better than movable 
car decks. Therefore this deck has been designed only for private cars with 
the clear height of 1.95 m. A total o f 1050 meters length of 220 standard 
cars (4.15 *1.55 ) can be stowed. Access to this deck is supplied by 
m ovable ram p which has 14 m. length and 4 m. wide. The arrangements of 
deck 3 and deck 4 are indicated in Fig.3.20 and 3.21.
- Deck 5
This is the upper m ost continuous and the entertainm ent deck 
where the m ain entrance is located. The dining room  for 350 persons was 
located at the aft end of the deck. The officer's dining room is adjacent to 
this dining room. The galley was located at the Port side of the deck giving 
access to dining rooms for easy service. The starboard side of the deck is a 
shopping area. The entrance hall is a large area with easy access to every 
part of the ship, a total of two 50 seat rooms adjoin the entrance for special 
use. A  150 passenger capacity lounge exists and a disco and a casino are at 
the forw ard end. The arrangements are shown in Fig.3.22.
- Deck 6
A total o f 570 passengers can be accommodated in 180 cabins on 
this rectangular shaped deck. Cabins are either two berth or four berth 
cabins.
New developments in cabin construction allow the dimensions of 
cabins to adjust somewhat to available space instead of being dependent on 
standard sized cabins although the rectangular shape remains.
76 two berth cabins have been located at the aft of the decks and
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each cabin has 10 m 2 space. As it is shown in Fig.3.23 cabins have private 
toilet and showers. The rest of the deck area has been occupied by 104 four 
berth  cabins F ig .3.24 that have 12.5 m 2 space each including the private 
toilet and showers.
A part from accommodation there is one play room for children at 
the m iddle of the deck. The general arrangement is indicated in Fig.3.25.
- Deck 7
A total of 252 passengers in 1^8 " cabins have been located through 
the deck. There is 3 m. wide open promenade at port and starboard of the 
deck. A t the forward end of the deck 10 luxury cabins which have 25 m 2 
space each exist.
42 single cabins have been installed at the aft end of the deck . 
Single cabins have total 8 m 2 space including shower and toilet as shown in 
F ig .(3.26). There are 96 twin cabins which occupy the rest o f the deck. 
The general arrangement of this deck is indicated in Fig.3.27.
- Deck 8
100 crew and fifty officers are accommodated in twin and single 
cabins respectively. Cabin areas are the same as passenger cabins. There 
are 5 cabin suites for owner and senior officers and 48 cabins for officers 
at the forward end. Crew cabins are at the aft end of the deck. Crew mess 
and lounge are also at the same region . At the middle of the deck , the pool 
trunk occupies an area. The hospital, which has ten beds and an operating 
room is next to the officer cabins.
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Large passage ways and emergency exits were located at deck 8, 
since life boats are at both sides o f the deck. According to the SOLAS 
agreem ent regulations, for class 1 vessels the total capacity of life boats 
m ust be the 75% of total persons on board. Therefore six life boats, which 
have 125 person capacity each are installed on board. The deck arrangement 
can be seen in Fig.3.28.
-Deck 9
Remaining passenger facilities are on this deck. The forward part 
o f the deck has been arranged as a passenger lounge, w hich has 100 
passenger capacity. L ibrary and reading room  were located next to the 
lounge. T here is a lso  a 150 people  capacity  theatre  ,suitable for 
entertainm ent and conference facilities. An open swimming pool is located 
at the m iddle of the deck, in front o f the funnel to protect the passengers 
against the smoke.
A ir conditioning systems and emergency generator were installed 
around the funnel. The aft end of the deck was left open for sport facilities. 
A prom enade area was arranged all round the deck.
The bridge and wheel house were located at the front top o f the 
deck  n ine. This deck  includes chart room , radio room  and some 
offices.Tw o rescue boats are located at the both sides of the bridge deck. 
The arrangem ents of the deck 9 and bridge deck are shown in Fig.3.29.
3.11 P o w er E stim ation
3.11.1 G e n e ra l
R ecen t increase  in ferry  d im ensions has b rough t som e 
disadvantages as well as some advantages . Having large beam, block
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coefficient and higher superstructure produces higher resistance.
Ferry  speed is influenced by m arket com petition but has not 
increased  greatly. The larger value o f beam  and block coefficient and 
superstructure has resulted in greater resistance perhaps resulting in about 
13% m ore pow er com pared to 1970' designs as shown in F ig .3.13 and 
F ig .14.
O n the other hand, possible increase in fuel cost due to this 
excess pow er necessity has been largely recovered by improvements in the 
perform ance of engines. For instance, specific fuel consumption has been 
reduced  from  around 160 (gr/bhp-hr) to 140(gr/bhp-hr), therefore, fuel 
cost has not increased as m uch as power has increased.
3.11.2 C a lc u la tio n s  a n d  R esu lts
C onsidering the 21 kn. service speed, the required pow er is 
estim ated to select the m achinery system by using the Taylor systematic 
m ethod extended by the German Democratic Republic [Ref.24]. Although, 
the final decision for the machinery system would be taken considering the 
m axim um  service speed, the calculations were carried out for six different 
speeds to see the variation o f power with the speed, this variation would be 
necessary during the economic analysis. Calculations are given in appendix 
3 and the results o f the calculations are presented in Fig.3.30 by EHP of 
the ship against ship speed. The figure also represents the BH P,which was 
calculated in Appendix 3.
F ig.3.30 shows the substantial increase o f pow er when speed 
rises above about 18 knots. W hile there is advantage in fitting power for 21
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knots to allow greater flexibility in operation,the econom ic speed may be 
closer to 18 knots.
28000
24000 -
<y- eh p
BHP
20000 -
V: Ship Speed
16000
12000 -
8000
4000 -
242220
V (Knot)
Fig.3.30 Required engine powers for different service speed
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3.11.3 Selection of Engines
According to the Father-Son machinery system, two big and two 
sm all, in total, four engines are required. SULZER ZA 40 m edium  speed 
engines are
chosen as final selection. Each large engine has eight cylinders 
w hich have 875 BHP each and total weight of each large engine is 76 
tonnes . Each sm all engine has six cylinders and is 58 tonnes . Each large 
and sm all engines are connected to the same shaft by means of gearbox. 
F u rtherm ore , there  are tw o six cy linder auxiliary  eng ines,d riv ing  
generators which have 2140 Kw. power each.
3.12 Propeller Design
Passenger ships have usually twin screws which gives additional 
safety against breakdow n and allows a high pow er to be transm itted 
successfully w ith relatively small diameter propellers dictated by shallow 
draft. C ontrollable pitch propellers suit m edium  speed prim e m overs 
coupled generators as the gearbox can m atch the speeds, no reversing is 
provided on the prime movers and RPM can be kept constant.
The initial propeller design is not more than a first approximation. 
H ow ever, this calculation is necessary to confirm the basic param eters, 
which are required during design. These parameters are diameter and RPM 
of propeller, and propeller efficiency. This final propeller design can be 
expected to improve as a result of the use of modem highly skewed blade 
shapes.
Design starts from the calculation of the wake fraction and thrust 
deduction factor by using the approxim ate formulas although in a twin
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screw  ship the hull efficiency is close to unity. How ever, since these 
form ulas do not give precise results, they may be used ju st for the first 
approxim ations. As a first approximation, diam eter was taken as 4.00 
m eters considering the 6 m eters limited draft. For the calculation, RPM of 
p ropeller was taken as 240 relating to the power of engine and gearbox 
arrangem ent.The calculations were carried out for W ageningen B series and 
the types o f B4.40, B4.55 and B4.70.These calculations are given in 
Appendix 3.
Considering cavitation, type B4.70 is the optimum propeller type, 
although, it has the less thrust compared to the other types. The propeller 
efficiency was estim ated from  chart as 0.62 which is equal to the quasi 
propulsive efficiency, w ith hull efficiency and relative rotative efficiency 
unity. As a final result, all these calculations gave the optimum diam eter of 
p ropeller as 3.77 m eters w hich is sufficient for propulsion system  and 
suitable fo r the existing draft. M odem highly skewed blades are likely to 
have better efficiency with less risk of cavitation.
3 .12  M id sh ip  S ec t io n  and L o n g itu d in a l  S tr en g th
C alcu lations
In order to obtain the load line assignment, the structure o f a ship 
m ust conform  to the requirem ents of a classification society. A principal 
requirem ent is to have adequate longitudinal strength to w ithstand the 
longitudinal bending moment . The bending moment here is the maximum 
m om ent resulting from combined still water and wave loading.The rules set 
down the m inimum required section modulus and the midship section of the 
vessel is evolved to attain this based on the rule requirem ents for the 
structure. All requirements are given in Ref.31.
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3.12.1 M in im um  R eq u ired  Section M o d u lu s,Z r
The m inim um  hull section modulus required for unrestricted sea­
going vessels is calculated from the following equations given by Ref.31.
Z r = C i  L2B (CB+0.7) (3.12.1)
and
ZR= (M s+M w )/oc 103 (3.12.2)
where
L is length of ship, in meter,
B is beam of ship, in m eter ,
Cr  is block coefficient,(nondimensional), •
C l is a factor, given in Ref.31 as lO ^C^O O -Ll/lO O )1-5 
M s is bending moment due to hydrostatic loading,(in tonne .f.m) 
M w is bending moment due to wave loading, (in tonne .f.meters) 
and a c is m aximum stress (in kgf/mm^)*
Equation 3.12.1 and 3.12.2 give the section modulus in cm ^.The 
design  section m odulus is chosen to be the m axim um  of Z r  values 
calculated from the above equations. Rules specify the maximum stress a c 
to be 18.5 kgf/mm ^
D esign  s till w ater bending m om ent,M s , is estim ated  by 
considering the distribution of group masses as shown in Fig.3.31, while 
the wave bending,M-yy, is estimated by formulas based on wave and ship 
geom etry given by rules.These form ulas and calculations are given in 
A ppendix 4. Introducing the values given above into the equation 3.12.1 
and 3.12.2 gives, for ZR, 4.986 106 and 3.781 10<5 cm 3 respectively. The 
former,i.e. the m aximum one, is taken as Zr
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Fig.3.31 Mass distribution of ship along the length o f ferry
3.12.2 D efin ing  D im ensions of T he S tru c tu ra l  System
The structural system of the ferry was chosen as a longitudinal
framing system ,thus allowing the most efficient disposition o f material.The 
dim ensions o f each m em ber,such as girders,plates and stiffeners, were 
chosen in accordance with the Lloyd's Register o f Shipping Rules.Detailed 
calculations are given in Appendix 4 and some of the chosen dimensions 
are shown in Fig.3.30.
3.12.3 A c tu a l H ull Section M odulus C a lc u la tio n s
In the calculations o f the section modulus o f the m idship section 
only the effects o f the longitudinal members running continuously along 
full ship length and decks along the full ship beam are considered. The 
effects o f the shorter longitudinal members are assumed to be negligable. 
H ow ever, e ffe c ts  from  side shell, deck p la tin g s , lo n g itu d in a l 
bulkheads,longitudinal stiffeners and double bottom girders are taken into 
account.T hese calculations are given in A ppendix 3 in  detail. The
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followings are the results calculated for the ferry design .
The neutral axis from the keel;
Yn.a= H*47 meters
The moment of inertia at neutral axis;
I n . a = 1 1 - 7 2 8  1 0 ^  c m * ,
Section modulus at top deck;
Zdck= 11-276 106 cm^,
Section modulus at keel;
Zk=10.287 106 cm3
Results show that the strength of hull is quite sufficient. It is 
around 2.5 times greater than required strentgh.
3.13. S ubd iv ision  a n d  D am aged S tab ility
3.13. G e n e ra l
Almost all ships must comply with the international agreements on 
load  line assignm ent w hich determ ines m axim um  draft. Ships with 
passenger certificates m ust also comply with the international agreements 
regarding subdivision and damaged stability which generally result in a 
lesser d raft than load line considerations on their own. International 
agreem ents on ship safety measures were introduced following disasters at 
sea and have been m odified in the light of further disasters and this process 
will continue.
The loss o f T itanic in 1912 brought into being the earliest 
agreem ent on subdiv ision  and follow ing other im portant casualties 
requirem ents exist for adequate stability after damage and avoidance of 
asymmetrical flooding. By 1960 changes of trading pattern and the demand
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Fig.3.32 The structural arrangement of mid-ship section and chosen 
dimensions
for new  types o f passenger ships brought criticism  of the m ethods of 
calculation and the goals for subdivision and damaged stability regulations.
M ore fundam ental attitudes drew attention to anomalies in the 
traditional m ethods of calculation used and since 1974 there have existed 
two m ethods o f presentation for calculations relating to subdivision and 
damaged stability.
The deterministic method is the traditional calculation while the 
alternative m ethod, as it is called, is a probabilistic calculation. In each 
case, the end requirem ents are based on attainments that have been found 
reasonable in the light of casualty experience since records began, but the 
probabilistic  m ethod takes more matters into account and gives a more 
consisten t and rea listic  appraisal o f safety. H ow ever it is a m ore 
inconvenient calculation to perform and perhaps less easy to understand 
and has rarely been used, as it remains an option. Making it the mandatory 
method m ay be a future development.
3.13.2 Deterministic Method
The m ost recent international agreement on Safety of Life at Sea 
or SO LA S is that o f 1974. It includes the traditional or determ inistic 
method of calculation for flooding and damaged stability. The deterministic 
m ethod is in Ref.25 and the probabilistic method is in Ref.27.
In the determ inistic method calculations are carried out in two 
steps.First the floodable compartment length calculation is carried out for 
the expected full loaded draft. The floodable length at any point in the 
length of a ship is the length which can be flooded without immersing any 
part of the m argin line. Then factor of subdivision and permissible length
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calculations are carried out. The factor of subdivision (F) shows the 
required com partm ent standard of the ship. If  F is bigger than 0.5 , one 
com partm ent standard is required, if F is betw een 0.5 and 0.33 a two 
com partm ent standard is required, and a three com partm ent standard is 
required if  F  is less than 0.33. The permissible length at any point o f ship 
is obtained by multiplying the floodable length at that point by the factor of 
subdivision (F). The actual compartment length should not exceed the 
perm issible com partm ent length. However, a compartment may exceed the 
perm issib le  leng th  if  the com bined length o f each pair o f adjacent 
com partm ents to which the compartment in question is common does not 
exceed either the floodable length or twice the permissible length whichever 
is less.
T he value o f F was found from  calculations as 0.96 which 
requires a one compartment standard. However, considering the demand for 
more safe passenger ships and the ability to a achieve this improvement, a 
two com partm ent standard is attained in this particular ship.
As a second step, taking into account the floodable length, factor 
of subdivision and permissible length calculations, watertight bulkheads 
are located  to m eet target design requirements. This chosen bulkhead 
arrangem ent is checked to see whether it is safe or not after a possible 
damage under the subdivision requirements. All calculations are performed 
by a d irect m ethod using an approved package o f program s [Ref.60]. 
C alcu lations are g iven in Appendix 5 and The floodable length, 
perm issible length curves together with actual bulkhead arrangement are 
shown in Fig.3.33.
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3.13 .2  B ulkhead  a rran g em en t
G enerally the locations of bulkheads are chosen considering the 
a rrangem en t requirem ents and the floodable com partm ent lengths. 
H ow ever, regulations require that collision bulkhead must be watertight 
and fitted at distance from the ship's forward perpendicular not less than 
5% of the length and not more than (3+0.05L).
The m achinery spaces m ust be w ith in  the floodable length 
requirem ent yet long enough for the equipment within them. This usually 
means a series o f spaces. Therefore the two machinery spaces were located 
rather aft o f m idship. In total 13 watertight bulkheads were located along 
the leng th  o f ship and damaged stability checked by using the lost 
buoyancy m ethod [Ref.60]. The calculations are given in Appendix 5 and 
final arrangem ent is shown in Fig.3.33.
3.14 P ro b ab ilis tic  M ethod (A.265(8))
T he in ternational conference on safety o f life at sea 1960, 
recogn izing  the im portance of subdivision and dam age stability  o f 
passenger ships recom m ended that the Inter-G overnm ental M aritim e 
o rg an iza tio n  [ IM O ]  should undertake further studies o f w atertight 
subdivision o f passenger ships,because the regulations dealing
w ith  the subdivision of passenger ships in 1960 convention 
derived from  studies carried out prior to and after the first international 
safety conference of 1913-1914. These studies naturally were based on the 
design and service requirements of that time. Although regulations have 
been m odified  from  time to time, present regulations do not take into 
account the evolution, perhaps revolution in ship design and service 
requirem ents and advances in knowledge over the past fifty years.Hence, 
the determ inistic method has become less meaningful as regards safety. It
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has allow ed optim ization of ship types that were probably never foreseen 
by these who form ed the original regulations.
As a result of extensive study, the com m ittee developed new 
regulations dealing with subdivision and stability for passenger ships. The 
m ost im portant and principal distinction of the new regulation is the use of 
a probabilistic approach. The probabilistic approach is partly the result of 
the study o f the damage statistics and observed sea conditions which have 
been reported  to IM O for long period. D am age statistics contain 
in fo rm ation  o f ship length(L), ship breadth(B), dam age location(x), 
dam age length(y) and damage penetration(z). IM O has also the voyage 
reports including operating drafts , perm eabilities and stability o f those 
ships.
According to the IMO researchers damage extent depends mainly 
on structural characteristics, m ass, speed of rammed and ram m ing ship, 
relative course angle between rammed and ramming ship and location of 
dam age in  the ship length and the actual loading of the vessel when 
dam aged. The influence of structural characteristics are considered to be 
small, and this influence can be neglected. The mass of the ram m ed ship 
depends on her size and her loading condition. The influence of the loading 
condition is small especially for purely passenger ships. Therefore it can be 
disregarded to m ake the calculations simple. To take into account the size 
of ram m ed ship the damage length has been related to the ship length and 
damage penetration to the breadth.
Examination of existing data shows that ratio y/L is approximately 
independent o f the ship length and the location of the damage and the
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highest density of ratio y/L is generally around 0.05. these results can be 
seen in  F ig .3.34 and 3.35. Study also shows that dam age length is 
independen t o f dam age location in the ship. A ccording to IM O an 
explanation of these independences m ight be that small vessels are more 
likely to m eet small vessels and large vessels are more likely to meet large 
vessels.
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Fig.3.34 The regression of non-dimensional damage length 
on ship length (Ref. 27)
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Fig.3.35 Distribution density of non-dimensional damage length (Ref.27)
Increasing speed and size of ships during the recent years 
suggests that the average size of damage in cases of collision is growing. 
Fig.4.36 indicates that the damage length increases with time.
Damage statistics show that the ratio z/B is independent of ship's 
breadth(Fig.3.37) and it is found that average damage penetration is around 
0.2B. H ow ever there is relation between z/B and y/L as shown in Fig.3.38 
where z/B increases on the average with increasing y/L.
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Fig.3.36 Regression of non-dimensional damage length on 
year of collision (Ref.27)
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Fig.3.37 Regression of non-dimensional damage penetration 
on ship breadth (Ref.27)
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Fi^.3.38 shows the change of non-dimensional damage penetration 
as non-dimensional damage length changes(Ref.27)
According to the damage statistics damages occur m ore often in 
the forw ard half o f the ship than in the aft part [Fig.3.39].
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F ig .3 .3 9  D istribution density o f non-dim ensional damage 
location(Ref. 27)
A part from  those damage statistics the probabilistic approach 
takes into account the average wave height recorded at different times and 
different seas. The required GM values for different wave height also has 
been estim ated by some model experiments.
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C onsideration  o f these d ifferent param eters and d ifferen t 
conditions make the probabilistic method more realistic. How ever because 
o f the complexity of the probabilistic method which is based on the concept 
of the probability o f survival, the Eighth Assembly adopted the regulations 
as being an equivalent to and a total alternative to the provisions of part B 
o f chapter 2 o f the 1960 safety convention. The probabilistic m ethod is 
based m ainly on the following probabilities.
- The probability of flooding each single com partm ent and each 
group o f two or more adjacent compartments.
- The probability that the residual buoyancy after flooding of a 
com partm ent (or a group of two or more adjacent com partm ents) under 
consideration will be sufficient to provide for survival
- The probability that the stability after flooding a compartm ent or 
group of compartments will be sufficient to prevent capsizing or dangerous 
heeling due to loss o f stability or to heeling moments
During the work on alternative method, it was considered that the 
effect o f damage is dependent on:
- The loca tion  of the flooded com partm ent o r group of
compartments
- The draft and intact stability at the time of damage
- The permeability of affected spaces at the time of damage
- The sea state, particularly the critical wave height, at the
moment of damage.
- Possible heeling moments due to unsymmetrical weights.
All these possible statements are taken into account during the 
calculation o f attained subdivision index (A) which is the base o f the
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probabilistic m ethod. The value of A is calculated on the concept of the 
probability o f survival of the ship in case of collision.For the safety of the 
ship, it is required that A must be greater than required subdivision index 
'R' which is a function of the total number of passengers and crew on the 
ship based on R values for existing ships. Appendix 5 gives the detailed 
information and calculations of these parameters.
Perhaps there can be no absolute or objective standard for R. The 
curve chosen was based on actual ships recalculated by the alternative 
m ethod w hose orig inal design was optimized around the determ inistic 
regulations. The scatter is too obvious. If the alternative m ethod was made 
mandatory then experience would be gained to indicate whether or not the 
choice o f R was reasonable in service. No doubt it m ust be somewhat 
similar to the freeboard by the load line rules in that small ships cannot be 
made as safe as large ones without impossible economic penalty and that 
for very large ships the potential for damage is close to a limit.
3.14.1 C a lcu la tio n s  an d  resu lts
D uring  the calcu lations, the follow ing requirem ents are 
particularly considered
- The flooded GM value must not be less than 0.05 meters
- The final angle of heel in the flooded condition is limited to 7 
degrees for flooding of one compartment and 12 degrees for flooding of
two or more compartments.
- The relevant bulkhead deck must not be immersed at the final
stage of flooding.
Calculations were carried out for the existing watertight bulkhead 
arrangement as show n in Fig.3.40.Since there was no com puter program 
available, especially developed for probabilistic method, calculations were
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carried out by using the existing package programs [Ref.60].
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Fig.3.40 Chosen compartment arrangement for this particular ferry
Results showed that compartments 6 and 7 needed cross-flooding 
arrangem ent because of the large angle of heel which was caused by the 
flooding o f w ing tanks. Incorporating the cross flooding arrangement, the 
final value o f 'A' was obtained as 0.710 assuming that the final angle of 
heel is 7 degrees and 'R' was found as 0.686. If  the final angle of heel is 
assumed as 3 degrees 'a' is obtained as 0.80. These results suit the 
requirement o f A>R, therefore, the existing subdivision arrangem ent is 
sufficient. As calculations show, the ship can withstand the flooding of 
single or tw o adjacent compartments but cannot withstand the flooding of 
three adjacent compartm ents because of the large trim.
It can be seen from calculations that the most effective way to 
increase the 'A' value is to increase the freeboard within the limits accepted
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by the regulations. A nother alternative is to have a high initial GM 
although, a high service GM  is not recom m ended for the com fort of 
passengers. How ever,im proved fin stabilizers allow a higher value of GM 
as they reduce the rolling. Higher freeboard may have a bad effect on the 
GM since it increases the KG of ship.Therefore, these two terms must be 
considered together.
3 . 1 4 . 2  C o n s id e r a tio n  o f th e  D e te r m in is t ic  and  
P robabilistic  m ethods
The determ inistic and probabilistic methods are based on two 
different param eters nam ely the factor of subdivision (F) and the attained 
subdivision index (A) respectively. F determines the compartment standard 
of ship while A ' determ ines whether the watertight bulkhead arrangement 
is safe enough.
Although the deterministic method was improved in 1960, it was 
originally evolved  fo r the types of passenger ships com m on in the 
1920's.Therefore this m ethod does not seem very convenient for m odem  
ship designs. Shipow ners will conform to the Rules and may go beyond 
them provided no econom ic penalty is present.This particular ferry design 
required a one com partm ent standard but was designed as two compartment 
ship with advantages for safety. For this chosen subdivision arrangement, 
the probabilistic  m ethod gave an acceptable result but not as good as 
expected.This exam ple also shows that the deterministic m ethod needs 
some revisions. How ever,this method is easy to understand and to apply to 
ships,therefore, it is norm ally used.
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T he p ro b ab ilis tic  m ethod is the p roduct o f considerable 
observations, study, experiment and calculation using data from a variety 
of existing passenger ships. It has a better scientific basis and is less likely 
to suit m erely one type of passenger ship. It has become a method because 
of c learer understand ing  o f probability and m ore scientific study of 
accident dam age. It also is well adjusted to ferries as a long inboard car 
deck [Fig.3.41] is possible below the bulkhead provided it’s boundaries 
are sufficiently distant from  sides or bottom and o f course ’A ’ remains 
greater than ’R ’. The probabilistic m ethod makes the calculation of the 
cross-flooding arrangem ent precise by giving some reference formulas.
RelevantBulkheadDeck
Inboard Space0.2B
Fig.3.41 Arrangement of long inboard space below bulkhead deck 
allowed by probabilistic method (Ref.27)
W hile the p robabilistic  m ethod m ay give a m ore realistic 
indication of safety no m ethod can indicate perfect safety and there may be 
arguments that the simple concept of factor of subdivision has more direct 
meaning than subdivision index. In addition the method is both harder to 
apply as well as harder to understand and a dedicated computer program is 
essential to apply it. Consequently it has been seldom used as a method for 
authority approasal and m ay have to be made mandatory to ensure that it is 
used.
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E xisting com puter program s in the department are the package 
programs developed for different naval architectural problems and suitable 
for m icrocom puters.In  order to carry out the calculations five different 
program s w ere used and total computing time was more than 12 hours 
although the fast procedure which makes calculation 3.5 times faster was 
used. In  ad d itio n , som e o f the param eters had to be calcu lated  
m anually ,since those can not be obtained using the program s. These 
d ifficu lties show  the necessity  of the good com puter program  for 
probabilistic method.
The sinking o f Herald of Free Enterprise raised many questions 
about ferry  safety. The report of the inquiry is now published. Like all 
accidents it has particu lar causes and these seem to be more related to 
human error than to technological oversight. It may be that regulations will 
alter as a resu lt o f that accident, for example a probabilistic function for 
human erro r could be included. However making the alternative method 
mandatory m ight be the best practical outcome and so avoid an optimum 
design by the determ inistic m ethod with it's extremely small freeboard. 
Naturally convenient software for calculation is essential.
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CHAPTER 4 
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
4.1 General
The total cost o f owning and operating a ship can be subdivided 
into m any item s and arranged in many different groups. Traditionally the 
capital cost o f the ship, the cost of the fuel, the cost o f the crew, the cost 
of port dues and o f consum able and repair items for the vessel are m ajor 
subdivisions. The potential income from owning and operating a ship is 
from the fares charged for cargo and passengers and any final resale value 
remaining in the vessel on disposal.
There is no t always a rational basis behind all these costs and 
incomes. M any o f them  are very strongly influenced by market forces. The 
capital cost o f a vessel built in W estern Europe currently attracts around 
28% subsidy and even then will cost more than a similar vessel built in the 
Far East. Crew  costs depend on the standard of living of the crew ’s 
country and d iffer w idely across the world but the crew can be used 
anywhere in the world. Fuel is perhaps the most uniform world wide cost 
only responding to the alterations of oil price.
How ever all decisions are based on comparisons and as economic 
considerations are important, numbers must be given in a definitive way to 
all costs and incom es to take the many decisions needed for ship owning 
and operating. In  feasib ility  studies it is the differentials that are 
significant even though the absolute economic numbers in service are
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different.
The estim ates for shipbuilding and operational costs are required 
for various reasons by various authorities. For example, fleet managers 
need cost estim ates for preliminary design purposes to make rational 
selection betw een alternative investment opportunities, establishing budgets 
or p red ic ting  ch arte r or insurance rates. N aval A rchitects need cost 
estim ates fo r prelim inary design purposes. These encompass studies of 
feasibility, alternative technology and optimization studies aimed at finding 
the best com bination of major design parameters. Cost estimations are also 
useful in m aking  detailed design decisions and in selecting equipment. 
Shipyard m anagem ent needs cost estimation to bid for new construction and 
to decide w hether to make or buy certain items o f equipm ent and for 
negotiating prices for extras or credits applied to shipbuilding contracts.
This section  considers costs and revenue. The capital cost is 
based on Ref. 8 and is intended to represent W estern European conditions 
on the grounds that ferries are complex and there is m uch expertise in 
Western Europe. In general crew and service cost and revenues are based 
on Turkish conditions in Ref.5 and Ref. 11.
4.2 C ap ita l Cost
The cap ita l cost is the price to the owner of the new ship. At 
present it m ay below  the cost of construction from the shipyards point of 
view. The difference made up by state subsidy or the yard will eventually 
go out o f business. The approach for estim ation is that of material and 
labour applied to hull, machinery and outfit items.
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The cost o f steel is fairly easy to define although the final figure 
will depend on discounts, quantities and scrap. The cost of machinery and 
outfit item s w ill depend on the specification details and sophistication of 
the vessel. Labour cost for steel will depend on the ship type and is usually 
expressed through the manhours per tone of worked steel.The shipyard 
labour cost for m achinery and outfit is largely that of putting items into 
position and m aking connections as little is nowadays built in the yard.
It is usual to convert the capital costs into an equivalent annual 
cost over the life o f the vessel using an appropriate Capital Recovery 
Factor. The choice o f interest rate will depend on the source of money for 
the vessel and how  profit on the venture is taken into consideration.
4.2.1 B asis o f Capital Cost Estim ate
_  Labour Cost
M an-hours are the basis for the labour costs. The average labour 
rate changes as the type of work changes and includes appropriate 
overheads.The labour cost can be divided into three parts namely are steel 
labour cost, outfit labour cost, machinery labour cost. Steel and outfit 
labour costs are related to the weights and machinery labour cost is related 
to the to tal pow er o f engines. Cost factors for each part are different and 
related to  the profit,overheads and average labour rates as given in 
Appendix 6.
_  M aterial Cost
A n exam ination of material cost is again under steel, outfit and 
machinery. It is calculated in a similar way to the labour cost. The initial 
estimation o f m aterial cost is carried out considering the average price of 
per tone o f steel, and outfit and power of engines.
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Som e special equipm ent o r facilities used with the ship (i.e. 
different grades o f steel in the hull, thrusters, stabilizers, controllable pitch 
propellers) are estim ated separately.
4 .2 .2  R e su lts
C alculations were carried out based on the references stated 
earlier for the ferry considered. Computations are given in Appendix 6 in 
detail. The capital cost was estimated as £33.6 millions supposing the ship 
is built in The United Kingdom.The distribution of capital cost as follows.
Steel Labour Cost OSL= £3.48 millions
Steel Material Cost Cgjyj= £1.46 millions
Outfit Labour Cost Cq l =  £5.6 millions
Outfit Material Cost Co m =  £8-8 millions
M achinery Labour Cost Cm l = £4.0 millions
M achinery Material Cost QMM= £8-6 millions
Thrusters, propellers, stabilizers Cx p s = £L5 millions
The estim ation varies depending on the shipyard and the type of 
the ship. One o f the m ajor com ponent o f the shipbuilding cost is the 
outfitting cost w hich m ay vary over a wide range. For exam ple, in 
passenger ships the quality of decorating, outfitting and automation of the 
ship greatly affects the outfitting cost. Nevertheless, these estimations are 
very usefu l at the prelim inary design stage for designer, shipyard and 
shipowner for their further decisions.
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4.3 O perating Cost
A n accurate knowledge of operating cost is important for the 
efficient m anagem ent of vessel. Shipowners need the operating cost 
analysis to  arrange the ticket fares or to negotiate for long term charters. 
Analysts involved in certain studies also require specific information on the 
components o f operating cost.
T here are two m ain types of operating cost. One is the costs 
which are largely or completely unaffected by the particular employment of 
the vessel. This can be further subdivided as capital recovery cost, crew 
cost, repa ir and m aintenance, survey cost, previsions, insurance and 
general adm inistration. Although the capital recovery cost is considered as 
a part o f operating cost, it can also be considered separately from operating 
cost. The other is the costs which are affected by the particular voyage of 
the vessel. T he subcom ponents of the second type are fuel cost, port 
charges, agency fees, brokage and canal dues. These subcomponents are 
explained as follows.
4.3.1 F irst group costs
-Capital Charges
The capital cost of the vessel must be recovered in order to remain 
in business. T he easiest m ethod of considering capital charges is to 
convert the capital cost into an equivalent annual cost by means of a capital 
recovery factor. The choice of interest rate of that factor will depend on the 
actual source o f the money but again a simple view is to consider that it is 
money owned by the company and the return on that money represent the 
incentive to rem ain in  business. If the money is borrowed then there will be 
a known interest rate and perhaps a subsidy if it is from a state bank. This
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approach is not as complete as a true present worth approach but the only 
m ajor item  ignored is that o f resale value. If  the vessel is a long tim e in 
state ow nership this item is negligible.
A  m inim um  value of interest rate would be about 10% and a range 
of value up  to 15% is taken. Tax has not been considered on the grounds 
that the state owns the ferry company. The life of the vessel has been taken 
as 15 years at which time the resale a scrap value is about £5x 106.
- Crew Cost
One o f the m ost im portant operating costs is the crew  cost. 
Significant changes in crew cost are possible by changing the nationality of 
crew although, this m ay be dependent on the owner's freedom  o f registry 
of the ship. In addition some automation and other improved arrangem ents 
in the ship m ay reduce the crew cost. However, passenger ships always 
need a h igh  num ber o f crew for the hotel services although the num ber will 
still vary w ith num ber of passengers and standards of service.
For the ferry’s technical services it was estim ated that a total of 
36 crew  m em bers are required but 114 are required for the hotel services. 
They are distributed as shown in Table 4.1. Note that 75% of the total crew 
is fo r ho te l services. This was thought to be necessary fo r passenger 
com fort and quality o f services especially for the long journeys the ferry 
considered to take. For the dining room  it was assum ed to allocate 1 
stew ard fo r 3 tables w hile 1 stew ard for 20 cabins was considered. 
M usicians are taken into account considering the need for entertainm ent in 
long journeys.
A ccording to the Turkish standards the average annual cost o f
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each crew  m em ber at present is as follows.
Officer £4200/year
Petty officer £3600/year
Rating £3000/year
T hese  num bers include basic  w ages ,bonus,overtim e  and  
insurance. Crew  costs are likely to increase, and as the calculation is 
carried  out fo r these figures and figures 25% greater.T he 150 crew  
m em bers are a m ixture o f officers, petty  officers and ratings and the 
breakdow n is shown in Table 4.1.
- Maintenance and Repair
M aintenance and repair cost usually consist of the costs related to 
dry docking o f the ship, m aintenance of engines and m ain systems. The 
cost is also associated with other m aintenance and repair to dam ages. 
Calculations are carried out in Appendix 6.
- Insurance
The hull insurance is usually a percentage of the capital cost 
ranging from  1% to 1.5% while the protection and indemnity insurance m ay 
relate to the service experience of the owner but is also relateable to the 
capital cost.
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DECK NO CLASS ENGINE NO CLASS
CAPTAIN 1 OF CHIEF ENGINEER 1 OF.
FIRST OFFICER 1 OF FIRST ENGINEER 1 OF.
SECOND OFFICER 1 OF SECOND ENGINEER 1 OF
THIRD OFFICER 1 OF THIRD ENGINEER 2 OF.
RADIO OFFICERS 3 OF CHIEF ELECTRICIAN 1 OF.
CADET 1 OF FIRST ELECTRICIAN 1 OF.
CARPENTER 1 P.O JUNIOR ELECTRICIAN 2 OF.
BOSUN 1 P.O ENGINE RATINGS 6 RAT.
RATINGS 9 RAT. STORE KEEPER I RAT.
SUBTOTAL DECK 20 SUBTOTAL ENGINE 16
STEWARS’DEP .NO CLASS FORHOTEL NO CLASS
CHIEF STEWARD 1 OF DOCTOR 1 OF.
SECOND STEWARDS 3 OF NURSES 2 P.O.
CHIEF COOK 1 P.O PURSERS 2 P.O
COOK AND BAKER 5 P.O MUSICIANS 7 P.O.
MESS MEN 5 RAT PHOTOGRAPHER 1 P.O.
STEWARD FOR OFFICER 3 RAT LAUNDERETTE 4 P.O.
STEWARDS FOR CABIN 15 RAT SHOP ATTENDANTS 4 P.O.
STEWARD FOR TABLE 40 RAT. OTHERS 1 P.O.
LOUNGE AND BARS IQ RAT, SUBTOTAL 86
SUBTOTAL 28
Table4.1 The distribution of crew for different departments of ferry
Protection and indem nity insurance protects the owner against risks not 
covered by the insurance of hull, m achinery and cargo. These are often 
claims for damages brought as a result o f accidents on board and damage or 
inconvenience that the ship herself causes to others. The prem ium  to be
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paid is usually based on the size of the ship and num ber of the crew  but 
w ill reflect the num ber of claims m ade in the past. Since P& I clubs m ust 
rem ain  solvent substantial payments m ay be needed from  tim e to time 
depending on the needs of all the m em bers of the club. Calculations are in 
A ppendix 6.
- Stores and supplies Cost
Store costs include the cost o f deck, engine stores and the cabin 
stores. The store cost in the deck and engine stores include ropes paints 
and spares while cabin stores include soft furnishing and laundry. Store 
and supply costs for passenger cabins such as cleaning,food and drink 
supplies are not included in this cost since they are considered in the 
entertainm ent cost. Food supply cost fo r crew also is not included here 
since it is considered together with crew  cost. Store and supply cost is 
estim ated as a function of the number of crew.
- Administration Cost
A dm in istra tion  cost includes the expenses fo r head , ren ts, 
advertising, legal expenses, communications and training programs.
4.3.2 Second group costs
- Port Charges and Dues
The cost o f entering, leaving and using ports vary  w idely  
throughout the world. These expenses can be divided into two groups.First 
one is entering and leaving cost which includes pilotage, stowage and canal 
dues. Second one is related to time in the port which consists o f daily 
charges for berth, watchman fees, water, and electricity. Port charge and 
dues are based on the size of the ship and trade area.
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-Fuel Cost
Fuel cost is the im portant com ponent o f operating cost and it is 
changeable because of the unstable world oil prices. Recently fuel cost has 
decreased because of the reduction in oil price as well as the im provements 
in m achinery. However fuel cost is m ostly dependent on the service speed. 
Therefore, it m ight be useful to take into account different service speeds 
together with total cost, income and voyage time of the ship. Fuel cost is 
subdivided into the cost o f heavy fuel oil,lubrication oil and diesel oil. 
This estim ation is carried out considering the total journey time at the sea 
and waiting time in ports.
-Entertainment Cost
Entertainm ent cost includes the various services to passengers 
such as food and drinks disco, cinem a, conference and som e sport 
fac ilities. H ow ever during the incom e estim ations the incom e from  
entertainm ents are estimated as net income, therefore cost o f these items are 
not considered here. Entertainm ent cost is taken into account fo r some 
special entertainm ent facilities fo r the special tim es such as religious 
holidays( Christmas, Ramadan ).
4.3.3 R esu lts
In order to carry out the calculations( see Appendix 6) a com puter 
program  was developed. The results were obtained for different capital 
recovery  factors (CRF), fuel and crew  costs. The resu lts and the 
com ponents o f operating cost are shown in the Table: 4.2 and Fig 4.1 for 18 
knots speed and 10% interest rate .The Same distribution for 18 knots speed 
but fo r 25% increased cost o f fuel and crew can be seen in Table 4.3 and 
Fig.4.2. As both figures show the m ost important components o f operating
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cost are the cap ita l recovery  cost, crew  cost and fuel cost. These
com ponents are 48% , 15%, 9% of operating cost respectively for Fig.4.1
and 45% , 17%, 10% for Fig.4.2.
OPERATING COST OF SHIP
Speed= 18 knot Interest= 10% Life of ship= 15 years
officer: 4200 £/year, p. officer: 3600 £/year, Rating:3000 £/year
oil=55 £/tonne
Capital Recovery Cost 
Maint. and Repair Cost 
Hull and Machinery Insurance 
Protec. and Indemn. Insurance 
Store and Supply Cost 
Administration Cost 
Port Charges and Dues 
Oil Cost 
Crew Cost 
Entertainment Cost
4.26
0.31
0.40
0.23
0.36
0.68
0.16
0.71
1.33
0.25
million
million
million
million
million
million
million
million
million
million
£/year
£/year
£/year
£/year
£/year
£/year
£/year
£/year
£/year
£/year
Annual Operating Cost = 8.71 million £/year
Table4.2 The components of operating cost of ferry for 18 Kn speed and 
for original fuel prices and crew wages
CAPITAL REC.
1 0 0 - -
MAINT. & REPAIR
HULL AND MACHINERY INS.
PROTECTION & INDEM. INS.
STORE & SUPPLY
-ADMINISTRATION 
■OIL
ENTERTAINMENT
Fig.4.1 The histogram shows the components of operating cost 
as percentage of operating cost for original fuel prices and crew wages
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OPERATING COST OF SHIP
Speed= 18 knot Interest= 10% Life of ship= 15 years
officer: 5350 £/year, p. officer: 4500 £/year, Rating:3750 £/year
oil=67 £/tonne
Capital Recovery Cost = 4.26 million £/year
Maint. and Repair Cost = 0.31 million £/year
Hull and Machinery Insurance = 0.40 million £/year
Protec. and Indemn. Insurance = 0.23 million £/year
Store and Supply Cost = 0.36 million £/year
Administration Cost = 0.68 million £/year
Port Charges and Dues = 0.16 million £/year
Oil Cost = 0.89 million £/year
Crew Cost = 1.58 million £/year
Entertainment Cost = 0.25 million £/year
Annual Operating Cost = 9.14 million £/year
Table4.3 The components of operating cost of ferry for 18 Kn speed and 
for 25% increased fuel prices and crew wages
CAPITAL REC.
MAINT. & REPAIR
HULL AND MACHINERY INS.
PROTECTION & INDEM. INS.
STORE & SUPPLY
ADMINISTRATION
■OIL 
-to. CREW
ENTERTAINMENT
Fig.4.2 The histogram shows the components of operating cost 
as percentage of operating cost for 25% increased fuel prices and crew
wages
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The fuel cost is affected by service speed as shown in Fig.4.3. As 
seen from  Fig.4.3 higher service speeds bring extra cost while it reduces 
the total voyage time which are given for different speeds as follows.
V(speed) V.Time(h) 
15 76.6 Fuel 1 £55 per tonne 
Fuel 2 £67.5 per tonne
16 71.8
17 67.6 u
63.8
60.5
m»- Fuel Oil Cost 1 
Fuel Oil Cost 2
0. 6 -20 57.5
21 54.7 0.4
222014 16 >18
Speed(kn)
Fig.4.3 The change in fuel cost service as speed changes
Although the service speeds of 15 and 16 knots give the least fuel 
cost, these speeds require the crew to work a full w eek because o f the 
increase in  voyage tim e. Besides this, the increase in voyage time may 
affect the load factor in negative way. The speeds o f 17 and 18 knots allow 
one day off for crew  and m inor repair of the ship as well as reasonable fuel 
cost w ith relatively  shorter voyage time. The speed of 20 and 21 knots 
obviously give shorter voyage time with considerably higher fuel cost. 
These higher speeds m ay allow ship to have m ore off time but the saved 
time m ay not be enough for another voyage even to a nearer destination. 
T herefore speeds less than 19 knots seem to offer m ore econom ical 
advantages over higher speed on this line.
Calculations were carried out for different interest rates to see the 
changes in  capital recovery cost. These different interest rates m ay affect 
the ticket fares to  obtain profitable incom e. T otal operating cost for
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differen t speed and d ifferent in terest rates are show n in  F ig.4.7 and 
F ig .4 .8 .
There is big difference between the capital recovery cost and the 
other com ponents as a percentage of the operating cost in com parison with 
the values p resen ted  in Fig. 1.1. This is because the cap ita l cost was 
estim ated according to the British cost standard and capital recovery cost 
is the function of capital cost. However, operating cost (i.e crew cost, fuel 
cost, port dues, stores, provisions etc.) was estim ated according to the 
Turkish  cost standards. Since the B ritish cost standard is alm ost three 
tim es o f T urkish  cost standard, this big difference appeared. Capital 
recovery cost m ay be reduced by building the ship a country where material 
and labour are cheap. However, to build such a com plex ship needs good 
experience, m anagem ent and m odem  facilities. It m ust be considered 
w hether these facilities can be available and ship can be com pleted within 
the expected tim e in that country.
4.4 P rediction  of Annual Incom e
Since ships are built to earn m oney (except some special ships) 
from their operation, demand estimation is important parameter.
The accuracy of demand estim ation is significant for the cost of 
tickets. H ow ever the accurate estim ation is very difficult. Because, this 
line was introduced a few years ago and existing ferries operate on this line 
for ha lf o f the year. Passengers are m ainly tourists and consequently very 
seasonal. A  steady dem and exists for return visits o f Turkish workers in 
Europe w hich are again seasonal although perhaps over m ore o f the year 
than tourists. In general demand is expected for w inter holidays. Truck
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drivers are im portant for winter demand.
There are two passenger-vehicle ferries running between Italy and 
Turkey from  A pril to October which is the peak tourist season. M V Orient 
Express follow s the route of V enice-Piraeus-Istanbul-K usadasi-Patm os- 
K atakolon-Venice. M V Ankara has the direct route which is Izmir-Venice- 
Izmir. M V Orient Express has 800 passenger capacity while M V Ankara has 
542 passenger capacity.
4.4.1 T ic k e t fa res
The estim ation  of ticket fares are carried out considering the 
existing ticket fares given as follows .
M V ORIENT EXPRESS( Venice-Istanbui-Kusadasi) 
cabins fare (singleHretum^ 
state_c.(2) £475 £855
Deluxe
2
3
Class A 
2
3
4
£395
£325
£330
£280
£250
£710
£585
£595
£505
£450
Class B 
2
3
4
C la sC
2
£300 £540
£250 £450
£220 £395
£245 £440
Single Return 
Car £100 £180
Trailer
(up to  3 m .)£75  £135
additional m  £25 £45
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Class D
2 £220 £495
3 £200 £360
4 £175 £315
(Ticket fares include meals on board and port tax)
M V ANKARA (Venice-Izmir)
Cabins Fares(single) Vehicle Fares(singl
Deluxe(2) £270 Car £100
Class A Trailer
2 £220 1-4000 kg £250
3 £200 4000-6000 kg £340
4 £185 over 6000 kg £500
Class B Minibus £130
2 £200 Motorcycle £50
3 £185 cycle £10
4 £175
Class C
2 £185
3 £165
4 £135
(Fares exclude port tax and m eals(lounge and dinner))
T aking  in to  account these fares average ticket fares fo r our 
estim ations are considered as follows.
Passenger £180 (single)
Cars £100 (single)
T railer (12 m .) £500 (single)
(exclude meals and port tax)
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4.4.2 E ntertainm ent Incom es
G enerally  it includes the incom es from  foods, drinks, shops, 
gam ing and som e others. According to the exam ination o f cruise m arket 
researchers, the average revenue from  entertainm ent facilities is £18 
(per.day/per pas.). The distribution of this revenue is shown in Fig.4.4.
SHORE EXCURSIONS DRINKS
SHOPS TIPS/ OTHERS 
15%15% GAMING
20%
Fig4.4 The distribution of revenue obtained from facilities on board 
according to the Ref.6
As total amount, this prediction is same to author's estim ation but 
the distribution is slightly different. Since the considered line is direct line, 
there is no shore excursions but there is incom e from food at around the 
same percentage. T icket fares include only breakfast. The incom e from  
drink  and  tips are  less than given in F ig .4 .4 . The d istribu tion  o f 
entertainm ent incom e for the particular ship design is given in Fig.4.5.
FOOD DRINKS
30% 20%
SHOPS TIPS/OTHERS
V  10%20% GAMING
20%
Fig.4.5 The distribution of revenue obtained from facilities 
on board for this particular ship
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Entertainm ent incomes also depend on the voyage time, therefore 
the speed o f ship affects the entertainment income as shown in Fig4.6
3.0
0  Entertainm ent 
♦ Entertainm entc
3. 2.5
E
(est. 2)w«r
E
8c53
C
©
Ec
2.0 -
(est. 1)
©■e
©
c
UJ
14 16 18 20 22
Speed(kn)
Fig.4.6 shows that entertainment incomes decreases as speed increases
4.4.3 E s tim a tio n  of D em and
Two different estimations are carried out considering the capacity 
o f ex isting  ferries and the capacity o f this particular ship. D em and was 
estim ated m onth by month for the m ost realistic calculation. According to 
the design plan the ferry is w ithdrawn from service during the N ovem ber 
for repairing and maintenance.
- First Estimation
For the first estim ation, dem and for trailers is estim ated that 
during the w inter vessel is 80% of full capacity while demand is 50%  of 
full capacity during the summer time considering the condition o f roads. 
Dem and of private cars is 33% of full capacity during the w inter tim e and 
75% of full capacity during the sum m er time considering the travellers on
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holiday. Passenger capacity is estim ated around 2.5 times o f the to tal 
vehicles on board. Demand estim ation can be seen in the Table4.4 for the 
first estim ation.
AY BY CV DV EV FV GV
JANUARY 8 50 400 70 560 270 2160
FEBRUARY 8 50 400 70 560 270 2160
MARCH 10 50 500 70 700 270 2700
APRIL 8 40 320 80 640 300 2400
MAY 8 40 320 100 800 350 2800
JUNE 8 30 240 150 1200 470 3760
JULY 10 30 300 150 1500 '470 4700
AUGUST 8 30 240 150 1200 470 3760
SEPTEMBER 10 30 300 140 1400 440 4400
OCTOBER 8 40 320 90 720 300 2400
NOVEM BER REPAIR AND REFIT
DECEMBER 10 50 70. 700 270 2700
TOTAL 3840 9980 33940
Table4.4 The distribution of predicted demand 1 through year
AV: Number of voyage
BV: Num ber of trailers per voyage
CV: Num ber of trailer per month
DV: Num ber of cars per voyage
EV: Num ber of cars per month
FV: Passenger per voyage
GV: Passenger per month
The total income for first estimation are estimated as follows. 
Passengers £6.1 106per year
Trailers £1-9 106p e ry ear
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Cars £1.0 106p e ry ear
Entertainment^ 18 kn l£  1.5 106per year
TOTAL INCOME £10.4 lO^per year
As the results show, the annual profit o f the ferry was estim ated 
as £1.5  m illions w ith the average 66%  of trailer, 50% o f car, 44%  o f 
passenger capacities.
-Second Estimation
For this estim ation, the dem and of trailer was considered  as 
constant which is 80% of full capacity fo r whole year. The dem and for 
private cars changes from  50% to 90% of full capacity while the dem and 
for passengers changes betw een 40%  and 90%. Dem and estim ation  is 
show n in Table 4.5.
AY BV CV DV EV FV GV
JANUARY 8 50 400 100 800 320 2560
FEBRUARY 8 50 400 100 800 320 2560
MARCH 10 50 500 120 1200 400 4000
APRIL 8 50 400 120 960 400 4000
MAY 8 50 400 140 1120 480 3840
JUNE 8 50 400 140 1120 480 3840
JULY 10 50 500 180 1800 720 7200
AUGUST 8 50 400 180 1440 720 5760
SEPTEMBER 10 50 500 160 1600 640 6400
OCTOBER 8 50 400 140 1120 560 4480
NOVEMBER REPAIR AND REFIT
DECEMBER 10 50 500 100 1000 320 3200
TOTAL 4800 12960 47040
Table4.5 The distribution of predicted demand 2 through year
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The total incom e is estim ated for second dem and estim ation as
follow s.
Passengers £8.46 106per year
Trailers £2.4 106 per year
Cars £1.29106 per year
Entertainm entn8 kn^ £2.12 106 per year
TOTAL INCOME £14.28 106 per year
The to tal profit from second estim ation was obtained as £5.0 
m illions w ith 83% of trailer,61%  of car and 62% of passenger capacity. 
This profit is quite high by Turkish standards.
For both estimations the ship obtains quite good profit. However, 
£180 is an expensive ticket fare com pare to rival types of transport. 
T herefore , it is no t easy to establish a popular line w ith high fares. 
A ssum ing the ticket fare for passenger £100 which is competitive against 
other transport facilities, an estim ation was done and it showed that the 
ship gets £1.25 m illions profit per year for the second demand estimation. 
Total operating cost and income for different values can be seen in Fig.4.7 
and F ig.4.8.
4.5 R e s u lts
As the incom e estimations and figures show the m ost im portant 
factor for the incom e is the number of passengers. According to the results 
for both  estim ations the income from passenger ticket fares is three times 
higher than other components of total income.
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Because o f the different tourist attractions in Turkey there is a 
considerable increase in dem and to go to Turkey. Turkish M aritim e Line 
increased the passenger capacity on Turkey-Italy line from 13000 to 19000 
during the operating period in one year considering the demand in previous
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Fig.4.8 Cost-income balance considering different factors for 25% 
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and com ing  years. H ow ever these arrangem ents are m ainly relying on 
tourists (during the April-October period). Therefore demand prediction for 
the rest o f the year becom es difficult. It can be said that first estim ation 
seems m ore realistic for, say next 2 years while the second estim ation is 
more realistic over a longer period, say in the following 4 years.
substantial increase in fuel cost although it naturally gives less voyage 
time. I f  fares are dependent on speed then speeds around 15 or 16 knots 
represent a reasonable level of fuel cost associated with a som ewhat long 
voyage. Tourists m ay view the voyage as part of their holiday but Turkish 
w orkers and truck drivers would prefer less time on board. Consequently 
17 and 18 knot service speeds appear to represent the best balance betw een
It can be seen from Figures 4.3 and 4.6 that high speed m eans a
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fuel cost and tim e for fares independent of time on voyage. Certain speeds 
and tim es on voyage could m axim ize the entertainm ent incom e which is 
largely gained in the evening but this is a m atter of schedules rather than 
tim e on voyage.
F ig .4.7 and Fig.4.8 shows that incom e-cost balance is always 
positive for both estim ations up to the 19 knot speed even for a CRF with 
the in terest rate at 15% for the first demand estim ation. H ow ever the 
balance gives negative result over 19 knot speed and over 13% interest for 
the sam e dem and estim ation. For the second demand estim ation profit is 
very high even for the higher speeds. Income curve C of second estim ation 
w hich was estim ated considering the passenger ticket fare is 45% cheaper 
gives sam e incom e as first dem and estim ation w ith original ticket fare 
gives. This is positive sign for the cheaper fare idea and it will m ake this 
line popular because of the com petitive ticket fare against other transport 
facilities.
4.6 C o n c lu s io n
In general it can be said that in order to establish  a regular, 
popular and profitable line low capital cost seem s the m ain  and m ost 
effective solution and consequently the capital recovery cost m ust be 
reduced. Thus cheaper ferry services by keeping the sam e standard in 
available facilities can be offered to passengers.
In  today’s m arket Far Eastern countries such as Japan and South 
K orea o ffer p rices up to 40% less than european prices. H ow ever 
passenger ships are m ainly built in Europe. This is due to the complicated 
hull structure o f such ships and experienced w orkforce. This m ay not
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continue to be the case in the future.
H igh speed m ay be an advantage if  it increases the num ber of 
voyages and the demand for the service is not reduced. How ever over short 
distances high speed m ay have little effect as relatively little tim e is spent 
at sea. In  the service considered, dem and, while hard to predict is not 
particularly high and a round trip a week seems an ideal pattern o f service. 
C onsequently  the direct benefit o f high speed is lim ited to  attracting 
business that is keen on reducing voyage time by a few hours. A  low speed 
that fills up the week with the round trip m ay increase crew cost w ithout 
any increase  in  revenue although fuel cost w ill reduce. A  seasonal 
relatively high speed may allow an auxiliary cruise over about a day and a 
ha lf to take place from  Izmir. If  the auxilary cruise is popular, it w ould 
assist profitability and justify the power to be fitted for a h igher speed for 
occasional use.
A t the moment, other transport facilities are considerably cheaper 
than ferry transportation in this area of the M editerranean Sea. Therefore 
ferries operate during the summer time when the num ber o f tourists is very 
high and there is no ferry which operates during the w inter tim e. A lthough 
there is no large passenger dem and in the w inter there is alw ays a high 
trailer dem and. Estim ation shows that the line considered is profitable for 
the w hole year operation. The difficulties o f the roads from  Europe to 
Turkey force the travellers to find other alternatives which are suitable for 
their budget. Considering this point, the m ain purpose o f ferry  operators 
m ust be a low fare arrangement which is always competitive against other 
transportation alternatives.
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CHAPTER 5 
D E C K  D E SIG N
5.1 G e n e ra l
The structural design of vehicle decks is an im portant part o f the 
design o f ferries. Such decks are generally fairly close to the neutral axis 
o f the vessel and thus carry little longitudinal stress o r shear. Indeed 
longitudinal stresses are rarely serious even at the extreme fibres o f ferries 
w ith the ir short length, ligh t loads and low value o f leng th /dep th  to 
upperm ost continuous deck.
The design basis for vehicle decks is that o f w heel load and such 
loads m ust be acceptable w hen applied in any pattern at any part o f the 
deck. Space is often vital in ferries and depth of deck support structure 
m ay need to be kept to a m inim um  to m aintain headroom  for vehicles on 
adjoining decks w ithout com prom ising ship stability by increasing the 
depth o f ship.
W hen the vessel is mainly designed to carry passenger cars then 
additional structural mass to minimize the space lost in stiffening is always 
possible but as trade changes to carrying more and more heavy trucks then 
the deadm ass o f the vessel becom es im portant and there is need  to 
comprom ise between structural mass and the space occupied by stiffening.
The plate thicknesses must be able to transfer the w heel loads to 
the adjoining stiffening m embers and there is an almost infinitive variety of 
plate thicknesses and stiffener spacings that can be chosen. H ow ever a 
m ain choice is betw een longitudinal and transverse fram ing. This chapter
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considers the design of a vehicle deck by the rules o f Lloyds R egister of 
Shipping for transverse and for longitudinal framing. Classification Society 
Rules generally take a balanced view of plating design with due regard for 
beam  theory, mem brane theory, plastic design and corrosion and w ear and 
tear allow ances. M ore basic analysis is also possible and a later section 
considers plating thicknesses by specific approaches. These w ould still 
need service experience to translate into working thicknesses.
5.2 D esign  C o n s id e ra tio n
D eck design is based on Lloyd's Register o f Shipping Rules 
w hich has a special chapter for ferries and roll-on ro ll-off ships. Since 
there is no restriction on the structural system, both the longitudinal and 
transverse framing are considered [Fig. 5.1 and 5.2].
Transverse >
Long, bulkhead ^ 
Longitudinal
Comp. Length
B /2
Beam
Fig.5.1 Longitudinal framing arrangement Fig.5.2 Transverse framing arrangement
for vehicle deck for vehicle deck
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Each system  is supported by one centre g irder and two side 
longitudinal bulkheads w hich are 7.5 m eters off the cen ter line. In the 
region where there is no side longitudinal bulkheads, the deck is supported 
by side girders. The longitudinal fram ing system  is also supported by 
transverses every 3.2 m eters length along the ship. Therefore the effective 
length of longitudinals in the longitudinal framing is rather shorter than the 
length  o f deck beam s in the transverse system . The centre  g irder is 
supported by two pillars in every compartment to reduce the effective span. 
As is m entioned before there is no significant hull stress problem  at vehicle 
deck, therefore optim ization of the deck design is carried out considering 
the m ass o f deck and the depth of stiffening mem bers is determ ined and 
noted. The study is for a panel bounded by the centre line, side girders and 
adjoining transverse bulkheads.
In order to calculate the dimensions of deck m em bers a computer 
program  based on Lloyd's rules was developed. The program  carries out:
a-Calculation of deck plate thickness,
b-Calculation of section modulus of each stiffening m em ber using 
L loyds' rules,
c-D eterm ines the dimensions of stiffening m em bers to suit the 
required modulus,
d-Carries out the stress analysis as required by L loyds' Register 
to ensure that stress values are within the classification society lim its,
e-Calculates the deck weight for a panel of plating and stiffeners.
5.2.1 C a lcu la tion s
C alcu lations are carried  out by taking in to  account some 
parameters which effect the design. The most important one is the axle load
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w hich is generally considered up to about 15 tonnes for passenger-vehicle 
ferries. O ther factors are tyre print load, tyre print ratio and plate panel 
ratio as shown in Fig.5.3 and expressed with the following form ulas.
u
 »
2 m.
Fig.5.3 shows the dimensions of tyre print and axle
For the deck plating general formula is;
t = 4.6 k1/6^ A  Pw+1.5 (mm) (5.1)
where t is thickness o f the plate, Pw is the load in tonnes, A is 
tyre prin t local stress factor which is obtained from graph (v/s vs A) in the 
Ref.31. In order to find the value o f A , 1/s (plate panel ratio) and U/V 
(tyre print ratio) m ust be taken into account. Here 1 is the effective length 
of stiffener, s is the stiffener spacing, u  and v are the dim ensions o f the
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tyre prints. The com puter program  can be run for different values o f these 
ratios within the rule limits.
In order to determ ine the dimensions of the deck beam s and 
longitudinals, the form ula for section modulus for the perm anent vehicle 
deck carrying wheeled vehicles is used as follows [Ref.31].
z = (0.536 K, P le + 0.00125 K^h s ) (5.2)
w here, K i and K 2 are constants obtained from  rules, P is axle 
load in tonnes, h  is the norm al load height on the deck and need not exceed 
2.5 m eters. Besides this form ula the rules suggest that the bending stress 
m ust not be greater than 100 (N/mm^). For the stress analysis the beam  is 
assum ed to have 100% end fixity.
As show n in Fig.5.4 if  we take into account the actual loading, 
the deck beam s in transverse fram ing are loaded by several axle loads. 
C onsidering the w orst loading condition which is 2.5 tim es one of axle 
load, the dimensions o f the beam  are specified by using the stress analyses.
1P H
1
1
1
1
1
■
■
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Jc 1
span of the beam
T T
beam
Fig.5.4 Possible maximum loading of deck beams in transverse framing
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F or the deck girders and transverses, L loyds suggests that 
specification of the dim ensions m ust be based on a m axim um  stress o f 
123.6 (N /m m ^) assum ing the 100% end fixity. The L loyd's R egister o f 
Shipping Rules also gives a formula for uniformly distributed load on deck 
for girders and transverses as follows:
Z=4.75 b h lg2 cm3 (5.3)
w here b is the m ean w idth of plating supported by girders or 
transverses. This form ula is used to specify the in itia l d im ensions of 
m em bers. The final dim ensions are estim ated by using the actual stress 
analyses. The worst loading condition of deck transverses is the loading of 
tandem  axle load Fig.5.5 which is considered as double that o f single axle 
load.
tandem axle
1
transverse
Fig.5.5 The tandem axle load which is assumed to be loaded on deck 
transverse and taken as double of single axle load
A fter specifying the dimensions o f deck m em bers, the com puter 
program  estim ates the weight of the deck for the areas considered at the 
final stage of the program.
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5.3 R esu lts
The com puter program  was run for different stiffener spacings to 
determ ine how  the scantlings o f the deck change as stiffener spacing 
changes. As m entioned before, optimization of the deck design is done by 
considering m inim um  m ass of the deck structure but noting the depth of 
stiffening. Com puter results can be seen in Appendix 7.
The com parison betw een transverse fram ing and longitudinal 
fram ing system s was done using F ig .5.6 which show s the changes in 
w eight as fram e spacing changes for both fram ing system s. As Fig.5.6 
show s the longitudinal fram ing system  is around 20% lighter than the 
transverse fram ing system in weight. Obviously such a difference in weight 
is a b ig advantage for optimum design.
190 -
P= 15 tones (axle load) 
[u/v]= 1.5 (tyre print ratio)170 -
®co 150 -
12  130 -O
O)
£
□ Longitudinal Framing
♦  Transverse Framing
90 -
70 -
1000900800700600500400
Stiffener Spacing (mm)
Fig.5.6 The comparison between transverse and longitudinal framing 
system based on deck weight and stiffener spacing
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The m ain reason o f this big difference is that the unsupported deck beams 
m ust be designed to carry 2.5 axle loads. In order to m eet the m axim um  
stress condition the dim ensions of deck beams had to be increased, thus 
the w eight o f the transverse fram ing deck appeared as 20% heavier than 
longitudinal fram ing deck. Additional longitudinal girders could reduce the 
beam  span but m ight give headroom  difficulties in the space below.
If we com pare the depths of the stiffening m em bers betw een two 
fram ing system s, it is seen that transverses in longitudinal fram ing are 
slightly deeper than deck beam s in transverse fram ing while those deck 
beams are twice as deep as longitudinals in longitudinal framing system. In 
general the depth o f stiffening m em bers below  a vehicle deck is an 
im portant factor in maintaining ample clear deck height especially if there is 
a fu rther vehicle deck below . Even if there is not clear deck height is 
always valuable and m inim um  depth of deck stiffening allows m inim um  
depth o f ship.
The results show  that longitudinal fram ing is the optim um  
selection considering the advantage of the lighter deck. Optimum  stiffener 
spacing appeared as 700 m m  which gives the m inim um  weight deck. This 
stiffener spacing is the same value as the stiffener spacing suggested by the 
Lloyd's Register of Shipping.
5.4 C onsideration  o f D ifferent D esign M ethods
There are several design methods as well as society rules on deck 
design. The society rules are the m andatory guidance for the structural 
design o f com m ercial ships. Design of decks for w heeled vehicles is not 
lim ited to ferries carrying trucks. There is considerab le  in terest for 
h e lico p te r land ing  p la tfo rm s and decks fo r a irc ra ft carriers . The
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classification  societies are usually w illing to offer guidance in novel 
situations but their rules are only issued after a good deal o f service 
experience. C onsequently  a first princip les approach backed  up by 
experim ental evidence is often needed. Som e approaches give sim ilar 
results while others do not. Generally, it is accepted that the society rules 
give conservative results com pared to other approaches. This section 
considers particu la r approaches to the design o f deck p lating  w ith 
com parison o f results.
W hile plating is an area of particular interest for first principles 
approaches,stiffeners are also significant. They are analysed by elastic 
design taking into account the safety factor.In this section deck m embers 
are exam ined separately as plating and stiffeners
5.4.1 P late D esign
Depending on the actual pattern of loading the stress in the plate 
may becom e significant before the stiffening m em bers carry m uch stress. 
Consequently the plate thickness is an important feature of deck structure. 
It m ay be chosen on the basis of elastic, elasto-plastic and plastic design 
m ethods. It can be argued that as vehicle decks are not alw ays prim e 
w atertigh t boundaries, deck thicknesses should  not be conservative 
provided the stiffening is conservative. H ow ever deform ation associated 
with relatively thin plating can be unacceptable.
D eform ation is also expected as a result of m anufacture with 
relatively  th in  p late  but where the only substantial loads are applied 
transversely to the plane o f the plate, deform ation has little effect on 
strength. A cceptable levels o f deformation are generally associated with
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practical convenience in m oving vehicles. Figure of s/50 have been guoted 
for aircraft loading deck while this figure is between s/100 and s/150 for 
Ro-Ro vehicle deck [Ref.30 and Ref. 10].
The plate design can be exam ined in a two different groups as
follows
a) Elastic Design
In order to carry  out the calculation for elastic  design, the 
following methods are considered:
- Continuous Beam Theory 
-Haslum 's approach [Ref.23]
-Simply Supported Rectangular Plate [Timeshenko Ref.54]
C o n tin u o u s  B eam  T h eo ry  : Authors think that continuous 
beam  theory is a convenient approach to find the m axim um  m om ent and 
then the m axim um  stress in a plate. Calculations are carried out along the 
A-A strip (Fig.5.7) considering the actual loading.
S = 0 .7  m.
A ‘
T ran sv e rse
0
Longitudinal'
------------------ 5.5 m .-----------------------------------
Fig.5.7 A-A line is assumed as continuous beam
Tyre loads are considered uniform  loads since length  o f tyre print 
occupies the h a lf o f the stiffener spacing. Also the ends o f beam  are 
considered as sim ple supported edges. Loading condition and m om ent 
diagram can be seen in Fig.5.8. W heel load (P) is chosen as 6 tonnes for 
this design as well as others.
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m  m  ■ ■  —  q= 17.14 t/m
5 iS " ^  5 s
t t t t t t t t t
2.80 t 3.20 t 0.0 t 3.97 t 3.20 t 4.83 t 0.0 t 1.42 t 4 .5 7 1
t.m
(moment t.m.)
-0 .361  t.m.
Fig.5.8 The moment diagram of continuous beam theory,tyre load is 6 
tones
As can be seen from  the m om ent diagram , m axim um  m oment 
occurred at the m iddle of the beam which is sym m etrically loaded between 
two longitudinals.
H a s lu m 's  A p p ro a ch  : According to this approach, Ref.23, the 
m axim um  m om ent is calculated at two steps. The first step is to calculate 
the beam  m om ent on a unit strip of the plate. The strip o f the plate is taken 
into account as a continuous beam on a rigid, knife edge support which is 
provided by the transverse frames. The second step is to make a correction 
for th is m om ent to take into account the tw o-w ay action of the plate. 
During the calculations the deformation o f plate because o f stiffeners and 
welding is not taken into account.
0.717  t.m. 0.59 t.m.
0 .33  t.m
-0.14 t.m. -0.14 t.m. -0 .1 3 7  t.m . -0.1 37  t.
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For the first step M b  is obtained from graph (u/1 vs M /P 1 ) in 
Ref.23 H aving obtained the moment for continuous beam  solution, the 
second step was applied to make the correction to the m om ent for the plate. 
Since the m axim um  m om ent was found at m idspan , plate m om ent (Mp) is 
determ ined by using the graph (Mp/MB vs. u/s). The results are as follows
</) u
1
1 1I
V/S=0.75 
M /Pxl=0.09 
M b=0.38 tm
/ A * 7  C  ^
u' s Fig.5.9 Calculation way of Haslum
M p=0.234 tm (after the reduction for two way action)
where P : wheel load (tonne), 6 tonnes
S im p ly  S u p p o r te d  R e c ta n g u la r  P la te  (T im oshenko) : In 
order to find the bending m om ent for simply supported rectangular plate 
under a load uniform ly distributed over the area o f rectangle [Fig.5.10], 
the following formulas are used:
M JL  t(2 log4s sm K^ + X- <p)( 1 + u) + ( (i. + v)( 1 -1))] (5.4)
‘ 8jc " h
M =-£-[(2 log S S-  + X —q>)( 1 + D ) - ( n  +V )( 1 -■«) ] (5-5)
y %K Jth
M+M„
M=—-— -  (5.6) 
1-u
1/2
u / 2
u / 2
1/2
Fig.5.10 Simple supported rectangular plate
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In case o f ratio l/s>3, the plate is considered as l/s=«». Since this 
particular deck plate has the ratio l/s=4.5, the calculations are carried out 
as if  the plate is infinite long rectangular plate with 1/s=00 and moments are 
calculated  along the short side of the plate(x  axis). The results are as 
follow s.
M x= 0.752 t.m 
My =0.342 t.m
Mx+M 
M=— —^ -  = 0.841 tm 
1-u
- R e su lts
A ll calculations were carried out for a 6 tonnes tyre load.Using 
the m axim um  m om ents, the maximum stress is found fo r a given plate 
thickness w hich was taken as the required thickness estim ated from rules. 
Also the required thicknesses to generate yield stress are estim ated for each 
m ethod as shown below:
a  = max. stress
2
w = section modulus of plate = ~o
t = plate thickness ; 11mm (obtained from rules)
Cont. beam Haslum Timoshenko
MmaxCNmm) '1 0 2 6 0 0 0  2340000 32^18^00
OmaxCN/mm^) 348-4 2 116.41 l j0 8 ^ 6  .
tR(mm) 13.26 7.65 1^ 3 6
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tR= requ ired  thickness considering the effective yield stress 
which is 240 N /m m ^
As can  be seen from  the resu lts the con tinuous beam  and 
T im oshenko’s m ethods a give greater stress than yield  stress for elastic 
design while H aslum ’s approach gives nearly half o f the yield stress. To 
reduce the stress a thicker plate is required for T im oshenko and continuous 
beam theory. This, o f course increases the w eight o f the deck. H ow ever 
Haslum 's approach requires about 3mm less th ickness com pared to the 
thickness required by society rules.This result can indicate that Lloyds 
Register rules are conservative on deck design but L loyds Register takes 
into account som e safety factors (i.e against corrosion, w ear and som e 
uncertainties.) w hile Haslum 's approach does not take into account these 
factors. If the differences on results between H aslum ’s approach and other 
two are considered it can be seen that these different results are obtained, 
since H aslum ’s approach takes into account tw o w ay action  and has 
differences in fixity assumptions.
b) P lastic  and E lasto-P lastic  D esign
In practical design of deck plating considering plating behaviour, 
there are two general approaches to calculate the deck plate thicknesses: 
The Plastic design approach and the E lasto-Plastic design approach. For 
instance Jackson and Frieze [Ref.30] used Elasto-Plastic design philosophy 
in w hich they estim ate  the thickness o f p late from  considera tion  of 
allowable perm anent set betw een stiffeners resulting from  w heel loading. 
In general this reference is very useful for deck design. H ow ever the 
design curves produced from the data o f some experim ents are not in the 
same range w ith our design range. Because these experim ents were carried 
out by m odelling the im pact loading of aircraft’s tyre on deck and these
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loads are considerably greater than our design loads. There is no design 
curve fo r our load ranges. Considering this point these experimental results 
are no t included in the com parison. H aslum  [Ref.23] used the plastic 
design approach to find the plate thicknesses w ithout a perm anent set. On 
the o ther hand C larkson presented a set o f curves for the thicknesses o f 
uniform ly  loaded long and short clam ped plate by using Elasto-Plastic 
design  philosophy. A lthough C larkson’s [Ref. 10] curves are given for 
u n ifo rm  p ressu re  loads, one can u tilize them  for a large class o f 
concen tra ted  loads. In his analysis, C larkson has two types o f design 
w hich are with perm anent set and without perm anent set. In this thesis for 
com parison of various methods to calculate the plate thicknesses, Clarkson 
curves take into account permanent set.
Three d ifferent m ethods, which are Haslum 's [Ref.23], Lloyd's 
R egister [Ref.31] and C larkson’s [Ref. 10] are com pared for two types of 
tyre prin ts w hich are square and rectangular as shown in Fig.5.11. and 
F ig .5 .12. They show  com parison o f the H aslum 's approach and the 
L loyd’s R egister’s approach for a square loaded surface. In the same figure 
the com parison is also m ade between the L loyd’s Register and Clarkson 
approach (short clam ped) for a uniformly distributed rectangular load. In 
order to m ake this com parison, Clarkson's results for long clam ped plates 
are used . Then, the thickness for short clam ped plates (u /v<2.5) is 
obtained after performing the necessary corrections.
T he com parison  fo r square loads show s that L loyd 's and 
Haslum 's curves are nearly the same for the plates satisfying a ratio o f s/v : 
1.0-2.2. Since Lloyds' does not give any form ula for the ratio s /v < l, we 
can not deduce any conclusion for this range.
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u
Square loadad Uniformly distributed
Load
Fif.3.11 coisiitrti tyr* yrials
For the second com parison as seen in Fig.5.12 Clarkson's curve 
gives less th ickness than Lloyds' fo r s/v>1.2, w hile both  curves give 
alm ost the same values fo r s/v<1.2. If  the whole curves are examined, it 
can be seen that for s /v = l, the dimensions of tyre prints, (i.e. u  and v) and 
the loads on the prin ts becom e equal. As show n in the same figure, at 
s /v = l fo u r cu rv es ob ta in ed  from  d iffe ren t approaches give the 
approxim ately same plate thicknesses.
From  this com parison one can conclude that the three different 
approaches for the plastic and elasto-plastic design present similar results.
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5.4 .2  S t if f e n e r s
The role o f the stiffeners in deck design is very im portant. Their 
failure m eans collapse o f the deck while deck plating failure would not be 
as catastrophic as side shell plating failure. G enerally the stiffeners are 
designed by elastic  m ethod and thus are treated conservatively. In the 
choice o f the usual elastic theory, safety factor is important. Safety factor 
should depend on:
a) uncertainty in the loads,
b) uncertainty in structural response arising from variable material 
and fabrication properties, incomplete m athematical models and doubt about 
boundary conditions, design and human errors,
c) the econom ic and social consequences of failure.
Safety factor, (Fs), is calculated using following form ula :
FS= V ° a
G yi Y ield stress
a a : Actual Stress
Typical values for primary structure are :
Fs = 1.25 to 1.5 in aircraft carriers and some other naval ships,
= 1.75 in box girder bridges and civil engineering structures 
generally where the load can be estimated accurately,
= 1.5 to 3 in merchant ships.
Designers can take the view that the safety factors suggested by 
the classification societies are too high but actual loading m ay be worse 
than expected  loading. G reater precision alw ays reduces the factor of
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ignorance as safety factors may be called but societies are always likely to 
err on the side o f safety.
T aking  into account the safety factor, (Fs), calcu lations are 
carried out using the following methods:
a) F irst principles calculation,
b)H aslum 's method,
c) Lloyd's rules.
F irst p rincip les calculation : This is carried  out using the 
continuous beam  theory by taking into account the actual loading as shown 
in F ig.5.13.T he loading and bending m oment diagram was found as in the 
Fig.5.13. Since u/1 is very small it is accepted that the load is a point load.
H aslum 's m ethod : Using the graph (uA vs. M /Pxl), m axim um  
m om ent was obtained as 2.88 tm.
L loyd's Rules : It gives the maximum perm issible stress for the 
stiffeners as 100 N /m m ^
Considering the maximum stress, the stiffener was specified and 
the section m odulus o f stiffener was found as 355 cm^. The safety factor 
was estim ated as 2.4.
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(moment t.m
Fig.5.13 The moment diagram of stiffener under the actual loading 
5.4.3 R e su lts
T aking into account the same safety factors and same stress 
factor, the stiffeners for other methods were specified as follows:
First Principles H aslum 's L loyd'sRegiser 
M om ent (kg cm) 329000 288000 _
Required Section
M odulus (cm^) 329 288 355
As seen from  results, L loyd’s requires greater section m odulus 
than other m ethods require for stiffeners. H ow ever this difference is not 
too m uch to conclude that the design is a conservative design.
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5.5 C o n c lu s io n
T he structural design o f a ship is carried out by taking into 
account the classification society rules as m ain requirements. Besides the 
L loyd’s guidance some other methods and new approaches were analysed 
and com pared w ith the Lloyd’s R egister o f Shipping rules. A  com puter 
program  was developed to specify dim ensions o f deck m em bers and to 
investigate  the changes in deck w eight, and dim ensions o f stiffening 
m em bers, due to changes in some param eters such as load, tyre print and 
stiffener spacing.
The vehicle deck of the ferry is situated very close to the neutral 
axis providing a small longitudinal stress which is the main criteria for the 
structural deck design according to the society rules. Since the society 
rules do not specify any special fram ing system , the lighter weight o f the 
vehicle deck becom es the m ost im portant requirem ent having satisfied the 
society rules for stress in the deck.
As a first conclusion o f this chapter, the longitudinal fram ing 
system  appeared as a better disposition o f deck members to the transverse 
fram ing system  providing a lighter deck structure (at about 20%  lighter 
than the transverse system).
The comparison of various different methods based on the elastic, 
plastic and elasto-plastic design has indicated that the deck plating by the 
elastic design m ethod is unnecessarily m ore conservative compared to the 
la tte r  tw o  m ethods w hile the p lastic , e lasto-p lastic  design provide 
approxim ately same thickness of deck plating.
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The com parison for stiffeners showed that Lloyd's rules require 
b igger stiffener dim ensions in com parison  w ith o ther m ethods in the 
literature. H ow ever the differences are not so significant.
From  the sim ple analysis in this chapter the above conclusions 
were draw n for the structural deck design of the ferry considered. It is well 
know n that some designers and researchers disagree with the society rules 
on the ground  o f the rules being m ore conservative in term s o f the 
structural design. As the overall conclusion of this chapter stated, it is hard 
to draw  any solid conclusions to clarify  the above disagreem ents. This 
requires special research w ork purely dedicated to the structural design 
with m ore detail.
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CHAPTER 6 
SAFETY IN PASSENGER R O R O  VESSELS
The recent accident to H erald o f Free Enterprise m eans a re­
exam ination  o f passenger Ro-Ro safety. This is not to say that existing 
vessels are unsafe but more safety becomes very im portant for Ro-Ro ships 
especially  w ith passenger certificates although extra safety arrangem ents 
m ay bring extra costs. Therefore m inim um  standards still have to be agreed 
internationally.
6.1. R ecen t A cciden ts a n d  R easons
U nfortunately sea accidents m ay becom e more com m on as sea 
traffic  increases. Causes o f accidents are different such as hum an and 
operational errors, insufficient safety regulations, heavy sea conditions, 
structural failure. However, generally the worst one is the passenger ship 
d isaster as the hum an is the most im portant factor. In addition, passenger 
ships are the m ost expensive ones, so that loss o f this type o f ships is 
another im portant problem. In recent years two im portant ferry disasters 
happened in 1982 and 1986.
In  1982 The European G atew ay sank ju s t outside H arw ich  
harbour. It took six minutes to sink and 6 of the total 72 on board died. An 
independen t investigation com m itee has concluded that the reason for 
capsizing was the w atertight doors in the engine room  were left open. 
H ow ever it was not a operational error, because regulations did not require 
these doors to be kept closed during the voyage except in fog or severe 
w eather conditions. A lso regulations now  require all such doors to  be
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pow er operated.
In the w inter o f 1987 Herald o f Free Enterprise capsized which 
took betw een 45 seconds and two m inutes ju st outside the harbours o f 
Z eebrugge. 183 of the 600 passengers on board died. A ccording to the 
inquiry  report the reason o f capsizing is the bow doors o f the ferry were 
left open. The initial trim  to the bow also helped the disaster. The w ater 
en tering  car deck created large angle of heel because o f the large free 
surface effect, then ship capsized. Investigation showed that hum an error 
allow ed the vessel to sail with the bow doors open.
6.2 S a fe ty  F e a tu re s
W hile ferries are popular, they bring safety problem s as w ell as 
advan tages in serv ice. The studies on safety  problem s have been  
continiuing and some new ideas have been put forward. Some of them  may 
be accepted  as reasonable ideas while som e of them are unreasonable 
because o f their uneconom ical sides or uneasy practical applications. Some 
o f the ideas and applications are introduced below.
6.2.1 T he  P ro b a b ilis tic  M eth o d
The determ inistic m ethod which optim ize the design generally 
results in  close bulkhead spacing and small freeboard with bulkhead deck. 
In designs bulkhead deck is cranked up at the ends to increase the safety in 
case o f high trim conditions and to have required minimum freeboard at any 
point o f length. Although there is no vehicle deck below bulkhead deck in 
p a sse n g e r—vehicle ferries, closely spaced bulkheads m ay create some 
problem s in designing the lower deck particularly access, engine rooms and 
stores.
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As m entioned in chapter 3, the probabilistic m ethod takes several 
im portan t param eters into account. This com bination gives flexibility in 
bulkhead design as well as more realistic safety standards. The bulkhead 
arrangem ent can be adjusted to increase the efficiency of loading such as 
hav in g  a long inboard  space, w hich  is not accep tab le  under the 
determ inistic method. The deterministic m ethod does not reflect the today's 
m odifications on ship design very deeply. This is because the rules are 
originated for classical passenger ship types which were from  early 1900's. 
Considering realistic standards, all calculations should be subm itted by the 
probabilistic m ethod, which reflects the m odifications on passenger ships 
and related to service and possible damage conditions.
In the probabilistic m ethod,in order to m eet target requirem ent, 
the m ost effective way is to increase the freeboard by increasing the depth 
o f bulkhead deck. It w ill give appropriately high freeboard in both service 
and dam age conditions. However the need to m aintain adequate values of 
G M  upright will lim it freeboard in Ferry designs. Because increasing the 
freeboard causes an increase in vertical centre o f gravity of the ship which 
m ay lead to unsufficient stability. A lso acceptable freeboard in dam aged 
condition  should not be taken m ore than [0.338 tanGf] w here 0 f  is the 
angle at w hich stairw ay or other openings in the bu lkhead  deck are 
im m ersed.
6 .2 .2  C a r  Deck
The car deck design of passenger-vehicle ferries is different than 
that o f R o-R o’s. In Ro-Ro there is no transverse subdivision requirem ents 
therefore vehicle decks also exist below  the bulkhead deck usually below 
the w aterline. This arrangem ent m akes the Ro-Ro sensitive to damage. 
H ow ever Passenger-V ehicle ferries subject to w atertigh t subdivision
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regulations, so that the vehicle decks have to be located above the bulkhead 
deck level. In this case the possibility of water entering to the vehicle deck 
is very low . This makes ferries m uch safer and in addition some existing 
problem s o f Ro-Ro's are generally not encountered for Passenger-Vehicle 
ferries. O f course if  considerable water comes in  to the vehicle deck it 
w ould  lead  to  diaster as seen in the case o f H erald o f Free Enterprise. 
H ow ever th is accident was not because o f the unsu ffic ien t safety  
requirem ents but because of the human error.
In  the light of above information, the problem  in vehicle deck of 
ferries m ight be only the fire fighting water. In case of fire, The w ater used 
against fire w ill reach in bulkhead deck. This w ater can be drained very 
easily to sea directly by locating non-return valves at bulkhead deck.
The idea of subdividing the trailer deck transversely has been put 
forw ard  as an safety arrangement. This m ay be considerable for Ro-Ro 
w hich  has large open vehicle deck below  w aterline while it is unduly 
conservative safety approach for open car deck in ferries. The flooding of 
trailer deck in passenger-vehicle ferry is unlikely and to subdivide the deck 
transversely would be unacceptable econom ical penalty, especially for the 
trade at the ferry lines with limited time schedule such as cross channel.
6.2.3. W ate rtig h t W ing C o m p artm en ts
D ouble hull arrangem ent is very useful and provides efficient 
safety against damages especially m inor ones. As long as the inside hull is 
not penetrated, the ship will have only asym metrical flooding with a small 
angle o f  hee l that can be corrected  very easily  by cross flooding  
arrangem ent. C ontinious double skin arrangem ent up to upperm ost
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contin ious deck m ight be useful to protect the ship hull as w ell as cargo 
against collosion. In addition, to arrange them  as watertight m ay help to 
have high  reserve buoyancy and high KB like subm arines [ F ig .6.2]. O f 
course required 0.2B depth will bring econom ical penalties. This depth 
m igh t be reduced by using the strengthened cell structure double skin 
(Fig.6.3). W ith this arrangem ent the energy absorbing potential o f the hull 
structure w ill be increased. This m ay reduce 0.2B depth but it is obvious 
that it w ill increase the weight o f the ship.
* 0 .2 B ^
bulkhead deck
i
k 0.1 B
~
L . t _ .  j
-
r -
^ £ U  S T R U C T U R E
Fig.6.2 Watertight wing tanks . Fig.6.3 Cell structure double skin rRef.42')
6.2.4. H u ll S h ap e
Significant im provem ents could be m ade to the survivability of 
Ro-Ro vessels by incorporating modest flare and subdivided side chambers 
as show n in fig.6.4 [ Ref.2].
Fig.6.4 Modified form (Ref.2) Fig.6.5 Baseline form (Ref.2)
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The hull modification incorporates side com partm ents form ed by 
15 degrees flare from  the turn of bilge to another deck. Side protection 
com partm ents are located at these regions and these are exam ined to see the 
effects o f incorporating sub-divided wing tanks at vehicle deck or below  
the bulkhead deck. Comparison was done between modified and base hulls 
[Fig.6.5] by carrying out some experim ents. Experim ental results show ed 
that this m odified ship gives better stability results in case o f service and 
dam aged conditions [Ref.2]. There is a penalty in increased beam  above 
water. It is obvious that the ship w ith base line form which is equal to the 
largest point o f beam  in modified form  will always have better stability and 
cargo  capacity. A lso it w ill allow to have w atertight w ing tanks below  
waterline w ithout sacrificing any extra volume compared to m odified form.
6.2.5 P u m p in g  A rra n g e m e n t
E ngineering crews adjust the ships’ longitudinal trim  w hich 
changes the position of her bow relative to the water by pum ping sea water 
in o r out o f ballast tanks. H ow ever this routine w ork needs pow erful 
pum ps to do quickly. For instance it m ay take a vessel 75 m inutes to cross 
from  D over to Calais and the pum ps 2 hour 30 m inutes to em pty a full 
ballast tank [Ref.41]. At Zeebrugge ships often have to fill their ballast 
tanks at the bow because of the tide to discharge the vehicles. According to 
the inguiry report the disaster night same things happened and H erald of 
Free Enterprise left the harbour w ith 0.75 m. trim  to her bow. A lso her 
pum ping capacity was not sufficient to discharge the water in a short time. 
This exam ple shows how im portant it is to have high pow ered pum ping 
arrangem ent with good connection betw een ballast tanks. H igh pow ered 
pum ping capacity is also useful against fire fighting.
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6.2.6 L ash in g  A rra n g e m e n ts
In recent years, there has been a num ber o f m aritim e accidents 
caused  by shifting o f cargo  on board o f ships. D uring the 1980 the 
Sw edish Shipping Industry  had two very severe accidents, d irectly  or 
indirectly  caused by the shifting o f cargo on board (R e f.l) . In  1986 10 
trailers fell into B lack Sea from  a Turkish Ro-Ro due to insufficient 
lashing.
The securing o f trailers is a m ajor problem . Shipow ners often 
claim  accidents to be caused by insufficient securing o f goods which are 
put on road trailers w ith only symbolic lashing or no lashings. Accidents 
w ith road trailers also happen because the trailers are unsuitable for sea 
transport with insufficient or non-existing lashing points.
T he research  w ork  has been carried out by som e Sw edish 
institutes w ith full scale m easurem ents for long period. It was observed 
that the ship m otions at sea affect the cargo in the form  o f accelerations. 
T he transverse accelera tion  causes the m ain stresses in  the lashing 
equipm ent on a ship. The acceleration increases with increasing m etacentric 
height and increasing vertical distance to roll centre.
Also wrong application of securing equipm ent such as lashing 
w ith wrong angles or ignoring the existing equipm ent causes problem . In 
order to reduce such problem s the training of crew as well as providing the 
strong enough lashing equpm ent are necessary. The problem  m ust be 
considered also by the m anufacturers of road trailers.
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6.2.7 H u m an  E r ro r s
It has been seen that hum an and operational errors have a big role 
on sea disasters. These errors m ay be because of the marketing com petetion 
and no t w ell trained officers and crew. To sail with bow doors open and 
trim  to bow  are operational and hum an errors. A ccording to the Ref.45 
p rio r to Zeebrugge disaster it has been w itnessed that som e ships had 
proceeded to sea with bow or stem  doors open.
In  1982 in Iskenderun, Turkey a Turkish R o-R o [ Ibrahim  
Baybora] capsized during the loading. The Ro-Ro trimmed to im m erse the 
stem  door due to error in loading. The second captain w anted to fill the 
ballast tanks to correct the trim  but he filled the wrong ballast tanks and the 
Ro-Ro capsized.lt m ay be said that crew especially officers m ay not be well 
tra ined . S im ulation fo r crew  training should go beyond navigational 
exercises into the area o f response to crisis. Software could be developed 
to generate difficulties such as hull damage or cargo shift and appropriate 
crew  response would be able to be practiced on the sim ulator. However, 
although training may reduce the hum an errors, it is inevitable that hum an 
errors w ill exist as long as ships are sailed by crew.
6.3 C o n c lu d in g  R e m a rk s
The Passenger-Vehicle ferry becom es popular as a m ulti-purpose 
ship. As design changes ferries need extra safety arrangements. As long as 
new  safety arrangements do not bring heavy economical penalties they are 
always welcome.
The safety o f ferries m ainly depend on the crew  since sm all 
m istakes m ay lead to disasters. Human errors can not be rid o ff com pletely
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but m ay be reduced by training well and locating warning equipm ent. Also 
the im proved com m unication amongs the crew is useful to prevent possible 
incidents.
A ccepting the probabilistic m ethod as m andatory regulation, in 
general, w ill be the m ore realistic approach to safety o f passenger ships. 
A lso double skin construction  is highly recom m ended idea. This m ay 
contribute to a significant increase o f safety in case o f m inor damages and 
also reduce the risk o f o f shifting cargo damaging the hull.
H igh pow ered pum ping arrangem ent is alw ays usefu l for the 
stability o f ship during the loading, unloading and in m inor damages.
To increase the popularity of ferries as cargo carriers, as well as 
passengers, p roper lashing facilities m ust be provided. This not only 
protects the ship itself from damages caused by m oving cargo and changes 
in the weight balance but also protects the goods from being damaged.
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C H A P T E R  7
C O N C L U SIO N S AND R E C O M M E N D A T IO N S  
7.1. G e n e ra l
Design studies are usually able to consider m atters o f technology 
quite  w ell and reasonable com parisons and conclusions can be drawn 
betw een  d ifferent proposals. H ow ever the full value o f design is in 
practical application where decisions are essentially econom ic. In this field 
design studies are usually at a disadvantage because they are not based on 
detailed econom ic information. However the influences o f the m ain items 
such as capital cost, fuel cost and crew cost can be quantified.
7.2 F e r ry  S erv ices 
In recent years ferries have grown in size and now  have standards 
o f com fort and service equal to those of passenger cruise vessels. Indeed it 
m ust be one attraction to encourage the marginal passenger, that the voyage 
can becom e part o f tourism. Demand for ferry services has increased by 
10% a year over the last decade but bridges or tunnels m ust supersede 
ferries on short distance crossings as time passes. H ow ever this trend of 
dem and w ill encourage longer ferry routes and the m ain thrust of recent 
im provem ents has been in the Baltic and North Sea. The use o f ferries to 
allow duly free purchases appears one profitable side line. In general new 
vessels seem  most appropriate when the countries they serve are at similar 
econom ic levels such as those bordering the North Sea and Baltic and the 
vessels so displaced take up duties in M editerranean and sim ilar services 
where older standards of comfort match better the need for low er fares.
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Services that are largely seasonal in response to tourism  pose 
particular problem s and may need designs which have two or m ore classes 
and accom m odation that can be switched betw een classes. Perhaps during 
som e m onths only trucks and truck drivers can be expected although that 
fortunately is a growing market.
7.3 M ain D im ensions And Hull Form
The decisions regarding size, speed and breakdow n o f cargo are 
those o f m anagem ent although it is usually  im possible to  look into the 
future with any real accuracy. W hatever num bers are p laced on these 
decisions the naval arch itect m ust transform  them  in to  a vessel. A 
reasonab le  data  base  is alw ays availab le  from  the techn ica l press. 
Analysing this data base for different time periods can give some indication 
about how design has changed in the past and w hat the trend is likely to be 
in the future. Speed w ill have particu lar influence on both capital and 
running cost. H ow ever the speed of a ferry is likely to be defined by 
service convenience as long as upper lim its o f Froude num ber set by 
econom ics are not exceeded. A regular schedule and convenient times of 
departure and arrival m ust be m et together with a reserve of pow er able to 
m atch unforeseen delays.
Since deadw eight grows with the im portance o f trailer cargoes the 
block coefficient is probably higher than a first look at Froude num ber 
would suggest but the num ber o f voyages that w ill be m ade w ith the 
m axim um  deadm ass is probably sm all .H ow ever average trailer mass has 
been increasing gradually  as transportation by trailer grows. In this case 
the already relatively high C g  may not be enough to carry desirable num ber 
of trailers because o f the lim ited deadw eight capacity . So that C g  m ay
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have further increase to have high deadw eight capacity  w hich m ay be 
suitable especially for long voyages where high speed may not be required.
Ferries are often victims of port lim itations on their dimensions. 
Restrictions become very important when heavy loads such as trailers are to 
be carried in passenger-vehicle ferries. Especially draft is restricted very 
m uch by existing conditions of ports. This draft restric tion  has been 
reflected in design by taking the beam  of ship greater than the data base 
suggests and relatively high C g . The large beam  with same C g  m aintains 
not only the m axim um  area of the main vehicle deck over as m uch of ship 
length as possible but also gives high deadweight capacity by increasing 
displacem ent. Furthermore large beam gives ample initial stability because 
o f the high B/d. Stabilizers can correct the abrupt rolling encouraged by too 
m uch initial stability. H ow ever any possible restrictions on beam  m ay be 
fatal to success of the design.
The depth of ship up to bulkhead deck is generally the m inim um  
possible compatable with subdivision loadline requirements. Consequently 
if  the required draft is know n the depth to the bulkhead deck is usually 
easy to appropriate from  existing vessels. The depth to the upperm ost 
continious deck will depend on the num ber o f vehicle decks and the clear 
height required for vehicles. Thus this depth is hard to determ ine from  a 
data base.
7.4 A cco m m o d atio n
The m ain vehicle deck which will suit trailers m ust be easy of 
access although on a route with ample turn around time only stem  doors are 
required. Passenger cars can usually be put on a lighter vehicle deck with 
less headroom . The accom m odation of trailers on two decks above the
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bulkhead deck in passenger-vehicle fenies is generally not suitable since it 
causes insufficent stability because of the high KG. A central garage space 
m ay exist below  the m ain vehicle deck but as that w ill be an influence on the 
subdivision calculation and hard to enter and leave, it is not a universal 
choice. H ow ever this design is able to be considered for long voyages 
where generally there is relatively longer turnaround time. A m ajor choice 
is the m axim um  axle or wheel load to be accepted. In  this m atter the 
expectation o f highw ay authorities are important as they set the limits for 
trucks and history shows a steady increase in load. In this design the axle 
load was taken as 15 tones.
The cabin and public room accommodation reflect the general level 
o f soph istica tion  expected  and the incom e expected from  fares. The 
popu larity  o f  a ship is significantly dependent on the entertainm ent 
arrangem ents as well as the ticket fares for long voyages. A two class ship 
m eans a w ider range of fares and of expectations but even a one class ship 
will have a range o f cabin quality associated with different fares as it is in 
this design. H ow ever the public rooms will be open to all and m ust be 
designed accordingly. The m odem  cabin is prefabricated to include all 
plum bing and wiring and only needs to be connected on board. Sufficient 
air conditioning in cabins is always a desirable arrangem ent especially in 
hot regions such as the Mediterranean.
Cabins need to be as remote as possible from sources of noise and 
vibration and thus m achinery spaces, public rooms and cabins should form 
distinct b locks in  the vessel. All cabins are above the bulkhead deck, 
indeed above the vehicle decks is a useful dictum  for safety and the 
m achinery is usually  as far aft as the hull form  w ill allow. Having a
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flexible m achinery arrangement is big advantage especially in long voyages 
since ship is able to have different speeds using alternative engines and 
high survivability of power in case of any damages to engine compartm ents 
although it occupies more deck area than usual machinery arrangement.
7.5 R u les A nd R eg u la tio n s
The role o f the designer can be view ed as m erely optim izing 
around the constraints of rules and regulations or perhaps exploiting their 
loopholes. In passenger vessels this really means securing the m axim um  
cargo  carry ing  ability  w ithin the agreed regulations fo r subdiv ision  
generally calculated by the deterministic method. The safety o f passenger 
ship and passengers are reinforced by other SOLAS regulations as well as 
subdiv ision  regulations. The resulting optim ization generally  m eans as 
short as possible machinery spaces and minimum freeboard which probably 
increases at the ends to m atch the usual shape of a flooding curve. The 
m ost im portant constraint in way o f the m achinery spaces is dam aged 
stab ility  and in this respect the regulations are usually hard  to m eet. 
W hether o r not this represents an ideal approach in a safety sense is 
presently  under debate and these in favour of m aking the probabilistic 
m ethod m andatory will claim that safety would be improved and this will be 
considered in section 7.8. How ever the economic effects o f alteration to 
regulation  m ay have a big effect on the acceptance o f the alternative 
regulations.
7.6 S tru c tu ra l  D esign O f V ehicle D ecks
L ongitudinal strength is rarely a problem  in ferries w ith their 
re la tive ly  low  value o f L/D  (to upperm ost continuous deck) ratio . 
T ransverse strength can be a problem  as racking resistance m ay be low
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above the bulkhead deck and needs careful consideration. The vehicle deck 
m em bers are generally carrying loads perpendicular to their surfaces. These 
loads are specified by axle loads and tyre prints which m ay take up any 
p a tte rn  b u t naturally  have lim its in any one region o f deck. Since 
thelongitudinal stress is not significant at vehicle deck, the least mass of 
deck was the m ain base of the comparison. A study of designs indicated a 
clear advantage in longitudinal framing having around 20% lighter deck 
although the depth of the associated transverses is greater than transverse 
beam s. This advantage is really because the axle loads are m ore readily 
shared  by adjoining transverses in longitudinal fram ing than by the 
ad jo in ing  longitudinal g irders in transverse fram ing and w ould not 
necessarily  be the conclusion if  the loading was uniform per Unit area over 
the deck.
There will be instances of minimum depth o f stiffening taking 
precedence over m inim um  mass of structure and in such a case transverse 
fram ing w ould be advantageous. The least depth of stiffening m ight be 
associated with some form  of sandwich construction but the need to run 
pipes and ducts probably dictates traditional methods otherwise such items 
will be buried or project even more.
The actual differences in mass produced by the study were quite 
significant although at the price of rather reduced headroom  fortunately in 
spaces w here headroom  was not vital. However considerable attention to 
detailed  design could  bring further savings. The im portant m atter o f 
econom ic preparation o f the steel was not considered. H ow ever the usual 
dictum  that cheap assem bly cost comes from fewer individual components 
w hich is traded o ff against the extra mass o f such a  design probably 
applies. T he additional cost o f m ore detailed design m ust also be
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considered  when applied to a single ship which is often the case with a 
ferry. Indeed com pared to aircraft, space vehicles and subm arines a ship is 
a relatively simple structure where loads are not known with precision and 
factors o f safety need to be relatively high. In general a ship m ay be built 
w ith  am ple m argins at some expense to initial efficiency but as the owners 
often  are keen to keep it in service beyond it’s original life then these 
m argins are valuable. O f course this argum ent strays in  to the field of 
w hether failure is by technological obsolesence or by w ear and tear.
In  elastic  theory, designing the plate as a un it strip  gives a 
conservative plate thickness estimation while the two-way action procedure 
o f K ristian Haslum results in a more accurate estimation. Existing practical 
design m ethods o f deck plating, in general assume plastic or elasto-plastic 
behav iours and these two approaches give optim um  plate  th ickness 
estim ation when compared to elastic design. A comparision o f the methods 
o f K ristian  H aslum , C larkson and Lloyd's register rules show ed little 
differences in plate thicknesses but the elastic approach of Kristian Haslum 
show ed about 30% lees thickness than the society rules. It m ay be thought 
that classification society rules are conservative when com pared with first 
princip les m ethods but the societies have a considerable data base o f 
service experience and well realize the disadvantage of risk.
7.7 E conom ics
The different basis on which the capital cost and the crew cost has 
been taken namely W estern Europe and Turkey accentuate the importance of 
capital cost.
Demand, capital cost and running cost are related to each other. At
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the m om ent other transport facilities are much cheaper than ferry fares in 
this region of M editerranean sea. How ever in order to increase die demand 
there m ust be competitive ticket fares against other transport facilities. The 
u sual solution of that problem  is a m inim um  capital cost w hich results 
from  by buying second hand ferries for M editerranean services while 
W estern  European and Scandinavian countries m ay go to the Far Eastern 
countries which offer up to 40% less price than European countries for new 
ship .
H ow ever the M editerranean sea is the passage way betw een high 
G N P (G ross N ational Product) and low GNP countries. T herefore the 
expenses on board as well as ticket fares may not be suitable for some 
passengers while it is acceptable by others. Two class passenger facilities 
m ight attract more passengers.
Service speed is an important factor in total voyage time, on fuel 
cost and indirectly on crew cost. Very high speed m ight be useful if  an 
aux iliary  cruise can be arranged during the spare tim e o f a regular 
schedule. This is dependent on the profitability of the auxiliary cruise. 
O therw ise high speed is undesirable because of the high fuel cost. On the 
other hand low  speed is also undesirable since a long voyage is not 
preferred by Turkish workers and truck drivers and it causes the crew to 
work a full week which means higher crew cost.
The revenue of the ship is estimated by taking into account the 
existing ships on this line. Existing ferries are seasonal and rely mainly on 
tourists although there exists demand for truck over the whole year. Truck 
and truck drivers are the main income sources during the w inter time for
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our incom e estim ations. C heaper ticket fares are possible as dem and 
increases. Profit o f ship is changeable depending on the total service years 
o f ship. Total service year of the ship is m uch longer when the ow ner is the 
state and this reduces the capital recovery cost although the scrap value 
becom es negligible.
7.8 S a fe ty
Determ inistic method does not take into account very deeply the 
evolution in ship design while the probabilistic method is more independent 
o f particu la r ship types, the probabilistic m ethod also appears as m ore 
realistic  taking into account the recorded damage statistics and service 
experiences in detail. In this particular ship the subdivision arrangem ents 
have been designed beyond the requirements of the determ inistic m ethod 
and gave acceptable results but not well beyond the requirem ents o f the 
probabilistic  m ethod. The reason is both m ethods are m ainly based on 
different factors.
A n im provem ent in safety should come if  the alternative or 
p robabilistic  m ethod o f presenting the subdivision calculation is m ade 
m andatory. H ow ever it will take some more years o f experience o f this 
m ethod to set values of R that are based on experience of ships designed by 
this m ethod . N aturally  a com puter program  is essential to apply the 
m ethod. M odem  m achinery layouts and cargo requirem ents allow  the 
determ inistic m ethod to accept quite small values of freeboard while the 
probabilistic m ethod is able to consider the freeboard proposed as part of 
the calculation.
G enerally many accidents occur because of human errors as seen 
in last acc iden t ( H erald o f Free Enterprise, Zeebrugge, 1987). The 
repetition o f the same task may cause persons to loose their attention to
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work. A lthough training o f crew is essential it's usefulness is lim ited. The 
m ost im portant precaution can be the force to draw crew's attention to their 
w ork by applying some m oney penalties. This method's efficiency can be 
seen on regulation o f seat belts in the car in U.K. The surveyers can 
control the ferries more often and effectively during the service to see how 
the existing operating regulations are applied. It may be thought that money 
penalties and strict controls can cause ship owners to lose their interest to 
ship operation. How ever these controls and penalties do not bring extra 
regulations they just help enforce existing regulations
Recent accidents such as Herald of Free enterprise and European 
G atew ay have been by rapid capsizing which in each case was lim ited to a 
90 degree rotation because o f relatively shallow water. O therw ise the 
rotation w ould have been 180 degrees and followed by total sinkage. In 
each case the whole incident was over in less than 15 m inutes and this 
gives large if  not insuperable problems for escape from the vessel. At the 
early stages of such a disaster it is not clear what is going to happen so 
reaction  and decision tim e reduce the escape time still further. One 
possible im provem ent is to ensure loss by sinking in an even keel upright 
rather than capsizing if  loss m ust be accepted. This would or should allow 
a reasonable time for passenger evacuation. The essential feature of such a 
loss w ould be to ensure that KM  was always above KG. Bearing in mind 
that there is m uch flooding and thus there m ust be little BM  but large 
KB (as submarines have) which means watertight compartments are high in 
the vessel preferably in the wings and at the ends [Fig.7.1]. It would seem 
reasonable to explore such designs but whether they can be com pletely 
applied to ferries is uncertain since the KG value is inevitably high in 
ferries and this arrangement needs high reserve buoyancy.
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Fig.7.1 Submarine idea in the ferry
In case o f flooding, evacuation o f passengers must be quick and 
easy. T herefore the location of life saving equipments, the escape points 
should be w ell considered and showed to passengers in clear way. A lso 
safety equipm ents such as lifeboats and liferafts should be far beyond the 
requirem ents against any unforeseen problems during the evacuation.
A ccidents have a wide range o f causes and precautions against 
flooding and capsizing may be the opposite of these needed to prevent fire. 
V ertical fire zones already exist but good horizontal fire zones m ight be 
useful against other types of accidents as well.
The m ain hum an problem is perhaps the repetitive nature of the 
work w hich m ust prom ote boredom and thus a considerable addition in 
autom atic equipm ent with suitable interlocks may be required. This would 
ensure audible and visual alarm if all safety precautions were not correct 
when the ship moves. Human resources are best left to check the automatic 
equipm ent. Specialist repair facilities are usually available at each end of a 
short run for automatic equipment.
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7.9 C onsiderations For Further Investigations
There is alm ost no end to the variety o f designs that m ay be 
prepared for a ferry route but without access to a detailed com m ercial data 
base it is hard to come to conclusions or choice. Only the m ajor options can 
be studied remote from details of operating economics. Among these, m ajor 
options are designs specializing in freight and in passengers. In each case 
vehicle  decks are needed but a design for trailers and tractor drivers is 
ra th e r  d ifferen t from  a design for passengers and passenger cars. 
U nfortunately there is no absolute interface between com m ercial vehicles 
and p rivate  vehicles as cam per vans and light trucks have sim ilar 
d im ensions and m asses. How ever in their expectations of com fort and 
entertainm ent it m ay be claimed that at least the tourists and truck drivers 
w ill be distinct and best served on distinct vessels.
Starting from  this point a sm all passenger capacity passenger- 
vehicle ferry which is mainly for trailers and truck drivers can be a useful 
design concept.
Existing passenger ticket fares are expensive com pared to other 
transport facilities and the budget of expected passengers. Perhaps a design 
needs to  be started by choosing the acceptable ticket fares and w ith due 
regard  fo r  running costs and determ ine the m axim um  cap ita l cost 
acceptable. In order to meet the desirable capital cost, alternatives such as 
d ifferent size and design arrangements or building the ship in different 
countries or buying second hand ship can be considered.
M ore com plex stiffening system  can be taken into account to 
reduce the effective length of deck beams in vehicle deck. Thus the weight 
difference between longitudinal and transverse framing systems is expected
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to  decrease. In that case com parison can be done by considering the 
fabrication cost such as labour and welding arrangement.
W ing tanks encouraged by the probabilistic  m ethod are very 
prom ising for the safety of ship although they occupy 0.2B of the ship’s 
breadth each side. This reduces the economical efficiency of ship although 
they can be used to store liquids. Considering the average speed of ferries 
and their m ass, collisions can be modelled. Thus the depth of penetrations 
at different parts o f the ship for different speeds and masses can be found. 
T hese resu lts w ill help to see w hether this 0.2B depth is too m uch, 
satisfactory or not enough. Using the experimental results the adaptation of 
wing tanks to ships can be improved in more econom ical and more safe 
way. S tructure w ould be added to wing tanks to absorb more energy in 
deform ation and thus reduce penetration of damage
C onsidering different flooding conditions at different regions of 
ship som e series o f experim ent can be done to see the reaction of ship 
against dam ages. In m odelling for losses the time betw een starting o f 
flooding and capsizing or immersing can be measured. These results w ill 
give us som e idea about quick capsizings and the reasons. Taking into 
account the results some improvements can be done to prevent or to delay 
the capsiz ing . T hus the chance of evacuation o f passengers can be 
increased.
M ore softw are  developm ent m ay be usefu l to allow  the 
probabilistic m ethod to be applied easily.
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A. 1.2 Steel W eight
For the estimation of the weight of the steel R ef.(l) was used. As
a first step the value of E (hull numeral) was calculated by using the
follow ing formula
E = L (B+T) + 0.85 L (D-T) +0.85 Z 1^+  0.75 Z l2h2
Length of ship 
B : the beam of ship 
T: the draft of ship
DUpper: the depth of uppermost continuous deck
l l , l 2 : the length of superstructure deck l j  for full width I2 for
others
h 1,112: the height of deck h i for full width decks I12 for others 
E = 130  (26+-6) + 0.85*130 (15.7-6) +0.85 Z (120*3.3  + 
127.5*2.8)+
0.75 Z (127*2.8+ 118*2.8 + 90*3.5+ 15*2.8)
E= 6652
U sing the value of E W s7 which is the weight of steel at C b ’ of 
0.7 can be found as 5200 tonnes from Fig.(A. 1.1), then; 
W s= W s7 * (1 + 0 .5 * (C b '-0.70) can be calculated 
W s=W eight of steel for actual C b ’ at 0.8*Dupper 
C B '= C B + ( l - C B ) ( 0 .8 * D Up p e r T ) /(3 * T )  where CB is 0 .6 2  at max
draft
CB '= 0.755
then final weight of steel is:
W s=5334.75 tonnes 
A. 1.3 O u tfit W eight
O utfit weight was estimated as 2900 tonnes by using Fig.(A1.2) 
in Ref.21.
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A. 1.4 M ach in e ry  W eight
T otal m achinery weight is the combination of the main engine 
w eight and the rem ainder machinery weight. These estimations were done 
considering the estimated power of 2700 BHP.
-T h e  netweight of main engines was estimated as 300 tonnes from
.R ef 19
—'The reminder machinery weight was estimated as 800 tonnes from 
-T ota l machinery weight was estimated astl-00 tonnes 
A.1.5 F ue l W eight
Fuel oil consumption is calculated by following formula 
F.C= 8 *BHPser * 24 *10-6 tonnes/day 
5 : specific fuel consumption 160 gr/hp-hr 
F.C = 160 * 27000 * 24 * IO"6 
= 103 tonnes/day 
The total voyage return time (Izmir-Trieste-Izmir) is around five 
days so that necessary fuel is around 500 tonnes. Furthermore if the fuel 
consum ption of auxiliary engines and of some other necessities total fuel 
storage will be ample around 700 tones. Also we can consider the weight of 
lubrication oil included.
A. 1.6 F re sh  W ater
Fresh w ater is needed for cooling systems of engines and basic 
needs such as w ashing, drinking, cooking. Required fresh water was 
estim ated for initial estimation as around 200 tonnes but it was taken 350 
tonnes as a final estimation.
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A. 1.7 Stores
Stores are mainly two parts. One is for the storage of foods and 
d rinks for passengers and crew. Second is for the storage of spare 
equipm ents for engines and hotel goods. Foods are considered that all of 
them  will be taken in Izmir and it must be enough for return voyage. Some 
fresh fruits and vegetables and dairy products can be supplied in Trieste. 
Total weight of stores was estimated as 300 tonnes.
A. 1.8 Passenger and Crew
Average weight of each person is estimated as 75 kg and the 
baggage of 75 kg for each person was estimated so that total weight 
estim ation of each person with their baggage is 150 kg and 5% extra weight 
allow ance is added.Final total weight of whole passenger and crew is 
estim ated as 150 tonnes.
A. 1.9 Cargo
The average weight of each private car is considered as 1 tonne 
and the average weight of each 12 m trailer is considered as 30 tonnes.
The approximated capacity of second car deck is 200 european 
cars. The trailer capacity of main vehicle deck is estim ated around 60 
tra ile rs  so that required deadmass for cargo is around 2000 tonnes. 
Considering some extra weight allowances it may be estim ated as 2120 
tonnes.
A. 1.10 Estimation of the Vertical Centre of Gravity of Group
Masses
—Steel
VCG of steel changes depending on the number and height of
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decks. The estimation of VCG of steel was carried out for different vehicle 
deck arrangements. The VCG of total steel weight for the arrangement of 
one trailer and one car deck was found as 13.06 m. [page 174]. VCG of 
steel weight for the arrangements of one trailer deck and two trailer decks 
were estim ated as 12.2 m. and 15.3 m. respectively.
—Machinery
A ll m achinery arrangements are taken place at first and second 
deck so that the level o f second deck is considered as the VCG of 
m achinery weight which is 4.5 metres.
—Outfits
Outfit items are installed at every part of the ship. Considering 
that distribution it m ight be taken as 17 metres which is around the half 
depth o f the ship although the boats are included in the outfit weight they 
are settled  at 23 m etres of ship height so that they are considered 
separately.
—Fuel
Fuel tanks are located at first and second decks but greater parts of 
the tanks are at first deck so that VCG of fuel weight was estimated as 4.2 
m etres.
—Fresh W ater
Fresh water tanks are also located like fuel tanks so that VCG of 
fresh water were taken a 4.2 metres.
—Passengers and Crew
Passengers and crew living areas are designed between 15.5 and 
25 m eters so that VCG of 17.5 meters is reasonable.
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A.2.2 The resu lts of hydrostatic ca lcu lations
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A P P E N D IX  I I I  
A.3.1 P o w er E stim a tio n
N ecessary parameters 
Volume: 12426.34 
A =12737.00 tonnes 
L bp= 130.00 m  
I^WL= 136.00 m 
B = 26.00 m 
d=6.00 m 
B /d= 4.33 m 
C b=0-60 m 
Cm== 0 .9 7 5
c = Volumeio-3= 494 M o-3
L3.Wl
Cs =2.747 
S=3572.258 m 2 
Calculation
B/d o f particular ship is 4.33 so that calculation is done for 
(B /d )i= 3 .75  CA = 4 .0 0  10-3
and
( B / d )  2  =  4.50 CA = 5.00 10- 3
CA interpolation 
K 1= ( CA- CA l) lO-3 
K j=  (4.94 lO '3 -4 10-3 ) 
K 1= 0.94
B /d interpolation 
K 2 = 1.334 [B/d - (B /d)i] 
K2 = 0.773
170
coefficients
Kj= 6.088
K 3= 70.98
K4= 41.76 10 -3J l ^
= 0.487 
Reynolds number
■v/^VLK.= 3.132
v
K 5=40.38 105
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A.3.2 P ro p e lle r
Required Parameters 
V=22 knots
W p wake fraction= 0.152
th: thrust deduction factor= 0.17
rjh : hull efficiency = 1 for twin screw ship
T|0 : propeller efficiency on open water =1
T|m : mechanical efficiency factor = 0.97
'Hr  : relative rotative efficiency =1
T|p : propulsive efficiency =0.62 QPC= T|p T[ r  Tjjj 0.63 
N : 240 rev/m in (propeller)
V a= V (1- WT )
V a= 17.808 knots
EHP is taken from fig.3.33 as 13700 hp.
Considering the efficiency DHP can be estim ated as fallow
EHP
DHP = -------------* correlation factor (0.90) * weather service allowance (1.15)
QPCtim
DHP = 23203, 14 horsepower 
DHP = 11601 for each shaft 
Then
P ^ .5
a
and
N * D
8 = — —  = 175.28
a
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Cavitation num ber a  is found by using the form ula following 
static head P-e
o  = dynamic head qT
p-e = 14.45 + 0.45 H = 20.975 ft
H : H ead above s h a f t  in ft
, V .2 , N * d .2 
qT qv + “ ( 7j j   ^ +  ^ 329 ^
qx  = 6.25 + 89.96 = 96.18psi
Lift coefficient tc is estimated by using the following form ula
_ thrust per sq inc _ T 
c dynamic pressure A qT
^ DHP * QPC * 2.26 
T  -----------—------------  l b  per sq m
a
and
A = * blade ratio * (1.067 - 0.229 * )P 4 D
p/D  = pitch ratio (obtained from B series charts)
Using the given form ulas and charts the results are estim ated as
follow s
„ Bp = 19.33 qT = 96.18 a = 0.218
Blade Type P/D (chart rj0 (chart) 5 Ap (sq ft) T(lb/sq i Tc
4 .40 0.8 0.655 185 46.92 19.77 0.205
4.55 0.87 0.625 173 63.34 14.65 0.12
4 .70 0.89 0.620 167 80.20 11.57 0.10
According to the chosen type 4.70 final diam eter of propeller
6 * V0 167 * 17 8
D  _____-  = — — —  = 12.38 ft (3.27 meters)fin N 240
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APPENDIX 4
A.4.1Design Still W ater Moment, Ms
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A.4.2 R ule  W ave  B end ing  M om en t, M w
Mw=f Cj l?B(cb+0.7) 10'3 tonne - fin
f= 10.0 for unrestricted seagoing service 
300-L 15
Cj= 10.75 - ( )  for 90<L(m)<300 in metre
L= 130 meters 
B=26 meters 
CB=0.626
M w=47628.763 (tonne-f.m .)
A.4.3 Minimum Required Section Modulus,Zr
Zr i =Ci L2 B (CB+ 0.7) cm3 
or
M +M  
^ = — 5— 2: 10" cm’
a c
whichever is greater .Where L, B, CB are as given above and 
Cx=8.15
M s=22322 (tonne-f.m)
Mw=47628.763 (tonne-f.m) 
a c= 18.15 ( kgf/m m 2)
Z r 1=4762876.3 cm 3 
Z r 2= 378  1122.16 cm 3
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The Neutral Axis (NA) = Z A  Y /ZA
= 11.47 m etres from base
—The m om ent o f inertia at N .A .,Ina
a N.A-M XA Y2-ZA (NA)2] 2 
=117.28 m4 
—Section Modulus at Deck,ZD 
ZD=(Ina)/(Y-NA)
=11.27 m4 
-Section Modulus at Keel, ZK
Zd=(Ina)/NA
=10.28 m4
A.4.4 The Members of Midship Section 
A.4.4.1 Double Bottom Structure
—The Center Girder Depth
dDB=28B+205k(d)°-5 
d=6 m. (draft o f the ship)
B=26 m. (beam o f the ship) 
k=1.0 (tensile strength factor o f steel) 
dDB= lZ30 mm. It was taken as 1250 mm. 
—The Thickness of Center G irder 
t=(0.08 dDB+4) (k)0*5 
t= 14 mm
—The Thickness of The W atertight Side Girders
t=(0.007s dDB+2) (k)0-5 
s= 700 mm (Stiffener Spacing)
Ill
t= 11.5 m m  
—Inner Bottom  Plating 
t= 0 .0013 6(s+660(k2L d)0-25 
L= 130m (the length o f the ship) 
t= 10 m m  
—Plate Floors
t=0.009dDB+L) (k)0-5 
t=12.5 m m  
—The Thickness o f W atertight Floors
t= (0.008dDB+3) (k)0-5 
t= 13 m m
—Bottom  Longitudinals 
Z=0.0106s k  le2 K 3
K 3= 5.09 ( factor obtained from Lloyd's) 
le=3.2 m . (effective length of the stiffener) 
Z=296.308 cm 3 Chosen stiffener is (220x11 mm)
—Bottom  Side Longitudinals 
Z=0.0106s k  le2 K 2 (for the lowest one)
Z=296 cm 3 Chosen stiffener is (220x11 mm)
A .4.4.2 D eck L o n g itu d in a ls
—Deck 2
Z=s k(5.9 L 1+25h2le 2) 10^
h 2=2.6 m .(head o f cargo for m achinery space)
L != 130m
Z= 100.2 cm 3 Chosen stiffener is (160x8 m m)
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—Deck 3
Z=(0.536K1P le+0.00125K2 h s le2)
K l=10.1  K2=1.3
h=2.5 m. P=15 tonne (axle load)
Z=288.97 cm 3 Chosen stiffener is (220x11 m m) 
—Deck 4 (car deck)
Z=sk (5.9L!+25h2 le2) 10"4 
h 2= 1.2 m. 
le=3.2 m.
Z = 75.41 cm 3 Chosen stiffener is (140x8 mm)
—Uppermost Continuous Deck
Z= sk (5.1 L!+25h3 le2) 10-4 
h3=0.95 (for first tier)
Z=63.43 cm 3 chosen stiffener is (120x8 mm)
—Supertructure Deck Longitudinals
Z=sk (5.1Lr+25h3 l^2) 10-4 
h3=0.65 (for deck 6) 
h 3=0.5 (for upper decks)
For deck 6,
Z=58.05 cm 3 Chosen stiffener is (120x8 mm)
For decks 7,8,9,10,
Z=55.37 cm 3 Chosen stiffener is (120x7 mm)
A.4.4.3 S ide L o n g itu d in a ls
—Side Longitudinals Above D/2 
Z=0.0106s k le2 K!
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K x=3.38
Z=256.81 cm 3 Chosen stiffener is (200x12 m m )
-S ide  Longitudinals Below D/2
Z=0.0106s k  le2 K2 
K 2=5.82
Z=442.2 cm 3 Chosen stiffener is (260x11 mm)
—Side Longitudinal at Superstructure Decks
Z=0.0035 h  s le2 k 
h=2.5+0.01L2 (for the lowest tier) 
h=1.25+0.005L2 (for other locations)
L2=130 m.
For deck 5,
h=3.38 m. Z=84.9 cm 3 Chosen stiffener is( 140x9 mm)
For deck 6,
h=3.1 m. Z=77.77 cm 3 Chosen stiffener is( 140x8 mm)
For deck 7,
h=2.8 m. Z=70.24 cm3 Chosen stiffener is( 140x7 mm)
For deck 8,
h=2.5 m. Z=62.72 cm 3 Chosen stiffener is( 120x8 mm)
For deck 9,
h=2.2 m. Z=55.19 cm3 Chosen stiffener is(120x7 mm)
A 4.4.4 S ide  T ra n sv e rse s  
—Deck 1 
In tanks,
Z=11.71p k S h4 le2
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^ = 7 .0  m.
h .=5.5 m.4
S=3.2 m .(spacing betw een transverses)
Z=10098 cm 3 
In dry spaces 
Z=10L S h5 le2 
For deck 1,
le=4.5 m. h5=2.25 m. Z=1458 cm 3 
For deck 2,
le=4 m h 5=2 m  Z=1024 cm 3
For deck 3,
le=5 m. h5=2.5 m. Z=2000 cm3
chosen transverse is(4 0 0 x l2 x l3  T)
For deck 4,
le=2.2 m  115= 1. lm . Z= 170.6 cm3
chosen transverse is (180x10 mm)
For deck 5,
le=3.5m. hs=1.75m. Z=686  cm3
chosen transverse is (200x11 T)
For deck 6 ,
le=2.8m. 115= 1.4m. Z=351.23 cm3
Chosen transverse is (2 4 0 x ll mm)
For deck 7,
le=2.8m. h5=1.4m. Z=351.23 cm3
Chosen transverse is (240x10x11 mm)
For deck 8 ,
le=2.8 h 5=1.4 Z=351.23 cm3
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Chosen transverse is (240x11mm) 
for deck 9,
le=3.5 m. h5=1.75 m. Z=686 cm3
Chosen tranverse is (2 0 0 x l0 x ll T)
A.4.4.5 D eck  T ra n sv e rse s
—Deck 2
Z=4.75k S le2 H g
le=7.5 m. Hg=2.0 m .(height o f the deck) 
Z=1710 cm 3 Chosen Transverse is (300x10x17 T) 
—Deck 3 
Z=4.75b h le2
b=3.2 m. h=2.5m. ^ = 7 .5m .
Z=2308.5 cm 3 
-D eck 4
Z=4.75b h le2
^ = 1 3  m. b=3.2m. h=1.2 m.
Z=3082 cm 3 Chosen transverse is(400x15x20 T) 
—Deck Transverses for superstructure 
Z=4.75 k SHg le2 
For deck 5,
le = 4 .5m . H g=1.2m S=3.2 m.
Z=369.36 cm 3 Chosen stiffener is (240x13 mm)
For Deck 6,
le =4.5 m. Hg=0.95m .
Z=292.02 cm 3 Chosen transverse is (200x11 mm)
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For deck 7,
^ = 4 .5  m. Hg=0.65 m.
Z=200.07 cm 3 Chosen transverse is (200x9 m m)
For deck 8 and 9,
^ = 4 .5m. Hg=0.5 m.
Z=153.9 cm 3 Chosen transverse is (100x9) 
A .4.4.6
—Bottom Shell and Bilge Plating 
t=0.001s(0.043L 1+10)
t t
t=12 mm.
—Deck 2 
t= 0 .012s(k)0-5 
t=9 mm.
—Deck 3
t=4.6 (k)016 (A Pw)°-5+1.5 
A=0.65 (load stress factor)
Pw=7.5 tonne (tyre load) 
t=12 mm.
—Deck 4
t=4.6 (k)016(A Pw)°*5+1.5
A = l.l  Pw=0.5 tonne t=7mm
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—Superstructure Deck Plating 
For first tier, 
t=7.5(k s/sb)
s=700 mm. sb=610mm (standard stiffining spacing) 
For second tier, 
t=7.0(k s/sb)
For third and upper tiers, 
t=6.5(k s/sb)
The estim ated deck plating thicknesses are as follows.
deck 5 t=9 m m
deck 6 t=8 m m
deck 7 t=8 m m
deck 8 t=7 m m
deck 9 t=7 m m
deck 10 t=7 m m
—Side Shell Plating
For the shell above D/2 from base,
t=0.001s(0.0059L1+7) (Fo/k)
Fd=0.66 (Zrd/Z j})
t=10m m
—Upper Turn o f Bilge 
t=0.0059s{d k/(2-FB)}
Fb=0.66 (Zrb/Z b) 
t= llm m  taken.
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-S id e  Shell Plating at Superstructure 
For the lowest tier, 
t= (5 .0+0.0 lL 3)(k)
L 3= 130m .
For the upper tiers, 
t=(4.0+0.01L3) (not less than 5 mm)
The estim ated thicknesses o f side shell plating are as follows, 
deck 5 t=7 mm
deck 6 t=7 mm
deck 7 t=6 mm
t
deck 8 t=6 mm
deck 9 t=6 m m
deck 10 t=6 mm
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A.4.4.6 A ctual H ull Inertia C alculation
item dimension (m) A (m2 ) Y(m) A*Y A*Y2
1 0.009x13 0.117 21.8 2.5506 55.60
2 0.009x13 0.117 19.0 2.223 42.23
3 0.009x13 0.117 15.7 1.8135 28.109
4 0.01x13 0.13 13.5 1.755 23.69
5 0.013x12 0.156 8.5 1.326 11.271
6 0.09x7.5 0.067 4.5 0.303 1.363
7 0.01x7.5 0.075 1.25 0.093 0.116
8 0.012x13 0.156 0.006 0.009 0.0
9 0.007x8.5 0.059 4.25 0.252 1.071
10 0.012x8.5 0.102 4.25 0.403 1.840
11 0.012x5 0.06 11 0.66 7.26
12 0.011x2.2 0.0242 14.6 0.353 5.1538
13 0.01x3.3 0.033 17.35 0.572 9.924
14 0.01x2.8 0.028 20.6 0.5768 11.88
15 0.007x2.2 0.014 14.5 0.203 0.296
16 0.007x5 0.035 11 0.385 4.235
17 1.25x0.013 0.0162 0.65 0.010 0.0065
18 0.013x1.25 0.0162 0.65 0.010 0.0065
19 (0.015x0.3)xl6 0.072 8.35 0.6012 5.02
20 (0.009x0.2)x16 0.0288 13.4 0.385 5.159
21 (0.008x0.2)xl6 0.02304 15.6 0.359 5.606
22 (0,008x0.2)x16 0.02304 18.8 0.4331 8.142
23 (0.008x0.2)x16 0.02304 21.7 0.5 10.85
Total 1.3755 15.776 238.849
* Theheight of material, Yis taken from base line to centerline of material
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A P P E N D IX  5
A .5.1 K G  C a lc u lu la tio n  o f Ship
—The KG of Deck Plating
1 2 3 4 5 6
DecKNo areafm^ 2*3 KGfm 4x5
1 1874 10 18.74 1.25 23.45
2 2605.9 9 23.45 4.5 105.52
3 2886.8 12 34.62 8.5 294.45
4 3485.0 9 31.4 13.5 423.45
5 3485.0 9 31.4 15.7 497.22
6 3315.0 8 26.5 19.0 503.9
7 3315.0 8 26.5 21.8 578.13
8 2640.0 7 18.48 24.6 454.6
9 2038.0 7 14.20 21A 389.08
10 900.0 7 6.3 30.9 194.67
B.deck 285.0 7 1,99 
233.57
33.7 67,23
3531.7
KG of deck =(X6/X4)=15.12 meters 
Total weight o f deck plating is 1833.52 tones.
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—The KG  of Side Shell Plating
1 2 3 4 5 6
deck no area!m2) thick,!m  10-3) 2x3 KQCm) 4x5
1 2083 12 24.99 0.75 18.74
2,3,4 3894.1 11 42.83 8.37 358.3
5 1022 7 7.15 17.25 123.4
6 856.8 7 5.99 20.4 122.5
7 823.3 6 4.93 23.2 114.6
8 750.4 6 4.50 26.0 117.6
9 679.5 6 4.07 29.15 118.4
B. deck 168 6 1,008. 32.3 32.55
95.48 10068
The KG of side shell plating=(X6/X = 10.54 meters
The total weight o f side shell plating is 749.5 tones.
—Bulkheads
1 2 3 4
location weight!ton.) KGfrn) 2x3
deck 1,2 99.05 4.25 420.9
deck 3 54.9 11 603.9
deck 4 21.98 14.5 318.71
deck 5 44.25 17.25 763.31
deck 6 35-28 20.4 719.71
255.46 2826.59
The KG  of bulkheads is 11.06 meters.
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—The KG o f total steel weight
C onsidering the to tal steel w eight estim ation is carried  out as
follow s.
1 2 3 4 5 6
item w eigh tfO tot. weight K Q 4x5
deck plat 1833.5 55% 2841.95 15.12 42970 3
shell plat. 749.53 50% 1124.3 10.54 11848.9
bulkheads 255.46 50% 383.19 11.06 4238.08
d.bottom 60 60% 96 0.65 62.4
tank boun. 70 60% 112 4.2 470.4
extra w. 477 ----- 477 13.06 6229.62
5033 65819.72
The KG  o f total steel weight is 13.06 meters.
—The Final K G  of The Ship
1 2 3 4
item wei ehtf tonne') KG 2x3
steel 5033 13.06 65730.98
outfit 2600 17 44200
machinery 1100 4.5 4500
fuel oil 650 4.2 2730
fresh w ater 350 4 .2  ’ 1470
pas.+crew 150 18 2700
stores 300 6 1800
life boats 270 26 7020
cargo(deck3) 220 14.3 3146
cargo(deck3) 2000 10.5 21000
12732 154296.98
The KG  o f the ship=X4/Z2
=12.118 meters
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line]
A .5 .2  D eterm in istic M ethod  
A.5.2.1 Calculation of Factor o f Subdivision 
- Criterion Num eral 
M+2P
C =7 2
s V+Pr P
M = 11500 m 3 [Volume of machinery space]
P= 0 [W hole volume of the accomodation spaces below  margin
P l=  0.056L N
N = 800 [N um ber o f passengers w hich  the sh ip  is to be 
certificated]
V= 19500 m 3 [Whole volume of vessel below m argin line] 
Cs=32.69
- Factor o f Subdivision 
(1 - B) (Cs- S)
F= 1-
123- S
0 3574-25L ^
13 =
B = | 2 £  + 0.18 = 0.524 
L-42
L=130 m. [the length of the ship] 
F=0.961
-The Perm issible Length 
L p =  L f  x  F
Lp= Permissible compartment length 
L f  = Floodable compartment length
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A .5.2.2 The R esu lts o f F loodable len gth  C alculations
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A.5.3 P robabilistic  M ethod
—The Required Subdivision Index
o  1 1000
~ 4~ Ls + N  + 1500 (lnmetreS)
L g= 130 m (the length of ship)
N  =  N x+ 2 N 2
N ^= 750 (Num ber of persons for whom life boats are provided)
N 2= 200 (N um ber o f persons including (offices and crew) that 
the ship is perm itted to carry in excess of N^.)
-GM:
In the final stage of flooding, there shall be a positive m etecantric 
length, GM  calculated by the constant displacem ent m ethod and for the 
ship in upright position will be
(Nj + N2)
GM = 0.003 * B2 *
A* Fx
or
G M  = 2 inches (0.05m) wich ever is greater.
B 2 = 26 (beam of ship)
= mean freeboard
—Angle of Heel
H eel during the interm ediate flooding, due e ither to negative 
m etecantric height above or in com bination with asym m etrical flooding 
heel shall not exceed 20 degrees. In the final state o f flooding, heel shall 
no t exceed 7° degrees. For the sim ultaneous flooding o f tw o or more 
adjacent compartments, a heel of 12 degrees may be perm itted
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—Draft
C alcu la tion  are carried  out fo r the operating  rage o f drafts 
betw een d and d w hich are the m aximum and m inum um  operating drafts.KJ
I f  (d - d ) exceeds O .ld  damage stability calculation shall also be madeu U b
fo r at least one additional draft apart from  for d and d . Calculationsr  s o
were carried out fo r dQ(5 m eters), d^CS.5 meters), ds(6 m eters).
—Cross Flooding Arrangement in Asymmetrical Flooding 
To com plete the equilibrium  from the angle at the final stage of 
flooding to upright position may take longer but it was considered that the 
tim e to attainm ent o f those heel limits should not be m ore than 10 minutes.
5 .4 .2  A tta ined  Subdivision Index 'A'
A = Z a p s
a accounts fo r the probability o f damage as related to the position 
o f the com partm ent on the ship length
p : It evaluates the effect of the variation in longitudinal extent of 
dam age on the probability that the compartment or group o f compartments 
under consideration m ay be flooded.
s: It evaluates the effect of freeboard, stability and heel in the 
final flooded condition for the com partm ent or group o f com partm ents 
under consideration.
Calculation of a
a is calculated by using the following form ula 
a = 0.4 [ 1 + *,+ S2+ S12] (7)
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K
z> = - ±s i L
s
K
%2 = ~  If ki and K2 are equal to or less than 0.5 L. otherwise § and ^  equal to 0.5
K +  K1 2£ = — £—  ( if (k  +  K ) is equal to or less than 0.5 Lg otherwise £ =1) 
12 «  1 2  ^  12
: the distance from  from  the aft term inal of L§ to the aft end of 
the considered compartment or group o f adjacent compartments
K^: the distance from  the aft term inal o f L§ to forward end o f the
considered compartment or group of adjacent compartments 
Calculation of p
In general p  is calculated by using the following form ula 
p = w  £ 4.46 ( —) - 6.20 ( ) j (for -L equals to 0.24 or less) (8)
Otherwise
p = W 1.072 — - 0.086
L X
(9)
1: length of compartment or group of compartments
W  = 1.0 and X=L for L = 655 feet (200 meters) or less s s
Otherwise
195
W and X=655 m (in feet)
s
184W =-—— and h= 200 m (in meter)
L -16
s
In order to evaluate 'p' for compartments taken singly, form ula is 
applied directly. For the calculation o f a group o f com partm ents different 
w ay is followed.
For com partm ents taken by pairs p is
P  =  p 1 2 ' p f p2 o r  (1 0 )
For com partm ents taken by group of three p is
p  = p 1 2 3 'p 1 2 'p23 + p2 (11)
or
p = p234"p2 3 "p34 + p3 etc*
For com partm ents taken by groups of four
p  = p 1 2 3 4 'p 123"p2 3 4 'p23 etc' (12^
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P 12 P 3 4
P3
■34“
23
-456123
234
■345
1234
■2345
■3456
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This calculation is done for each group of com partm ent and final p 
value is found using one o f the form ulas 10,11,12 w hich  were given 
before.
All those calculations about p are valid for sym m etrical flooding. 
In the case o f asym m etrical flooding these calcu lated  p  values are 
m ultiplied by reduction factor V which is calculated as follows.
r = B,
2.8 + 0.08
( i -  + 0.02)
s
(13)
(if b/B j is equal to or less than 0.2)
0.016 b r = —--------------+ —  +0.36
(—  + 0.02 ) i
(14)
(if b/B j is greater than 0.2) where 1/Ls is equal to more than 0.2 b/B^. 
A pplica tion  o f r is changeable depending on the flooding 
condition. If  only the w ing tank is flooded and inboard  space is not 
flooded
p = p * r (15)
If  wing tank at one side and inboard spare are flooded
p ’=  p * (1 - r ) (16)
Calculation of S
1/2
S.= t 1
t = 4.9 
t = 2.7
B
(17)
( when units are in meters) 
( when units are in feet)
However S- can not exceed one; (S^<1)
0 : The angle o f heel due to asym m etrical flooding in the final 
condition after cross flooding if  any
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GMj^: The highest required intact metecantric height
M M g i  The reduction in height o f the m etacentre as a result of
flooding
S value is calculated for three initial drafts w hich are d^, 
and final S value is obtained by using the following formula.
S = 0.45 S i + 0.33 S2 + 0.22 S3 (18)
Mean Damage Freeboard (F^)
m i d l e n g t h
flooded compartment(s)
M ean freeboard is m ean distance from damaged waterline in the 
2/3 o f ship in the m idship to relevant bulkhead deck in order to find the F^ 
follow ing form ula can be used
= ^  (19)
Angle of Flooding (0^)
Angle of flooding is the angle of heel that stairw ays or other 
open ings on the relevan t bulkhead deck are im m ersed as show n in 
fig. 1.10. This angle is needed because in any case F^ can not be taken as 
m ore than 1/3 * B2 * tan 0^, All calculations are in the following tables.
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APPENDIX 6 
A.6.1 Capital Cost 
- Steel Labour Cost, Csl
A W J f l L W
A'= Steel labour wage factor, it is taken as £2400 for 1986.
W s= Steel w eight,5200 tonnes 
L= Length o f ship, 130 meters 
CB= Block coefficient, o.63
- Outfit Labour Cost, Col 
C ol=C  W o2/3 £
C ’= Outfit labour wage factor, it is taken as £2800 for 1986. 
W o= Outfit weight, 2900 tonnes
- M achinery Labour Cost, CM1 
CM1=F P0.82 £
F ’= M achinery labour wage factor, it is taken as £1100 for 1986. 
P= Full pow er o f ship, 24600 BHP
- The M aterial Cost O f Steel, Csm 
Csm =B’ Ws
B ’= M aterial cost, 270 £/per tonne
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- The M aterial Cost O f Outfit, Com 
Con[i= D ’ W o0.95 £
D '= Outfit M aterial cost, 4800 £/per tonne
-The Material Cost O f Machinery, CMm 
CM m = G' P0.82 £
G ’= Outfit material cost, it is taken as 2350 £/per hp
- Shaft And Propellers
Controllable pitch propellers are m ore expensive than fixed pitch 
propellers therefore a cost addition m ust be made.
Cp= 66000 Qo0.5 £
Qo=(0.72 P/N)
N = RPM  of propeller, 240
- Thrusters, CT
CT= £ 100000 + 73500 T £
T= Thrust in tonne, 6 tonnes
- Stabilizers, CST 
CST= £695 A3/4 £
A= Displacement in tonnes, 12732 tones
A6.2 Operating Cost
- Crew Cost
4200 £/per year for Officers 
3600 £/per year for Petty Officers 
3000 £/per year for Ratings
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- Capital Recovery Cost, CR 
CR='(Cs-Fv) A1+ P i £
A l=  i/((l+ i)N l-l)
Fv= Salvage value o f ship it is taken as £5 million.
Cs= Capital cost o f ship, £33.6 millions
Nl= Service life o f ship, 15 years
i= Interest, it is taken in range between 10% and 15%
- Maintenance And Repair, M &R
M&R=f3 (LBD)0.685+f4 P + f5 P0.6+ K1 £
Typical 1986 values for the coefficients 
f3= £8.67 ( for dimensions in feet) 
f4=£5.13
f5=£81.22 for slow or m edium  speed diesels 
K l=  £17100 for single screw 
B= Breadth of ship, 26 m etres
Dupper=The depth of upperm ost continues deck, 15.5 m eters
- Hull and Machinery Insurance, H&M 
H&M =0.0125 Cs £
- Protection And Indemnity Insurance, P&I 
P&I= f6 (LBD) + f7 Nc £
f6=£0.33 for 1986
f7=£1717 for 1986
Nc= Num ber o f Crew, 150
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- Stores And Supplies, S&S 
S& S=Co Nc £
Co= cost factor, it is taken as £2852.2 for 1986
- Adm inistration Cost, Cad 
Cad= 2210 Nc+0.01 Cs £
- Port Entry And Exit Cost, PE 
PE= Ki el (GRT) 0.685 £/call
l=Labour ratio in trade area, it is taken as o,33 for Italy. 
K i= Port entry and exit cost constant, it is taken as £19.17
-Daily Cost In Port, PD
PD= 34+ KJ L0.5 (GRT)0.67 £/day
KJ=daily cost constant £2.55
- Fuel Oil Cost At Sea,CF 
Fuel oil consumption at sea 
FC=9 BHPser 24/106 tonnes/day
9= specific fuel consumption, 142 gr/hp-hr 
The price o f per tone heavy fuel oil is taken as £55
-Diesel Oil Cost For Auxiliary Engine at Sea,CDA 
diesel oil consumption for auxiliary engine 
FDC= d BHPaux (24/106) (0.5/0.9) tonnes/day 
9= 143 gr/hp-hr 
B HPaux=4240 hp
The price o f per tonne heavy fuel oil is taken as £55
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-Diesel Oil Cost At Port,CDP
Diesel oil consum ption at port
DC= 9 BHPaux (0.75/0.9) (24/106) tonnes/day
- Cylinder Lubrication Oil Cost 
lub. oil consum ption
CLC=0.37 BHPser 0.9 (24/106) tonnes/day 
£350 is taken for per tonne lub. oil
- System  Lub. oil Cost 
lub. oil consum ption
SLC=0.26 BHPaux 0.9 (24/106) tonnes/day
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A. 6.2 Com puter Progrm s For E coaoA icm i A t i l j s i s
( 0 0 0 1 ) PROGRAM COST
( 0 0 0 2 ) C T H IS  PROGRAM CALCULATES THE CAPITAL AND OPERATING COST-
( 0 0 0 3 ) C ALL INPUT DATA I S  FOR 1 9 8 6
( 0 0 0 4 ) C •THE MEANING OF INPUT DATA I S  AS FALLOWS
( 0 0 0 5 ) C AI:FACTOR OF LABOUR COST FOR STEEL
( 0 0 0 6 ) C BI:FACTOR FOR MATERIAL COST
( 0 0 0 7 ) C Cl:F A C TO R  FOR OUTFIT LABOUR COST
( 0 0 0 8 ) C DI:FACTOR FDR OUTFIT MATERIAL COST
( 0 0 0 9 ) C FI:F A CTOR FOR MACHINERY LABOUR COST
( 0 0 1 0 ) C GI:FACTOR FOR MACHINERY MATERIAL COST
( 0 0 1 1 ) C L:LENGTH OF S HIP
( 0 0 1 2 ) C B:BREADTH OF S H I P  (M)
( 0 0 1 3 ) c DR:DRAUGHT OF S H IP  (M)
( 0 0 1 4 ) c CB:BLOCK COEFFICIENT OF SHIP
( 0 0 1 5 ) c WS:
( 0 0 1 6 ) c WS: STEELWEIGHT OF S H IP  (TONNES)
( 0 0 1 7 ) c WO:OUTFITWEIGHT OF SHIP  (TONNES)
( 0 0 1 8 ) c P:MAXIMUM POWER OF SHIP  (HP)
( 0 0 1 9 ) c T:THRUST OF BOW THRUSTERS (TONNES)
( 0 0 2 0 ) c RN:PROPELLER RPM
( 0 0 2 1 ) c Y I : I N T E R E S T  FOR PER YEAR
( 0 0 2 2 ) c N:THE L IFE  OF S H I P  (YEAR)
( 0 0 2 3 ) c F:SALVAGE VALUE OF SHIP
( 0 0 2 4 ) c FA:FACTOR FOR HULL
( 0 0 2 5 ) c FB:FACTOR FOR MACHINERY
( 0 0 2 6 ) c FC:FACTOR FOR MACHINERY
( 0 0 2 7 ) c PK:R EPAIR COST OF PROPELLER
( 0 0 2 8 ) c FD:FACTOR FOR PROTECTION INSURANCE
( 0 0 2 9 ) c FE:FACTOR FOR PROTECTION INSURANCE
( 0 0 3 0 ) c NC:NUMBER OF CREW
( 0 0 3 1 ' COS:CONSTANT FOR STORES AND S U P P L IE S
( 0 0 3 2 ) c COM:CONSTANT FOR MISCELLANOUS COST
( 0 0 3 3 ) c 0 1 : CONSTANT FOR EXIT AND ENTER COST TO PORT
( 0 0 3 4 ) c TL:LABOUR RATIO IN TRADE AREA
( 0 0 3 5 ) c GRT:GRGSSTONNAGE OF SHIP
( 0 0 3 6 ) c 0 J : CONSTANT FOR PORT COST
( 0 0 3 7 ) c S B H P : SERVICE HORSEPOWER
( 0 0 3 8 ) c SDS:TOTAL CRUISE DAYS AT SEA IN A YEAR
( 0 0 3 9 ) c F'PT: RATE OF HEAVY FUELOIL FOR PER TONNE
( 0 0 4 0 ) c PL: RATE OF CYLINDER LUEfOIL FOR PER TONNE
( 0 0 4 1 ) G BHPAUX-.TOTAL POWER OF AUX. ENGINES
( 0 0 4 2 ) c S P L : RATE OF CYLINDER LUBOIL FOR PER TONNE
( 0 0 4 3 ) c DP:TOTAL DAYS IN PORT IN A YEAR
( 0 0 4 4 ) c OF: A N N U A L. P A Y M E N T FOR P E R OFFICE R
( 0 0 4 5 ) c P O F : ANNUAL PAYMENT FOR PER PETTY OFFICER
( 0 0 4 6 ) c RAT: ANNUAL PAYMENT F 0 R F:ER RATING
( 0 0 4 7 ) c NOF:NUMBER OF OFFICERS
( 0 0 4 8 ) c NPOF:NUMBER OF PETTY OFFICERS
( 0 0 4 9 ) c NRAT:NUMBER OF RATINGS
( 0 0 5 0 ) c NC:TOTAL NUMBER OF CREW
( 0 0 5 1 ) c El F‘ F‘: C 0  S T 0  F F" R 0  V I S 1 0 N F 0 R P E R P E R S 0  N /  D A Y
( 0 0 5 2 ) c COE:COST OF ENTERTAINMENT
( 0 0 5 3 ) DIMENSION S B H P ( 7 )
( 0 0 5 4 ) REAL MIL
( 0 0 5 5 ) READ( 5 , * )  A I , B I , C I , D I , F I , GI , L , B , DR, C B , DH, T , WS, WO, P , RN , \
( 0 0 5 6 ) ;L F A , F B , FC , PK , FD , FE , NC , COS , SSM , 0 1 , TL , GRT , 0 J , PF'T ,
( 0 0 5 7 ) 2 P L , BHPAUX, S P L , O F , P O F , RAT, NOF, NPOF, NRAT, NC, E P P , COE, V 0 , M
( 0 0 5 8 ) 3 , ( S B H P ( I ) , 1 = 1 , 7 )
( 0 0 5 9 ) C*****CALCULATE THE CAPITAL CDST OF S HIP
( 0 0 6 0 ) 1 = 1
( 0 0 6 1 ) CSL.= ( A I*W S** ( 2 .  /"3. ) ) * (L * *  (1 . / 3 .  ) /C B )
( 0 0 6 2 ) CSM=BI*WS
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(0063 
(0064 
(0065 
(0066 
(0067 
(0068 
(006? 
(0070 
(0071 
(0072 
(0073 
(0074 
(0075 
(0076 
( 0 0 7 7  
(0078 
(0079 
(0080 
(0081 
(0082 
(0083 
(0084 
(0.085 
(0086 
( 0 0 8 7  
(0088 
(008? 
(0090 
(0091 
(0092 
(0093 
(0094 
(0095 
(13096 
(0097 
(0098 
(0099 
( 0 1 0 0  
(0101  
( 0 1 0 2  
( 0 1 0 3  
(0104 
(0105 
(0106 
(0.107 
(0108 
( 0 1 0 9  
( 0 1 1 0  
(011 1 
( 0 1 1 2  
( 0 1 1 3  
( 0 1 1 4  
(0 1. 15 
(0116 
(0117 
(0118 
(0119 
(01 20  
(0121  
( 01 2 2  
(0123 
(0124
COL—CI*WO**(2./3-)
COM-D X *UJO** (0. 95)
CML-FI*P**0.82 
Cf1M-GI*P**0. 82 
Q—0. 728*P/RN 
CP-66700.*0**0.5 
CT— 100000.+73500. *T 
DISP-L*B*DR*CB*1.025 
CST —695.*DISP**(3./4. )
CS- (CSL+CSM■+■ C0L.+C0M+CML+CMM+CP+CI+CST) * 1. 0E--6 
C * * * * * C A L. C U L A T E THE CAPITAL RECOVERY COST 
V-V0 
200 CONTINUE
AF-YI/((1.+YI)**N-1.)
BF-F*1„0E-6
CR- ( (CS-BF) *AF-t-CS*YI )
C * * * * * C A L_ C U L A T E THE COST OF MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
CMR-1.0E-6*(FA*((L*B*DH)/(0.3048)**3)**0.685+FB*P+FC*P**£ 
C*****HULL AND MACHI NARY I INSURANCE 
CHM-0.012*CS 
C * * * * * PRO T E C T10N AND INDEMNITY INSURANCE 
CPI - (FD*(L*B*DH)+FE*NC)* 1.0E~6 
TCIN-CHM+CPI 
C * * * * * S T0 RES AND SUPPLIES 
C S C—C G S * NC* 1.0E-6 
C * * * * * MIS C E L.LANE0 U S COST 
C MISC-SSM*NC *1.0E-6 
C*****PORT CHARGES AND DUES
C PE-01* E X P (TL)* GR T* 0.585 
CPD-34.+OJ*TL**0.5*GRT**0. 67 
TCED-(CPE+CPD)*1.0E-6 
C*****OIL CONSUMED 
210 CONTINUE
SDS-MIL/(24.0*V)*96.0 
5 PC - .1 43.
F U C-S PC * SBHP(I)*24./1.0E+6
A F C—S D S * F U C
CAFC-AFC*PPT
ASPC-144.
AXFC'=ASF’C*BHF!AUX* (2. 4/ 1 . 0E+6) * (0. 5/0. 9)
A A X F C=A X F C * S D S 
C A Ai X F C - A A X F C * P P T 
C * * * * * CY LIN DE R LUBQIL CONSUMPTION AND COST 
SLP-0.37
clc=SLP*SBHP(I> *0.90*24./1.0E+6 
ACLC—CLC*SDS 
CACLC-ACL.C*PL 
C * * * * * S Y S T E M LUBOIL CONSUMPTION AND COST 
SSP-0.26
SLC=SSP*SBHP(I)*0.9*24./1.0E+6 
ASLC—SLC*SDS 
C A S L C - A S L C * S P L 
C*****FUEL CONSUMPTION AND COST AT PORT 
DP-366. -• (28. +SDS)
OOP—0.30*FC 
AOCP-OCP*DP 
CAOCP=AOCP*PPT
AXOCP—ASPC*BHPAUX*(0.75/0.9)*(24./1.0E+6)
AA X OCP-AXOOP*DP 
CXOCP=AAXOCP*PPT
CTOC-1. 0E-6* (CAFC+CAAXFC+CACLC+CASLC+CAOCF'+CXOUP) 
C*****CREW COST
6+PK
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(0125)
(0126)
(0127)
(0128)
(0129)
(0130) c
(0131)
(0132)
(0133)
(0134)
(0135)
(0136)
( 0137)
(0138)
(0139)
(0140)
(0141)
(0142)
(0143)
(0144)
(0145)
(0146)
(0147)
( 01 48)
(0149)
(0150)
(0151)
(0152)
(0153)
(0154)
(0155)
(0156)
(0 157)
(015 8) 10
(0159) 15
(0160) 20
(0161) 30
(0162) 40
(0163) 50
(0164) 60
(0165) 70
(0166) 80
(0167) 90
(0168) 100
(0169) 1 10
(0170) 120
(0171) 130
(0172) 150
(0173) 160
(0174) 170
(0175 5
(0176)
CAC= <NOF*OF+NPOF*POF+NRAT*RAT)*2.*1.0E-6
C0P=EPP*NC*365*1.0E-06
CAC=CAC+COP
ADMINISTRATION COST
CA=0.012*CS
ENTERTAINMENT
ENT=COE*1.0E-6
TOTAL ANNUAL OPERATING COST OF SHIP
TACS=CR+CMR+CHM+CF'I+CSC+CMISC+TCED+CTOC+CAC+CA+ENT 
WRITE( 6 , 1 0 )
WRI TE (6 , 15) V ,100.0*YI 
WRITE(6,20) CS 
WRITE(6,30)
WRITE < 6,40)
WRITE(6,50 >
WRITE(6,60)
WRITE(6,70 >
WRITE(6,80)
WRITE(6,90)
WRITE(6,100)
WRITE(6,110)
WRITE(6,120)
WRITE(6,130)
WRITE(6,150)
WRITE(6,160)
WRITE(6,170)
V=V + 1 
1 = 1 + 1
IF (V. LE. 21 . 0)
I 1 
V==V0
VI=Y1+0.01 
IF(YI.LE.0.15)
FORMAT(3X 
FORMAT(3 X 
FORMAT(3X 
FORMAT(3X
CR 
CMR 
CHM 
CPI 
CSC 
CM I SC 
TCED 
CTOC 
CAC 
CA 
ENT
TACS
GO TO 210
GO
FORMAT(3X 
FORMAT(3X 
FORMAT(3X 
FORMAT ( 
FORMAT( 
FORMAT( 
FORMAT( 
FORMAT( 
FORMAT( 
FORMAT( 
FORMAT( 
FORMAT( 
FORMAT( 
STOP 
END
3 X 
3X 
3 X 
>X 
3 X 
3X 
3X 
3X 
3 X 
X
OF SHIP'/)
'INTEREST= F4. 1
0 200
CAPITAL AND OPERATING COST 
'SPEED*' ,F4. 1 , 1 X , 'KNOTS' ,4 X .
'CAPITAL COST',10 X ,'=',F5.2,'E06')
22( ' - ' ))
'CAPITAL RECOVERY COST' ,1X , ' = ' ,F6.3, 'E06 £/ye 
'MAINT.AND REP.COST ' ,4 X , ' = ' ,F5.2, 'E06 £/year ' 
'HULL AND MACH.INSUR.',2X,'=',F5.2,'E06 £/yea 
'PROTEC.AND INDEM.INSUR','=',F5.2,'E06 £/year 
'STOP.AND SUPP.COST ' ,4X,'=',F5.2, 'E06 £/year '
'MISCL.COST' ,12 X , ' = ' ,F5.2, 'E06 £/year') _
'PORT CHARG.AND DUES',3 X ,'=',F5.2,'E06 £/year 
'01L COST' ,14 X , ' = ' ,F6.3, ' E06 £/year')
'CREW COST' ,13 X , '= ' ,F6.3, 'E06 £/year')
'ADMINISTRATION COST',3X , '=' ,F5.2, 'E06 £/year 
'ENTERTAINMENT COST' ,4 X , ' = ' ,F5.2, 'E06 £/year ' 
22('-'))
'ANNUAL OPER.COST ' , 6X, ' = ' ,F8.4, 'E06 £/year ' )
a r  ' ) 
)
r  ' )
' )
)
'  )
' ) 
)
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A. 7.1 C o m p iter  Program For S tr ic te r * !  D eck D esig a
( 0001 ) 
( 0002 )
(0003)
(0004)
(0005)
(0006)
(0007)
(0008)
(0009)
( 0 0 1 0 )  
( 0 0 11 )  
( 0 0 1 2 )
(0013)
(0014)
( 0 0 1 5 )
(0016) 
( 0 0 1 7 )  
(0018 >
(0019)
( 0020 ) 
(0021 ) 
( 0022 )
(0023)
(0024)
(0025)
(0026)
(0027)
(0028)
(0029)
(0030)
(0031)
(0032)
(0033)
(0034)
(0035)
(0036)
(0037)
(0038)
(0039)
(0040)
(0041)
(0042)
(0043)
(0044)
(0045)
(0046)
(0047)
(0048)
(0049)
(0050) 
(0051 
(0052
(0053 
(0054 
(0055 
(0056 
(0057 
(0058 
(0059 
(0060 
(0061 
(0062
PROGRAM DEKDSNG
DIMENSION A (1000),M N (20), XX (200),T(200),E(10)
COMMON/'BIR/ A , MN
COMMON/ES/ E
CHARACTER*? GIRDER
REAL LS , L.P , LNC , LNT , LNT 1 , LG , MM
READ<26,*) N X ,XMN,X I NT
NX 1=NX*6
READ(26,*) (XX ( I) , T ( I) ,1 = 1,NX1)
WRITE (6, ' (A ) ') ' ENTER H B , P ,GH ,XMIN,X I,N S '
REA D(5,*) H B ,P ,G H ,XMIN,X I,NS
WRITE(6,'(A)')'ENTER G :1,IF THERE IS L .B .HEAD,REST :0 
RE A D (5,*) G 
WRITE <6 , '
REA D (5,*)
WRITE(6,'
REA D(5 , *)
WRITE(6,'(A)
REA D(5,*) NXPR,v
WRITE(6,'(A )') 'ENTER PRIMEM,0 OR 1
PRIMEM
(A)') 'ENTER SYSTEM,LONG=0,TRAN=1'
SYSTEM
(A)') 'ENTER A K ,H 1,H2 ,N ,LNT1,N P '
AK ,H 1,H 2 ,N ,LNT1,NP 
(A)') 'ENTER GIRDER YES OR NO'
GIRDER
'ENTER NXPR,V'
OR
(A)') 'ENTER E (1 > , E (2) , E (3) 
E d )  , E (2) , E (3)
110)  
1 15)
,120) 
, 125)
ENTER S ,LNC' 
THEN
READ(5,*)
WRITE(6,'
RE A D (5,*)
WRITE(6,'
READ(5,*)
CALL CURVF 
5 X = X MIN
WRITE(6, ' (A) ')
REA D (5,*) S ,LNC 
IF(SYSTEM.EQ.0)
WRITE ( 16,100)
WRITE ( 15,105)
ELSE
WRITE(16 
WRITE(15 
END IF 
WRITE(16 
WRITE (1 
WRITE(16,130)
WRITE ( 15,135)
WRITE(16,140)
WRITE(15,145)
10 SA=0.0 
T1=0.0 
T2=0.0
DO 20 IN=1,N 
WRITE(6,'(A)'
READ(5,*) L S ,LNT
LNT2=L_NT
XK=V/S
IF ( XK. L.E. (. 5* (XX (1) +XX (2) ) ) > 
X K = X X ( 1 )
ELSE IF(XK.GE.(0.5*(XX(NX 
X K = X X (N X )
ELSE 
1=2
15 XR=0.5 * (XX(I)+XX(1+1))
X L=0.5*(X X (I — 1)+ X X (I) )
IF (X K ,GE.X L .AND.X K .L T .X R ) 
XK=X X ( I)
ELSE 
1 = 1 + 1
ENTER L S ,LNT
THEN
1)+XX(NX)))) THEN
THEN
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(0063)
(0064)
(0065)
(0066)
(0067)
(0068)
(0069)
(0070)
(0071)
(0072)
(0073)
(0074)
(0075)
(0076)
(0077)
(0078)
(0079)
(0080) 
(0081) 
(0082)
(0083)
(0084)
(0085)
(0086)
(0087)
(0088)
(0089)
(0090)
(0091)
(0092)
(0093)
(0094)
(0095)
(0096)
(0097)
(0098)
(0099) 
( 0 .1. 0 0 ) 
(0101)  
( 0 1 0 2 )
(0103)
( 0 1 0 4 )
(0105)
(0106)
(0107)
(0108)
(0109)
(0110)  
(011 1 ) 
(0112)
( 0 1 1 3 )
( 0 1 1 4 )
(0115) 
'0116)
(0117)
( 0 1 1 8 )
( 0 1 1 9 )
(0120)  
(0121 ) 
(0122)  
(0.123)  
(0124')
GO TO 15 
END IF 
END IF
NNX=NINT ( (XK-XMN) /XIND+l 
NNX=NNX+(NXPR-1)*NX 
TX=T(NNX)
NTX=INT(TX)
DF=T(NNX)-FLOAT(NTX)
IF(DF.LE.0.4) THEN 
TX = FL.OAT (NTX)+.5 
ELBE
TX=FLOAT(NTX)+1. 0 
END IF
CALL ST IF < S ,P ,GH ,X , AK , H 1 , H 2 , TX , NS , N , LF', LS , LNC , LNT , C , D 
. 1,LNT1,P A ,PRI MEM,SYSTEM)
PA=LNC*LNT2 
T 1= T 1+C
I F (PR I MEM. EC!. 0) 0=0 
T2=T2+D 
SA=SA+F'A 
20 CONTINUE
V F'=S' A * T X * 1. 0 E - 3 
WP=VP*7.85 
WTS-T1+T2 
TWD==WTS+WP 
STWD=TWD*4
IF (GIRDER. EC!. ' YES ' ) THEN
B=LNT1
H=H1
CALL GIR ( B , GH , LNC ,T X ,B F , TW , LP ,H ,T F ,S M ,Z ,WG , NP , LS , L.G , LNT 1
1,SYSTEM)
IF(G.EG.1) GO TO 25 
TNG=HB/L.NT .1 
NTNG=INT(TNG)
DFG^TNG—NTNG 
TOG=NTNG-1
IF (DFG.GE.(.2*LNT1)) TOG=NTNG 
WG=(2*T0G+1)*WG 
25 STWD=STWD+WG 
ELSE 
END IF
IF (GIRDER. EC!. 'NO ' ) GO TO 30 
WRITE(16,150) X ,L G ,Z ,SM,LP,H ,B F ,T X ,TW ,TF 
30 CONTINUE
IF (GI RDER. EC!. ' NO ' ) THEN 
WRITE(15,155) X ,WTS,WP ,STWD 
ELSE
WRITE(15,160)X ,WTS,W P ,WG,STWD 
END IF 
X = X + X I
IF(X.LE.(0.5+.5*XI)) GO TO 10
WRITE( 6 (A)')'ENTER K WRITE 1 IF S HAS DIF. VALUE"
READ(5,*) K 
IF(K.EQ.l) GO TO 5 
STOP
100 FORMAT(40X ,'LONGITUDINAL SYSTEM")
110 FORMAT(4IX, ' TRANSVERSE SYSTEM')
120 FORMAT(40X , 'S = ' ,F5. 1 )
130 FORMAT(3X,'V/S',3X,"N.OF.MEM.',3X,"EF.LE.',3X,'Z(CU.UM)",3X
1, 'S M (CU.CM) ", 3 X , 'L P (MM) " ,3 X , 'H (MM) ",3 X , ' B F (MM) ", 3 X , 'T X (MM) ", 3 X 
1, 'T W (MM) " ,3 X , " T F (MM) ')
140 FORMAT (3 X ,3( '-') ,3X ,9( '-') ,3 X ,6( ' - " ) ,3X ,8( '-') ,3 X ,9( '-') ,3X
211
5)
6 )
7)
8 ) 
9 )  
;0) 
i i )  
!2 ) 
53) 
J4) 
55) 
36)
)
38)
3 9 )
40) 
41 > 
.42) 
,43)
144)
145)
146)
147)
148) 
14?)
150)
151)
1 5 2 )
1 5 3 )
1154)
1155) 
.1156)
3157)
3158)
3159)
3160) 
0161 ) 
0 1 6 2 )
0163)
0 1 6 4 )
0 1 6 5 )  
8 1 6 6  >
8 1 6 7 )
8168) 
1016?) 
10170) 
10171 > 
10172) 
<0173)
10174)
1 0 175)
10176)
10177)
10178)
10179)
10180) 
10181 > 
10182)
10183)
10184) 
(0185) 
20186)
150
105 
1 15 
125 
135
145
155
160
. , 6 ( ' — ' ) , 3 X , 5 ( ' ~ ' ) , 3 X , 6 ( ' - ' > , 3 X , 6 ( ' - ' ) , 3 X , 6 ( ' - ' > , 3 X , 6 ( ' ~ ' ) ) 
FORMAT (3Xs,F3. 1 ,4X, 'GIRDER ' , 4X , F4 . 2 , 4X , F8. 2 , 3X , F9. 3 , 3X , F6. 1 
,3X,F5. 1,3X , F 6.1,3 X ,F6.2,3X,F6. 2,3 X ,F6.2)
FORMAT(25X,'LONGITUDINAL SYSTEM')
FORMAT ( 26X , 'TRANSVERSE SYSTEM')
FORMAT F5. 1)
FORMAT(4X , ' V/S' ,5X, 'WTS ( TONNE) ' , 5X , 'W P (TONNE)
1,'WG(TONNE) 'STWD(TONNE)
,5X
),5X,11(
50
60
40
80
90
100
FORMAT (4 X ,3( '-') ,5 X ,10( '-') ,5X ,9( ' - ' ) ,5 X ,9( '
FORMAT ( 4X ,F3. 1,8 X ,F6.2,8X ,F6.2,24X,F 7 .2)
FORMAT <4 X ,F3. 1,8X ,F6.2,8X ,F6.2,8X ,F6 .2,8X ,F7.2)
END
SUBROUT INE ST IF(S ,P ,G H ,X ,AK, H 1 ,H 2 ,T X ,N S ,N ,L P ,LS,LNC,LNT 
,T WL,TWT,LNT1,PA„PRIMEM,SYSTEM)
REAL LP , L.S , LNC , LNT , LNT 1 , MM
DI MENS 1 ON A <1000) ,M N (20) ,E (10) ,M X (50) ,V N (10)
COMMON/BIR/A ,MN 
COMMON/ES/E 
NFIRST=1 
DO 40 NPR~1,NS 
S K 1 ==0 
SK2-~0
DO 50 I-1,M N (NPR)
S K 1~SK1+ A (NFIRST-1 + 1)*X**(I— 1)
NSCND--NFIRST+MN (NPR)
DO 60 1=1,M N (NPR + 1)
SK2 SK2+A (NS C N D -1 + 1 ) -*X** (I — 1 )
2 = ( . 53.6*SK1 *P+LS + . 001525+SK2*GH*S*LS**2) *AK 
IF ((NPR+1).EQ.NS) GO TO 80 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
0=1 
R=34 
H=H1 
TW=H/R 
LP=40*TX 
A1=LP*TX 
IF (L P „LT 
A2~H*TW 
A3 = TW*H/1. 5 
BF=SQRT(A3/. 1 5 
TF=.1#SQRT(A3,
AS=A2+A3 
AT --A1 +A2+A3
Y~ (A 1 (TF+H+TX/2) +A2* (TF+H/2) +A3* (TF/2) ) / AT
S I 1 = (LP*TX**3) / 12+A 1 * (Y- ( TF+H+TX /' 2) ) **2 
S12= (TW*H**3)/12+A2*(Y - (TF+H/2) )**2 
S13= (BF + TF++3)/12+A3 *(Y-TF/2)**2 
SIT=SI1+SI2+SI3 
SM= (817 /  Y ) * 1 . 0E—-3
IF(SYSTEM.EQ.0.AND.0. EQ, 1■0.AND.SM.LE.1 )
H= 1.05+H
ELSE IF(SYSTEM.EQ.0.AND. 0. EQ. 1 
H“ .95+H
ELSE IF(SYSTEM.EQ.0.AND.0. EQ. 1 
GO TO 105 
E L S' E
GO TO 103 
END IF 
GO TO 90 
CONTINUE
600) LF“600
THEN
THEN0.AND.D 
0) THEN
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(024?)
(0250)
(0251)
(0252)
(0253)
(0254)
(0255)
(0256)
(0257)
(0258)
(0259) 
(0260! 
(0261 
(0262 
(0263 
(0264 
(0265 
(0266 
(0267 
(0268 
(0269) 
(0270: 
(0271
(0272 
(0273 
(0274 
(0275 
(0276 
(0277 
(0278 
(027? 
(0280 
(0281 
(0282 
(0283 
(0284 
(0285 
(0286
(0287)
(0288) 
(028?) 
(0290) 
(0291> 
(0292) 
(02?'3)
(0294)
(0295) 
(0296 >
(0297)
(0298)
(0299)
(0300)
(0301)
(0302)
(0303)
(0304)
(0305)
(0306)
(0307)
(0308)
(0309)
(0310)
ELSE
TNT=LNT/B 
END IF
NTNT*-INT (TNT)
DFT=TNT-NTNT 
NOP=NTNT-1
IF(DFT.GE.(.2*B)) NOP=NTNT 
VT~AS*LNT *1.0E-6 
WT=VT*7.85 
TWT=WT*NOP
WRITE(16,220)X ,LNT,2,S M ,L P ,H ,B F ,T X ,T W ,TF 
200 FORMAT(3 X ,F3 .1,4 X ,'LONGITU',4 X ,F4.2,4 X ,F8.2,3 
1,3 X ,F5. 1,3 X ,F6. 1,3 X ,F6.2,3 X ,F6.2,3 X ,F6.2)
210 FORMAT(3 X ,F3 . 1,4X , 'BEAM ' ,4 X ,F4.2,4X ,F8.2,3
1,3X,F5.1 ,3X,F6.1,3X,F6.2.3X,F6.2,3X,F6.2)
220 FORMAT <3X,F3. 1,4X, 'TRANSV. ' ,4 X ,F4.2,4X,F8.2,3 
1,3X ,F- 5. 1, 3 X  , F 6. 1,3X,F6.2,3X,F6.2,3X,F6.2)
500 RETURN 
END
SUBROUT INE G I R (B ,GH ,LNC,TX ,B F ,T W ,L P ,H ,T F ,S M ,Z 
1 , LS , LG , LNT :L , SYSTEM)
REAL L S ,L P ,LNC,LNT,L G ,LNT 1 
B-L.NT 1
LG=LNC/(NP+i)
IF (SYSTEM.EQ .0.0) THEN
S0=L6/LS
MSO-INT(SO)+1
LG=LS*NSO
ELSE
END IF
Z — 4 . / 5 B x G H X" L G 2 
F* “ 0 /  £{) ( v /  „ )
A 1 = 10*F*B*TX 
L P = (A 1*1.0E2)/TX 
TW=.02*H
IF(TW.LT.7.0) TW=7.0 
100 A2=H*TW
A3=TW*H/1.5 
BF=SQRT(A3/.1)
TF=.1*SQRT(A3/.1)
AS=A2+A3 
A1 =:A 1+A2+A3
Y— (A 1 * (TF+H+TX/2) +A2X- (TF+H/2) +A3* (TF/2) ) /AT
SI 1=(LP*TX**3)/12+A1*(Y-(TF+H+TX/2) )**2
S12=(TW+H*+3)/12+A2*(Y— (TF+H/2))*#2
SI3=(BF*TF**3)/12+A3+(Y-TF/2)**2
SIT=SI 1+S12+S13
SM=(SIT/Y)*1.0E-3
DZ=SM~Z
IF(SM.L E .Z)THEN 
H-1.05*H
TW=MAX(TW,0.02*H)
GO TO 100
ELSE IF(DZ.GT . ( Z/10) ) THEN
H=.95*H
GO TO 100
ELSE
END IF
VG=AS*LNC*1.0E—6 
WG=VG*7.85*2 
RETURN 
END
X,F9.3 
X,F9.3 
X,F9.3
, WG, Nr
, 3 X , F 6. 1 
, 3 X , F 6. 1 
, 3 X , F 6. 1
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(0311)
(0312) 
(0 3 1 3  >
(0314)
(0315)
(0316) 
(0317 >
(0318)
(0319)
(0320)
(0321) 
I (0322)
(0323)
(0324)
(0325)
(0326)
(0327)
(0328)
(0329)
(0330)
(0331)
(0332)
(0333)
(0334)
(0335)
( 0 3 3 6 )
(0337)
(0338)
(0339)
(0340)
(0341)
(0342)
(0343)
(0344)
(0345)
(0346)
(0347)
(0348)
(0349)
(0350)
(0351)
(0352)
(0353)
(0354)
(0355)
(0356)
(0357) 
, (0358)
(0359)
(0360)
(0361)
(0362)
(0363)
(0364)
(0365)
(0366)
(0367)
' (0368)
(0369)
SUBROUTINE STRESS (F,MM,LNT)
DIMENSION E (10),MX(50), V N (10)
COMMON/ES/ E
REAL LNT , MA , MM , MC , MX
PL=LNT/E(2)
NI = I N T (PL)
NI=NI*2+2 
I N* 1 
SN=0 
RA=0 
MA=0
DO 25 NT-• 1 , NI 
SN=SN+E<IN)
RA=F* ( (LNT-SN)**2/LNT**3)* (3*SN+(LNT-SN))+RA 
MA=F*SN*((LNT-SN)**2/LNT**2)+MA 
IN=IN+1
I F ( IN. GT» 3) IN=IN-2  
IF ( (LNT-SN) . LT. (Ed N ) ) ) GO TO 30 
25 CONTINUE 
30 CONTINUE 
I N= 1 
SN=0 
RC=0 
MC=0
DO 35 NT-1,NI 
SN=SN+E(IN)
RC=F*(SN**2/LNT**3)*(3*(LNT-SN)+SN)+RC 
MC = F*(SN**2*(LNT-SN)/LNT**2)+MC 
IN=IN+1
IF(IN.GT.3) IN*IN-2 
IF ((LNT-SN).LT.(E(IN))) GO TO 40 
35 CONTINUE 
40 CONTINUE 
M X (1> *MA 
IN* 1 
VN( 1 ) * 0  
DO 45 NT=2,NI 
V N (NT)=V N (NT-1)+E(IN)
IF(V N (NT).GE.LNT) V N (NT)=LNT 
TM=0 
J = 1
DO 50 1*1,NT 
IF((NT-J).EG.1) GO TO 55 
TM=F*(VN <NT)-VN(NT-J) )+TM 
J=J + 1
IF(J.SE.(NT-1)) GO TO 55 
50 CONTINUE
55 M X (NT)=-MA+RA*VN(NT)-TM 
IN-- IN + 1
IF(IN.GT.3) IN*IN-2
I F ( ( A B S ( M X ( N T ) ) )  . G E . ( A B S ( M X ( N T - 1 )  ) ) )  T H E N  
MM*MX ( N T )
ELSE
MM*MX(NT-1)
END IF
IF(V N (NT).EQ.LNT) GO TO 60 
45 CONTINUE 
60 RETURN 
END
/
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A.7.2 The Example of Program Output
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